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ach year the Exp/o/wis dedi-
cated to an individual in tiie
La Salle community who has
left his or her legacy and has set the path ftjr
ftiture Lasallians. This year the University will
be bidding farewell to a group of individuals
who have seen this University undergo many
changes and many ups and downs, highs and
lows. They have had an incredible impact and
will be greatly missed. The editorial staffwould
like to dedicate the 2001 Explorer Xo La Salle
University's Class of 2001.
Upon their arrival in the fall of 1997, the
class of 2001 started their Lasallian journey
on a campus that looked very different. They
witnessed firsthand numerous changes that the
campus community has undergone; the
Hayman Center reconstruction with the new
Tom Gola Arena, the changing of North Din-
ing Hall's name to the Blue and Gold Dining
Commons, the return of Explorer football to
McCarthy Stadium, the option of Ogontz
Manor as a residence for students, the open-
ing of the Union Market, the bookstore's con-
version to Barnes and Nobles and the open-
ing of the Bucks County campus- to name but
a few. The class of 2001 began their Lasallian
experience under the presidency of Brother
Joseph Burke, FSC in 1 997 and continued it in
1998-1999 under the interim presidency of
Nicholas Giordano, the first lay person in La
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Salle history to hold that position, and concluded
it under our current president Brother Michael
McGinniss, FSC.Through all ofthese changes
the Class of 2001 has continued to live by the
example of our patron John Baptiste de La
Salle.
The Class of 200 1 have grown together and
have shared a plethora of love and memories
during their time spent here. Kara Schieler
'01 remarks, "I could have attended a num-
ber of different colleges, but La Salle was the
only place that seemed to embrace me for who
I was and who I would become. Many of the
people with whom I am graduating with have
changed my life forever, and they will not be
forgotten easily." Another senior, Brenna
McLaughlin, says "How can I walk away
from a place that has become so much ofwho
I am? The friends and memories I've made
here will always remain with me." This year's
graduating class has truly left its mark both
on the faculty and staff and the La Salle com-
munity as a whole. As Dr. Margaret Watson,
Chair of the Department of Psychology, re-
marks, "The Class of 2001 is truly a special
class and will be missed. I can't even imag-
ine not seeing many of their faces on a daily
basis."
The 2001 Explorer thus wishes this spe-
cial class—the first class of the new
Millenium—success in all they do and all they
become.
Kimberly Ann O'Brien 'OJ
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Section Editors: Kimberly Ann O'Brien, Class of 2001
Dennis Q. Miguel, Class of 2001
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La Salle University celebrates its
patron's many anniversaries,
calling forth all associated with
the Brothers of the Christian
Schools of the Baltimore District
for a Conference in Philadelphia
ong ago, past the 148
years of La Salle
University's existence, a
man envisioned a mission
for service to the community through educa-
tion, regardless ofone's economic background.
That man was John Baptist de La Salle. St.
La Salle was bom to an upper-middle-class
family with the vocational intention of enter-
ing the priesthood. Instead, after his ordina-
tion, St. La Salle's life took a diiferent turn of
events, creating one of the most influential
forces in education for many people today.
After being ordained a priest, De La Salle
was asked by a fiiend, Adrien Nyel, for help
with a school for poor girls that he was run-
ning in Rouen, France. Eventually, Nyel was
inspired and soon proposed to St. La Salle the
idea ofopening a similar school for poor boys
in Reims, France; after some thought, St. La
Salle agreed. He and a few others began their
mission to the poor of the community while
not excluding others of high economic status.
This obviously created some tension and feel-
ings of competition for surrounding private
schools
.
The initial years were trying. Still living in
upper-middle-class luxury, St. La Salle's fol-
lowers thought it unfair and challenged St. La
Salle with one simple argument: if the project
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to educate the poor had failed, he would have
nothing to lose. The teachers, on the other
hand, had everything to lose. After much medi-
tation on this particular concern of his teach-
ers, St. La Salle decided to give up his wealth
and live in the poverty in which all his follow-
ers were living. For him, those years were the
worst. At one point during a famine in France,
the point where hope for the success of their
mission was at its lowest, he and his fellow
teachers made a pact to remain with the mis-
sion even if it meant living on bread and water
alone. This proved to be a crucial event be-
^e^i 0a//cf(>uH(/e(/(Ae &ye(/ter6 of
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cause it posed as the first vow for Brothers of
the Christian Schools. Centuries later, who
would have known, including our patron him-
self the impact of this one vow and the ac-
tions of these men?
In our world today, the Brothers ofthe Chris-
tian Schools, with the ideals of St. La Salle
close at heart, continue the twin hallmarks of
Lasallian education by giving personal atten-
tion to their students and by employing practi-
cal and useful methodologies first adopted by
its founder The 1 0,000 Christian Brothers in
the world today, together and by association,
with their talented colleagues, staffnearly 1 ,000
teaching establishments ofnearly 750,000 stu-
dents of all ages.
On September 29, 2000, the Baltimore Dis-
trict of the Brothers of the Christian Schools
held a celebration at La Salle University, bring-
ing together Christian Brothers, faculty and
stafffrom Christian Brother institutions, as well
as those associated with the mission of St. La
Salle. During this celebration, workshops were
held for those who attended, which spanned
topics from "Poverty in the Midst of Wealth"
to "Lasallian Mission at Higher Education."
Along with this gathering, 2000-2001 has
brought many reasons for celebration in the
name of John Baptist de La Salle. It was an
opportunity to observe the 350th birthday of
St. John Baptist de La Salle (1651-2001), the
100th anniversary of his canonization (1900-
2000), and the 50th anniversary of his being
proclaimed as the pafron saint of all teachers
( 1 950-2000). Truly, with the influence that St.
La Salle has had on the students and staff here'
at La Salle and around the world, he will live
in our hearts forever
Dennis Q. Miguel '01
Above. Guests stayed for dinner at the Blue and Gold Dining Com-
mons the night of the event. Left. Bro. Gerry Molyneaux congratu-
lates Dr. Sid MacLeod on receiving the distinction of Affiliate of
the Brothers of the Christian Schools (A.F.S.C).
Above. During a break in the day, all attended a luncheon on the main quad of La Salle.
Left A concluding awards ceremony gathered top officials of the Brothers of the Chris-
tian Schools such as Bro. William McMahon.
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alumni and their families
diverse opportunities to
have fun. The celebration began on a
Thursday evening with the Homecoming
Dance sponsored by the Intra-Fratemity and
Sorority Council. This event was followed on
Friday afternoon by a "Happening Hour" at
Backstage sponsored by the Student
Government Association where students met
other students, faculty and administrators
before attending the Homecoming Barbecue
in the Blue and Gold Courtyard. There,
students stopped by to enjoy the picnic-style
food and sit with their friends on the grassy
hills of the North Donns Complex.
Early next morning, some students, faculty,
and alumni took part in the Alumni Fun Run
around the campus. After the run, children
were treated to games, food, and face painting
on the Union patio. Then, complete with
painted faces, blankets, and umbrellas, La Salle
fans filled the stands to watch the La Salle
Explorers battle the Siena Saints. In place for
the game at McCarthy Stadium was a new
flag and flag pole at the left ofthe scoreboard,
and all rose and turned to salute the flag when
the Pep Band played the National Anthem at
the start of the game.
Despite the cool, damp weather, the Saints
came charging out in the first quarter and took
a 9-0 lead. However, by half time, the
Explorers came back and led 14-9 over Siena.
During the half-time ceremonies. La Salle
crowned its Homecoming King-senior Kevin
Badalato-and its Homecoming Queen- senior
Marianne Bellesorte.
During the second half of the game, the
Explorers held on to their lead and finished
victorious with a score of 28-15 and an overall
record of 3-1 at that point in the season.
Despite the dreary weather and the absence
of tailgating due to La Salle's new zero-
tolerance alcohol policy, all who came to
Homecoming 2000 enjoyed it and are looking
forward to next year's celebration.
Jennifer Etsell '01
Top left: Chris Cabott leads the crowd in a chant of
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Above: Onlookers keep the spirit alive. Left: La Salle's Explorers
make their way to the field.
Above: "Thy blue and gold banners unfurl 'neath the skies." Left: Plays such as this one








n the morning of October
7, 2000, hundreds of stu-
dent volunteers gathered
on the Main Quad for La Salle's Branch Out
Day. Once again, this annual event was an
overwhelming success this year due to the ef-
forts of students and community service coor-
dinators alike determined to make positive
strides in the lives of others.
But the planning for this event started well
before the actual day. Over the summer with
the aid of Philadelphia Cares, a community
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service organization. Branch Out coordinators
Dave Hamdan, Nicole Graham and Cathy
Kozen, were able to locate sites where stu-
dents could volunteer their services to the less
fortunate in the community. Coordinators also
contacted past years' sites to volunteer stu-
dent services as well, and on the day itself.
students then helped at these sites. Some
cleaned littered neighborhoods; others planted
trees, while others entertained neighborhood
children. While most students signed up as a
part ofon-campus organization or group, some
came alone and joined a group of their choice.
Some of the sites visited by La Salle stu-
dents include Awbury Arboretum, Philadelphia
Book Bank and Family House Now.
At Awbury Arboretum a group of volunteers
from Branch Out helped plant dozens of trees
in a nearby neighborhood in an effort to spruce
up the block. Another group helped at the
Philadelphia Book Bank, which collects and
buys books and periodicals to be then sorted
by volunteers and donated to libraries. One
RA who found this a worthwhile program for
herself and her floor noted that it ended up
being a wonderfuly bonding event. Several stu-
dents volunteered to go to Family House, now,
a housing facility for struggling families to find
rest and support while they are homeless. Here
they helped to clean the house and its sur-
rounding grounds.
Back on the Main Quad the Lasallian spirit
was close to home with Fall Carnival being
held on campus for neighborhood children.
Children and volunteers participated in face
painting and games while enjoying food and
drinks.
Once all of the volunteering was done, all of
the participating students returned to the quad
to enjoy a complimentary lunch and exchange
thoughts and ideas about their experiences that
day. Rita Bonner, Branch Out Committee
member, remarks, "The day was well attended
by volunteers and well-received by the com-
munity. Branch Out 2000 was a great success!"
KimberlvAnn O'Brien '01






Above. A/ASIA was one of the many groups who participated in
the mass sweep of service to the community. Left. The Explorer
Mascot assures that the spirit of La Salle is present.
Above. Students helped in several ways including painting as shown, picking up litter,
and rebuilding. Lefr. The "Walking Madonna' shows her pride in "Branch Out Day."
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Plenty of action awaits
La Salle's students outside
the campus in the
City of Brotherly Love
ne of the advantages of
going to school in a big city
is that there is a little more
to do around here than watch the grass grow.
Whether a student is under 21 or legally old
enough to enjoy all that the city has to offer,
Philadelphia offers an abundance of possibili-
ties for a good time.
Although most of the malls are closed for
nighttime shopping. South Street is always
crowded on weekends with a variety ofthings
to choose from. There are stores where stu-
dents can find just about anything that they
are looking for, from a new outfit to a new
piercing.
If they want a little more culture, there are
plenty ofmuseums to visit. There is, ofcourse,
the Philadelphia Museum of Art, which actu-
ally is known in some crowds for its rich col-
lection of art, not just as the place where
Rocky finished his run. The Rodin Museum,
right off the Ben Franklin Parkway, offers a
fine collection of sculptures, including Rodin's
most famous piece. The Thinker. On the first
Friday of eveiy month, all of the smaller gal-
leries downtown are free, and the streets are
always crowded with people milling around
between them, going in and out of the many
galleries and restaurants.
There are coffee houses all over the city,
the most famous being Xando's, which has a
couple of locations. It offers a variety of
coffees and food, including its famous s 'mores
and alcoholic beverages.
Philadelphia also has an abundance of bars
and clubs, from the local bars on comers to
large dance halls. If students feel like running
into other students from La Salle, they try
Arena's in East Falls any night of the week.
Chemistry in Manyunk is guaranteed to be
packed either on Thursday nights or on Fri-
days during Happy Hour. Finnegan's Wake
on Spring Garden has three levels, each one
different enough to appeal to any tastes. While
on South Street shopping, students can stop at
any number ofplaces, including Fat Tuesday's
where they can people watch with some food
or drink over its balcony. For a more subdued
atmosphere, they can try Abilene 's right next
door. Almost every weekend, there is a good
band playing.
For those who like to dance, they can basi-
cally do all types of dancing all over the city.
For a more modern club-like atmosphere,
Egypt on Delaware Avenue or Chemistry has
the latest music. If students cannot decide
which era they feel like being in, they can go
to Polly Esters in China Town. Each floor is a
different decade, with '70's, '80's and '90's
music to choose from. If they have a litfle
money in their pocket and incredible outfits in
their closets, the Eighth Floor on Delaware
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Avenue is where they can go. If they are un-
sure what to do, students can just go there
and will be sure to find something that will
help them pass the night.
When the weather is warm, Penn's Land-
ing is a good place to visit. There are usually a
variety of events, from outdoor concerts to
ethnic festivals. Even if there is nothing spe-
cific going on, it is just a beautiful place to
spend a warm evening.
Sports fans can pick any major or minor
league sport that they want. All they need to
do is head down to South Philadelphia to take
in a Phillies, Eagles, Flyers, or Sixers game,
usually for a pretty reasonable price if they
are not picky about seat location.
Failing all else, they can go to Pat's or
Geno's, homes of the famous Philadelphia
Cheese steak. If students go there late enough
at night, they will be sure to find people who
have been in all ofthe places mentioned above
earlier in the evening. Anything they want to





MLiseum of Art from
the west side of the
Schuylkill Riven
Bilow: Gene's Steaks,
a popular place for
la Salle's Students.
Above: The famous Love sculpture with the Benjamin Franklin Parkway in the
background.
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Above: The De La Salle Christian Brothers' Residence on Main
Campus. Left: Twentieth Street in mid-afternoon splendor
16 ^yy,..
Above: Olney Hall, home of many of the academic departments
of the School of Arts and Sciences. Left: Path between the La
Salle Tennis Courts, leading to Connelly Library.
Above: The Main Quadrangle with the "Walking Madonna" statue donated to La Salle




once again showcases the
talent of La Salle University in
its fall nnusical by Sondheinn
here's my prize?
This is not a ques-
tion that would
commonly be asked from a group of murder-
ers but during the Masque production oi As-
sassins the message was heard loud and
clear. Directed by Tom Reing and spending
1991 on Broadway, Assassins is a controver-
sial comedy regarding the most serious ofsub-
jects- the successfiil and unsuccessfiil attempts
on the lives of several presidents of these
United States. With a colorful cast and details
as precise as exact replicas of guns used in
the assassinations in question. Assassins is truly
one of a kind.
In Scene One, we are introduced to the as-
sassins, a colorful and almost lovable cast of
characters. John Wilkes Booth, played by Ed
Persichetti, is the instigator of the bunch who
sets his assassination of president Abraham
Lincoln as an example for future assassins.
Charles Guiteau, played by Dave Hamdan,
shot President James Garfield in a plea to be
named Ambassador to France. Leon
Czolgosz, played by Chris O'Donnell, is re-
sponsible for shooting William McKinley at the
Pan American Exposition, blaming a "fiery
belly" for his behavior Giussepe Zangara, a
frustrated immigrant played by Lawrence
Knapp, attempted to assassinate president-
elect Franklin D. Roosevelt on February 15,
1932. Samuel Byck, a delusional and comical
character played by Mike Sabatino, had ev-
ery intention of killing Richard Nixon by hi-
jacking a commercial jetliner and flying it into
the White House. Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme
played by Melissa DiFeo and Sarah Jane
Moore, played by Britney Barber both made
separate attempts on President Ford to no
avail. John Hinkley, played by Thomas Whittle,
attempted to assassinate President Reagan in
1981 in an attempt to win the affections of
actress Jodi Foster Finally, we meet the vil-
lain of villains, the killer of killers, Lee Harvey
Oswald who assassinated JFK played by Joe
Grugan.
Assassins tells the story of each of the mur-
derers and would be murderers each trying to
sell the audience on the reasons for their act
of violence. Whether it be out of a lack of
respect, a fight for a cause, or political con-
viction, or out of pure insanity each character
feels as if his or her actions can be justified.
Each character played their part convincingly
and with heart and emotion. As onlookers be-
came familiar with the characters, it was very
easy to find humor and wit in their portrayals,
and many audience members found them-
selves having to take a step back to realize
that these men and women were playing the
parts of real life American villains. "It was so
easy to get sucked into the comic value ofthe
characters and I had to keep reminding my-
self that these people were killers," says Molly
Murphy. This was the sentiment felt by many
^J//u' f/Hfrf/e/^efo andw^'iiM 6e-mur<fefei-)
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in the audience and caused a stir of contro-
versy due to sequences which many critics
deemed as inappropriate. "At times, some of
the lines were inappropriate for this day and
age and many of the cast members felt very
uncomfortable reciting them. But the charac-
ters had to be taken in context with the his-
torical period in which they were staged," re-
marked Ed Persichetti who played Booth.
Yet, despite covAxovzxvj, Assassins was well
received and was an immense success due to
the efforts of a veteran cast and endless hours
ofdedication and determination by all involved
with the production.
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Above: Four of the assassins, Sarah Jane Moore, Charles Guiteau, John Wilkes
Booth and Leon Czolgosz sing praises to their weapons of choice.
Left: Samuel Byck, as played by Mike Sabatino, was both an entertaining and a
delusional character, adding some comic relief to a serious subject.
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ften seen only thorough their so-
I
cial activities, many fail to see the
accomplishments of Greeks on
campus. Although they are mostly known on
campus for their weekend parties, RUSH
week, or the annual Greek Week celebration,
Greeks at La Salle have been responsible for
many fundraisers, community service, and
social activities on campus. Most fraternities
and sororities have been here on campus mak-
ing their presence known for many years, not
only as active brothers and sisters in their own
chapters but also as members ofcampus-wide
organizations.
Most of the sororities and fraternities have
come into existence at different times at La
Salle. Alpha Sigma Tau, the newest sorority,
has been at La Salle for 8 years, while Gamma
Sigma Sigma, the oldest sorority on campus,
celebrated 27 years of service. Gamma Phi
Beta has enjoyed 25 years at La Salle, while
Alpha Theta Alpha has existed for 22 years.
Delta Phi Epsilon, a younger sorority, has been
on campus 1 5 years.
Fraternities too vary in their history at La
Salle. Delta Sigma Phi, La Salle's newest fra-
ternity, recently celebrated the anniversary of
its chartering, while Phi Kappa Theta, one of
the oldest, celebrated 30 years ofbrotherhood.
Alpha Chi Rho fraternity has existed for 25
years, FIJI for 15 and Sigma Phi Epsilon for
10 years.
Sigma Phi Lambda, the oldest fraternity has
Greeks contribute over one
hundred years combined to
University; La Salle's oldest
fraternity turns sixty-five, helping
to continue Lasallian spirit
been serving La Salle for 65 years. Spirit, fi-
delity, and leadership are the three driving
forces behind the values of every brother of
Sigma Phi Lambda Fraternity. Founded on
November 14, 1935 as a spirit club at La Salle,
it strives to foster true fellowship among its
brothers while at the same time continuing the
mission of its five founding fathers and re-
sponding to the growing needs of the univer-
sity. This fi"atemity includes many illustrious
brothers: for example. Brother Leonard for
whom the Leonard Quadrangle is named;
Father John Guischard, its founding president;
Dan Rodden, to whom the theater is dedicated;
Dr. Joseph Moran, Dr. Joseph Flaubacher and
Dr. Roland Holyrod, distinguished fonner pro-
fessors; Tom Curley, president of USA To-
day; and current faculty members Brother
Gerry Molyneaux, Dr. Geffrey Kelly and Dr.
Vince Kling.
All Greek organizations are dedicated to
their philanthropies and contribute much to
campus life. Included in Lambda's service
projects are Crossing the Finish Line Founda-
tion and the Susan Kelly Benefit, both to help
cancer patients. FIJI annually sponsors its Bid
for Bodies, and Delta Sigma Phi has its Toys
for Tots. While other Greeks have different
philanthropic projects, the sisters of Gamma
Sigma Sigma, a service sorority, spend many
hours each month in philanthropic work.
Greek members are part of sport teams and
involved in many campus groups such as the
Masque, Collegian, Explorer and student gov-
emment. Together they contribute many hours
each week to enrich campus life. The class
of 2001 congratulates Lambda on its 65th an-
niversary and salutes all Greek organizations
for their contributions to La Salle.
Dennis Q. Miguel '01
Above: Emir Dedic, Dennis Miguel and Bro. Geny Molyneaux take a moment to
commemorate Sig Phi's 65th Anniversaiy at their anniversaiy banquet.
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Lefl: Sisters of Alpha
Thcla Alpha take a
break from a commu-
nity service project.
Greeks continue to
honor St. La Salle by
word and deed.
Left: Sigma Phi Epsilon impresses upon its members the importance
ofbuilding strong fraternal relationships.
Above: The sisters of Gamma Sigma Sigma are known for their large membership and
selfless service to the community.




a Salle University has al-
ways had a reputation for
serving a wide variety of
students from various ethnicities and back-
grounds. In the past, the student population
had been largely recruited from the Philadel-
phia area leading to a large commuter student
presence on the campus. But with more em-
phasis now placed on recruiting efforts and a
higher enrollment from students from outside
the area, La Salle has since changed its com-
muter school image.
In the past four years, Admissions and Resi-
dent Life have seen a significant surge in the
number of housing applications that they re-
ceive per semester. This past year's enrollment
overall was at an all-time high with the major-
ity of students living on campus. This impact
could also be the result of several programs
that have been implemented and revamped in
order to highlight the strong potential for stu-
dent life on campus.
Students generally begin their resident years
in the North Halls Residence Complex located
in the northern part of campus or at St.
Neumann Hall located in South campus. The
North Halls complex was the first residence
For many students. La Salle
residence halls, apartments, and
townhouses are home away
from home
hall used when on-campus living arrangements
were first made available to students. This com-
plex is the largest on campus and is divided
into several area governments, which run vari-
ous programs throughout the year. St.
Neumann Hall is the newest addition to the
residential family and thus the most modem
of the residence halls.
Students generally live in a residence hall
during their freshman and sophomore years,
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and then for their remaining years at La Salle
move into either the apartments or the St.
Miguel Townhouses as upperclassmen. There
are three separate apartment complexes, St.
Teresa Court, La Salle Apartments and the
Manor Apartments, in which students can en-
ter the housing lottery in order to attain a space.
Apartments are complete with a kitchen, a liv-
ing room, and one to two bedrooms.
The St. Miguel Townhouses are considered
by many students to be at the top of the hous-
ing echelon. Each house is three stories with
three single bedrooms and one double room.
two bathrooms, a kitchen, a dining area, cen-
tral heating and cooling, and a living room. At
the housing lottery, seniors and some juniors
compete for their space in the townhouse of
their choice. "The townhouses are without a
doubt the best choice for housing. They just
seem more homey than any ofthe other facili-
ties, and its such a switch from the dorms,"
says Megan Nulty '01
.
As the interest in on-campus housing grows
and dorms, apartments and townhouses be-
come increasingly crowded, many students
think it's time that the University look into more
housing options for fiiture incoming classes.
"It seems as if each incoming class is inter-
ested in living on campus a little more than the
previous class. This is something that will have
to be planned for," states Ed Persichetti '02.
As interest in the University heightens, so
does the demand for housing. More and more
students are beginning to benefit from moving
onto campus and enjoying a city they have
never had the opportunity to experience or re-
discovering an old and familiar Philadelphia.
Kimberly Atm O'Bfien '01
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Above. Saint Miguel Court townhouses provide accomodations
for seniors and some juniors. Left. A view of Saint Katharine's
Hall, the largest residence hall in the North Halls Complex, hous-
ing over 500 students.
Above. A glance at the North Halls Complex, containing most of the dormitories on cam-
pus, from the Twentieth Street gate. Left. Students leaving for class from Sts. Hilary and
Jerome Hall, part of the Resident Housing Area known as CAJH.
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back to our community
through service to its members. The center of
such a credo is located in the lower level of
College Hall.
Under the leadership of Director Br. Charles
Echelmeier, FSC and Associate Director Ms.
Louise Giugliano, University Ministry and Ser-
vice aids in the spreading of Lasallian virtue
and merit throughout the campus at large. Af-
ter a period of restructuring. University Min-
istry and Service continues to serve our com-
munity. In addition, liturgical activities and the
sacraments are made readily accessible to all
faculty and students. Mass is celebrated in the
De La Salle Chapel at 6:30 pm on Sundays
and at 12:30 pm on Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays and at 4:30 pm on
Selflessness of the students, in the
spirit of St. La Salle, has called for
a wide variety of service options
to aid the connnnunity
surrounding the university
Tuesdays. The Sacrament of Reconciliation
is available every Tuesday afternoon from 3:30
until 4:00 and at other times by appointment.
University Ministry and Service also works
in conjunction with sei^vice groups on campus
to provide a wealth of opportunities for stu-
dents to help the community. One such group
is P.O.C.U.S. (Forum on Community and Uni-
versity Service) a student organization foster-
ing campus-wide programming and service ac-
tivities for students, faculty and staff
Other community service programs target
various populations including those suffering
from HIV/AIDS, the homeless and hungry,
and neighborhood children. This student in-
volvement helps to make possible community
service activities ranging from tutoring and
mentoring to soup kitchens to hospital work.
Groups in these categories include Homeless
Outreach, San Miguel Tutoring, Best Buddies
and L.O.C.K. (La Salle Organization Caring
for Kids). University Ministry and Services
also co-sponsors activities emphasizing the pur-
suit of social justice through groups such as
AIDS A.L.I.V.E., Amnesty International, and
L.G.B.T.S.A., The Alliance.
In addition to these activities, programs in-
clude annual student-run service trips. One
such trip is Week of Hope, a service project
tt
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conducted over spring break where a small
group of students volunteer to help serve and
provide meals to the less fortunate. This year
students traveled to the Boston area as they
did in the past to give service. Brenna
McLaughlin '01 coordinator ofWeek ofHope,
says, "Students' seem to really enjoy the ex-
perience while realizing the difference they
can make in the world around them."
University Ministry and Services not only
sets the example for the LaSallian way of life
but also provides ample opportunity for stu-
dents, faculty and staff to embrace the mes-
sage of de La Salle and live it to the fullest.
Kimberlv Ann O'Brien '01
Above: Students plan activities along with Brother Chip.
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Liji: t-athcr Boebcc
lakes time to sit and
prepare his readings
before daily mass.
Left: Students gear up for Branch Out 2000 in order to give back to the community in
which we live, learn and play.
Above: The tabernacle with two kneelers in a comer of the chapel provides a private
place for prayer and meditation.
Left: Community service is a major component of the LaSallian spirit and is performed
by both students and faculty in projects organized by University Ministry and Service.
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ade effective on June 1,
2000 and in a hopeful ef-
fort to improve student
services at La Salle University, many of the
major student-centered administrative depart-
ments combined and restructured themselves
to form the new Division of Student Affairs.
Despite any initial problems, namely confti-
sion with the new titles given to each depart-
ment and the services being rendered by each,
the Division of Student Affairs has indeed
helped La Salle's former student services
work very much like a well-oiled machine.
Within the Division, six units were formed:
Administrative Services, Career Services,
Community Development, Health Programs,
University Life and University Ministry and
Service. Overseeing these units, the Dean of
Students aims to lead these six components
of the Division of Student Affairs in building,
sustaining and enhancing a community focused
on student learning.
Administrative Services manage all divi-
sional facilities and resources, including stu-
dent residences, the La Salle Union and all
•z/ke feo^-a/mmticn o/'f/ie (^tiic/enf
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Restructuring of Resident and
Student Life better serves
La Salle as a whole, proving
that change is good
divisional offices and locations.
Career Services assist the students and
alumni with all appropriate aspects of career
planning and development, facilitate experien-
tial education opportunities and build and sus-
tain strong relationships with potential employ-
ers.
Community Development aims to promote
high standards for conduct in our community,
supervise residential life, identify and mentor
student leaders, encourage and support in-
volvement in student organizations, train and
develop the staff of La Salle University and
provide programs of welcome and transition
for new students.
Health Programs provide programs and ser-
vices, including primary health care, personal
counseling, crisis intervention and alcohol and
other drug programs for our students.
University Life leads and facilitates cultural,
recreational, and social celebrations, ceremo-
nies and events for the University Commu-
nity. It aims to lead multicultural education ef-
forts, advise our international students and our
faculty and staff who work to bring interna-
tional elements to student learning and main-
tain the university calendar.
University Ministry and Service provide ex-
periences that expand horizons, invite explo-
ration, engender growth and challenge as-
sumptions - inspiring members of our com-
munity to investigate, incarnate and celebrate
both La Salle's religious heritage and informed
citizenship in the 2 1 st century world. Involve-
ment is encouraged in experiences designed
to enhance spiritual life and to ftilfill the gos-
pel call to justice, promote and coordinate com-
munity service and service learning, invite ac-
tive participation in celebrations ofthe Eucha-
rist and other sacraments, supports sharing in
all appropriate liturgical ministries and provide
educational services to our neighboring com-
munities.
Introducing these units first over the sum-
mer during the Day ONE orientation program,
Dean Joseph Cicala, Associate Dean Alan
Wendell, Assistant Dean Anna Allen and a
cast of many others were on hand to explain
to families and incoming students the benefits
ofthe new organization ofthis part ofthe Uni-
versity. The administration essentially called
for restructuring in a desire to best serv'e the
students ofLa Salle by forming direct lines of
contact for them to address any problems,
concerns or suggestions that they had.
With a full year in operation, the Division of
Student Affairs seems only to be headed up-
hill. This reformation has proved only to be
positive. In keeping the mission and goals of
the University in mind, the Division ofStudent
Affairs has maintained their primary reason
for serving the University - the students.






Above: Kim Graham, Coordinator of Leadership and New Student Programs,
talks to one of the participants at the King's Dream 2001 celebration.
Left: Dr. Joseph Cicala welcomes students to the Dan Rodden Theater.
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Fifty years of teaching for the
Order of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools proves to the
University that the beliefs of
De La Salle are alive and strong
n October 7, 2000, Brother
Charles Edward Gresh
celebrated his Golden
Jubilee at Old St. Joseph's
Church in Philadelphia. This celebration
honored not only Brother Charles's life as a
Christian Brother for 50 years, but also his
work as an educator and administrator as well
as the impact he has had on so many people
and institutions.
Bom and raised in Philadelphia, Brother
Charles attended La Salle College, where he
received his B.A. in 1 954 and his M.A. in 1955.
Shortly afterwards, he began his teaching
career, teaching first at Central Catholic High
School in Pittsburgh, followed by West Catholic
High School in Philadelphia, and La Salle
Academy in New York.
Then in 1966, Brother Charles returned to
La Salle as an Assistant Professor of English.
Teaching only one year, he was called to serve
as the Dean ofMen in 1967, Dean of Students
in 1969, and then Acting Vice President of
Student Affairs in 1 97 1 . Then in 1 972, Brother
Charles was appointed the President of St.
John's College High School in Washington,
D.C., where he remained for nine years before
returning to La Salle in 1981. From 1981 to
the present, he has served the university in
development, being initially the Director of the
Annual Fund, then Director of Development
from 1990 to 1999 and, most recently, the
Director of Major Gifts.
Throughout this illustrious career. Brother
Charles pursued additional graduate studies at
numerous institutions including Cornell.
Cambridge, and Oxford Universities and also
earned an additional masters degree at the
University of Pittsburgh. In addition to his
scholarly interests. Brother Charles is an
accomplished organist and pianist—and an
avid swimmer, almost daily enjoying
recreational swimming in Hayman Hall's Kirk
Pool.
When asked about his Golden Jubilee,
Brother Charles said, "One of the joys in
celebrating this milestone is that I have been
privileged to spend 28 years at La Salle in one
capacity or another. Although a multitude of
changes has occurred, the closeness of the




Above: La Salle's Golden Asset, Brother Gresh.
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Above: La Salle Ambassadors assist at the ceremony: Sara McClafferty '03,
Megan Bamett '01, Pete Mosteller '02. Grant Lodes '02, Heather Rakes '03,
and Daniel Kern '03.
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University receives hefty grant
fronn Independence Blue Cross
to renovate the fornner-Binns
Fitness Center on South
Cannpus
^^ 1
7^^ ^11 111 newly renovated
Independence Blue Cross
Fitness Center opened last
fall with a dedication
ceremony on November 20, 2000. At this
ceremony those in attendance included La
Salle's president, Brother Michael McGinniss,
F.S.C; Dr. Thomas Brennan, Director of
Athletics and Recreation; Dr. Joseph Cicala,
Dean of Students; Megan Barnett, SGA
president; and many prominent La Salle faculty
and alumni. With Vice-President ofUniversity
Advancement Brian Elderton acting as the
Master of Ceremonies, Brother McGinnis
welcomed those in attendance and, along with
Dr. Brennan and Megan Barnett, thanked
Independence Blue Cross for the $300,000
grant to La Salle to renovate the former James
J. Binns Fitness Center.
This Independence Blue Cross grant has
been used to make many substantial changes.
For example, a window wall was added to the
front of the building, making the exterior more
welcoming to students. While the old fitness
center sometimes became hot or stuffy, a new
heating and air-conditioning system now keeps
the Independence Blue Cross Fitness Center
just the right temperature. Male and female
showers have also been installed. In addition,
new rubber matting for the floor has been put
in place.
The improvements also extended to the type
of equipment available in the fitness center
With money from the Student Activity fees,
$80,000 worth ofnew equipment was bought.
Most of the new purchases were
cardiovascular machines that now provide an
opportunity for students to have a total body
workout. While the new equipment is an added
bonus, some ofthe older equipment is still being
used. The equipment now includes free
weights, bikes, steppers, pin-select weight
lifting machines and more. The new
Independence Blue Cross Fitness Center was
designed with all students in mind and provides
a great place to exercise.
According to Ed Lawless, the Center's
director, "This Center with all the new
equipment, air-conditioning and glass wall is
as well equipped and attractive as any college
facility in the country." Lawless adds that "with
the new cardiovascular equipment and the
new body-shaping strength training machines,
hundreds ofLa Salle students, faculty and staff
are able to attain a level of fitness that was
not possible in the past."
Meghann Keppard '01
Above; A grant from Independence Blue Cross made a full
renovation of the former Binn's Fitness Center possible.
Above: The new equipment purchased with the grant is utilized
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Brother Gerry Fitzgerald's F.Y.E. Activities
Accounting majors must learn
how to deal with the stmggles and
challenges they will face in the
real world. Freshmen lucky
enough to be in Brother Gerry
Fitzgerald's accounting class will
certainly have an advantage. For
not only do they begin their edu-
cation in accounting under the ex-
perience and sincerity of Brother
Gerry, but each week for an ex-
tra hour they spend time in his
Freshmen Year Experience class
(or F.Y.E as it is often called)
This class gives the students an
excellent opportunity to get to
know their peers and faculty in
a more personal way. They be-
come familiar with a group of
people, with whom they will
work during various activities
throughout the semester. This is
especially important for students
seeking a career in Accounting,
for they will have to deal with a
diverse population in the work
force. Another benefit account-
ing students gain from Brother
Gerry's F.Y.E. is that they par-
ticipate in activities that help to
foster communication skills. For
example, each week, following
F.Y.E., Brother Gerry's students
write a page or two describing
the class and how it was useful
to them.
Some of the activities students
participate in include a discussion
session on stress management
and a presentation on career
planning. Learning how to man-
age stress is vital, for not only
accounting majors, but all stu-
dents in business programs alike.
Careful career planning can also
be the difference between suc-
cess and failure in the business
world, so this presentation is very
worthwhile.
A field trip to a business firm
in the Philadelphia area is also a
part of Brother Gerry's curricu-
lum. This experience enables the
students to view an example of the
environment they will be working
in. They can see what occurs
throughout a typical accountant's
day. Perhaps taking this trip will also
assist a student with an undecided
major in choosing accounting or
another major in the business field.
As well as meeting with Brother
Gerry for an extra hour each week
for the designated F.Y.E. activity,
students are also required to par-
ticipate in La Salle's scheduled ac-
tivities. They must attend "Branch
Out" and take part in a particular
community service task that day.
They also are encouraged to at-
tend the Summer Intern/Co-opjob
fair. Attending the job fair will as-
sist them in finding a beneficial in-
ternship where they can work dur-
ing the summer.
Next Year, Freshmen majoring
in accounting and any other busi
ness discipline will have linked
courses rather than F.Y.E. This
year, however, many of them have
been fortunate to gain the valu
able experience that Brother
Gerry's class provides.
Sarah Deal, ' 04
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A new student research lab and tissue culture room open In Holroyd
Until recently, students major-
ing in biology have had a some-
what difficult time pursuing on-
campus research. This was due
to a lack of space in the Holroyd
building. Students who did wish
to research had problems; they
had to set-up and take down their
experiments several times and
work in several labs, depending
on which lab was open and avail-
able for them.
Due to the great necessity for
such a space on campus. La
Salle's Biology Department
sought, and found, a solution.
Thanks to a grant from NSF and
matching funds from alumni and
industry, a new space has been
made for students to work. The
new student research lab presents
the opportunity and the location
that had been lacking in the past
for the biology department. The
addition, the lab makes the al-
ready distinguished biology de-
partment appear that more attrac-
tive to incoming students.
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lab allows students to set up and
run experiments on a continuous
basis, ridding them of the annoy-
ing and frustrating need to shuffle
and disassemble their work. It
also provides students with a great
new experience that had not pre-
viously been available on campus;
it allows students to work more
independently and efficiently. In
Another new feature on the bi-
ology floor of Holroyd this year
is the tissue culture room. This
is yet another space which was
made for students interested in
pursuing research, as well as for
classes to use for experimenta-
tion. Classes like developmental
biology and cell biology require
students to do complicated experi-
ments that involve isolating and
growing different types of cells.
This can be a long and difficult
process, and requires very spe-
cific temperatures and such.
Now, thanks to the tissue culture
room, it is possible for long or
short-term experiments involved
in cell growth and study to take
place.
There have been a lot of excit-
ing advances in the biology de-
partment. Hopefully, students
will take full advantage of the re-
sources that are now available to
them. Both the faculty and stu-
dents look forward to coming
years to see how this department
will continue to change and to
grow. ^,„^ Hartke '03
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Associate Professor
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The Chemistry and Biochemisty Department is firmly committed to its students
The Chemistry and Biochem-
istry Department is one of the
smaller ones on campus, and for
this reason majors are able to
develop a strong relationship
with their professors. Often there
is as much learning going on out-
side the classroom as there is in-
side of it.
This department offers a strong
science program, which prepares
students for graduate school or a
wide range of careers. They in-
clude research and opportunities
in the pharmaceutical industry.
Areas of study range from mak-
ing life-saving drugs to finding
cleaner, more efficient ways to
use our fossil fuels.
During their course of study,
majors have access to all types of
equipment used in research and
industry. These include a UV-Vis
spectrometer, a ¥T\R spectrom-
eter, and a nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectrometer, all of which
are used to classify the various
creations that the students come
up with in lab. This equipment
allows products of the experi-
ments to be monitored to see if
the experimentation is going in
the right direction.




along with the other officers,
Mary Katherine Tarrant. Shawn
Cumiskey, and Joe Orzechowski
have organized a tutoring pro-
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gram to aid other students with
their chemistry courses. All of the
students involved have actively
tried to help as many students as
they can. Along with the tutor-
ing programs, the Chymian So-
ciety actively recruits speakers to
come to campus and talk about
their research and experience in
industry.
The need for trained chemists is
growing with the race to find
cures for such diseases as cancer
and AIDS. Along with attempt-
ing to find cures for diseases,
chemists are also involved in law
enforcement, aiding in areas of
forensics and working for the
EPA in an attempt to help clean
up the environment. The Chem-
istry and Biochemistry Depart-
ment remains firmly committed
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Communication class works witii Habitat for
When senior Theresa
Zaccagnino entered Dr. Lynne
Texter's PubUc Relations seminar
for the first time, she began the
application of communication
theories to real life. Operating in
groups of three, students in Dr.
Texter's class worked with Habi-
tat for Humanity to develop a plan
to solve a communications prob-
lem for the non-profit group.
Therese Zaccagnino and her group
had to solve the problem of bring-
ing in more skilled workers
to build the houses for Habi-
tat for Humanity. As a part
of the semester-long assign-
ment, her group had to sub-
mit a plan book and pitch
their proposal for solving the
problem. At the end of the
term, the group presented
their experiences to their
peers and people from Habi-
tat for Humanity with whom
they worked. "This experi-
ence took what I was learn-
ing and applied it to real life,"
she said.
Therese Zaccagnino's ex-
perience in Dr. Texter's class
is not unusual in the Com-
munication Department.
Professors there have been using
community learning in their classes
to enhance the learning experience
for some time. Communication
students are called to take on vari-
ous roles as a part of their classes
from volunteering at a shelter for
homeless women and children as
in Dr. Terry Aisenstein's class to
taking on the duties of guidance
counselor at an underprivileged
high school as in Dr. Marianne
Dainton's class.
The experience of community
learning starts as early as fresh-
man year. Dr. Aisenstein said. "If
the students get influenced at the
freshman level, they won't have
to be pushed hard in later years."
Students in her Interpersonal
Communications class had an eth-
nography assignment whereby
they visited a place with cultural
characteristics that were different
from what they were used to.
Whether it was a Jewish temple
or a home for the elderly, students
Humanity
ter. Dr. Aisenstein notices that the
community service provides posi-
tive influences in the classroom and
her class get closer as a group.
Most importantly, however, the
community learning "forces stu-
dents to see we all have to respect
one another," she said.
Dr Marianne Dainton agrees.
She uses community learning in
her Group Communication class.
Students in that class design a
project addressing social need in
were expected to interact with the
people there and report their ex-
periences to the class. According
to Dr. Aisentein, their experiences
often gave unexpected results that
broke down the students' stereo-
types.
Dr Aisenstein also uses commu-
nity learning in her Freshman Year
Experience course. The class
starts going to a shelter for under-
privileged women and children on
Branch Out Day and continues
their visits throughout the semes-
public education. In the past, one
group volunteered at Martin
Luther King, Jr. High School help-
ing seniors fill out college applica-
tions. Dr. Dainton said, "It sounds
so simple but those students didn't
have guidance counselors so they
really needed help with their ap-
plications." Most of the time de-
voted by students to the commu-
nity learning in Dr. Dainton's class
is done on their own time, which
is normal for most community
learning experiences. However,
some time in class is devoted to
reflection periods during which
students realize how their prac-
tice is related to the field of com-
munications and their positive in-
fluence on others. According to
Dr. Dainton, the positive influ-
ence is not just felt by those in
need. The students involved also
benefit, experiencing things they
wouldn't normally see, thereby
broadening their horizons. The
whole purpose of Dr. Dainton's
approach is for students to
"see the need and see that
they can make a differ-
ence."
Dr. Mike Smith applies
the community learning
technique in his Public Re-
lations seminar. Much like
the students in Dr. Texter's
seminar, the students in Dr.
Smith's class serve as agen-
cies to several clients, or
non-profit community
groups, proposing, execut-
ing, and evaluating a public
relations project. The use
of service learning in the
classroom puts students in
control. Dr. Smith said,
"The students are in the
driver's seat to a great extent."
Along with teaching themselves
management skills and flexibility,
the students often tell Dr. Smith
that the service has been a life-
changing experience. He re-
marked, "Several students have
devoted more of their profes-
sional lives to joining community
service and public relations, while
others have gained a greater ap-
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Economics and International Studies Major offers students unique program
Economics is the study of the
process by which society attempts
to efficiently use scarce resources
that have alternate uses for the sat-
isfaction of an unlimited number
of present and future
wants. This study is taught
at La Salle by a department
dedicated to preparing its
students for an economy
that is ever-changing. The
economics major at La




two social science courses.
It is a well-rounded prepa-
ration which deals with ar-




things about which to
boast. Some of the high-
est paid job offers have
been given to economic
majors. These are not only
technical jobs, but posi-
tions within the job market that
are more oriented toward the lib-
eral arts. Such jobs are those of
consulting or international jobs,
which allow the students to use all
of the knowledge that they have
learned while at La Salle. Since
the field of economics is rather
broad, the Economics Department
nomics and to find out where they
best fit within the discipline. One
way for economics students to ex-
plore their field is through various
internships and co-op studies.
offers a fine faculty as well as
many different electives. The
many electives allow students to
explore their own grasp of eco-
Through the actual experience of
working within the field, many can
pursue their individual interest and
goals.
During the last 80 years, La
Salle's Economics Department has
ranked third out of 253 such de-
partments at other schools in
graduating students who go on to
complete graduate pro-
grams and receive doctor-
ates.
One program within the
Department is that of Eco-
nomics and International
Studies, which is fairly
popular among La Salle stu-
dents and has been grow-
ing in enrollment for the
past six years. This pro-
gram goes beyond the con-
ventional foreign affairs
programs because it re-
quires foreign language
courses as well as courses
in politics, history and math.
International business
opens many doors for eco-
nomics students, especially
those fluent in another lan-
guage. Some students
study abroad; and once
they complete the pro-
gram, the job market available for
them is quite substantial.
Jon Leong '02
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In 1986, La Salle started ttie country's first program to combine elementary education
and special education into one degree
La Salle University first started
offering courses in pedagogy, the
art and profession of teaching, in
19 15, with five classes. By 1922,
these courses were officially la-
beled as "education." In 1924,
fourteen courses were offered, in-
cluding one in practice teaching
and one in observation, which
stressed on-site observation ofhigh
school teachers as well as on-cam-
pus observation of La Salle pro-
fessors teaching in various subject
disciplines. In 1929, La Salle ap-
plied to the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania for permission to
grant teacher certification.
Within the next five years, the
Department expanded the curricu-
lum to include seventeen courses,
which stressed recent develop-
ments in the fields ofpedagogy and
education. For example, the
course entitled "Principles ofHigh
School Teaching" reflected pro-
gressivism, by including "the prob-
lem approach to teaching" and
"project teaching." Also, require-
ments for teacher certification
grew to include 27 credits, 90
hours of observation and 60 hours
of student teaching.
In 1945, the Education Depart-
ment became part of the "Area
of History and Social Science" in
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the college's cuniculum. The next
year, "Guidance" was offered as
an elective. In 1950, the
Department required 10 courses
lescents, and adults grow and de-
velop cognitively, emotionally, so-
cially, morally, and sexually.
In 1986, La Salle started the
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for certification in education, in-
cluding three electives. By 1960,
another 30 hours of student teach-
ing were required.
Throughout the next two de-
cades, the Education Department
at La Salle expanded greatly. New
programs were added, such as a
Commonwealth-approved one in
special education. The number of
full-time faculty was also in-
creased. By 1975, the secondary
education curriculum provided
certification in many different spe-
cialties, including biology, chem-
istry, social studies, English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian,
Latin, mathematics, and math-
ematics-physics.
In 1984, the Department began
a graduate program leading to a
Master of Arts degree. It was de-
signed to offer career teachers in-
sight into the way children, ado-
first program in the United States
to combine an elementary educa-
tion with a special education pro-
gram so that students could receive
certification in both areas. Also
during the 1 980s. the Department
was approved to offer certification
in the areas of both communica-
tion and earth and space sciences.
Finally, in the 1990s, the second-
ary education program was reor-
ganized, emphasizing the principles
of human growth and develop-
ment.
La Salle's Education program is
unique in that it requires eveiy stu-
dent in either the Elementary/Spe-
cial Education or Secondary Edu-
cation concentration to participate
in field placement. From fresh-
man year to junior year, each
week, for a minimum of two
hours, all majors are required to
go into surrounding schools and
to work with students to help
relate what they learn in their
classes to real-life situations.
Education majors spend their
senior year working profession-
ally. For Secondary Education
majors, a semester is spent













ond semester of the




ing in general educa-
tion classrooms.
La Salle University has an ex-
tremely strong education pro-
gram, which successfully pre-
pares its students to become
well-rounded teachers who will
provide a quality education to
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Spotlight on Dr. Judith Musser and Dr. John Beatty
La Salle University is always
excited to welcome new students,
and it is always nice to see this
welcome extended to new faculty
as well. This year. La Salle's En-
glish Department welcomed Dr.
Judith Musser and Dr. John
Beatty. Both come from very dif-
ferent backgrounds, but love the
environment here at La Salle. As
Dr. Musser put it, "Although I am
not Catholic, I feel very welcomed
here; everyone is so pleasant and
kind."
Although she was born and
raised in the small town of
Elizabethtown in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania, Dr. Musser
has long since traveled away from
her roots before coming to La
Salle. She has lived three years in
Maine and a year in Kentucky.
Before then, she lived in Massa-
chusetts where she studied English
at Gordon College and received
both her inspiration for her career
and her Bachelor's degree. She
recalls one of her undergraduate
English professors as her career
influence, stating that she "just
loved what he did and could see
myself doing it for the rest of my
life." Since then. Dr. Musser has
expanded her state travel to
worldly travels, earning her
master's degree from the Univer-
sity of Aberdeen in Scotland, and
teaching a year each in Poland and
Scotland. She eventually com-
pleted her Ph.D. at Purdue Uni-
versity.
Dr. Musser states that although
she teaches the same concepts
year after year and has done all
the readings numerous times, the
years are never repetitive. "I love
learning from the students. Every
year there is always someone who
points out an idea I missed, or
makes me look at something from
a completely different perspec-
tive," she said. During the
not as worldly traveled as Dr.
Musser. he still possesses many
different experiences in teaching
and life. He began his college ca-
reer with an undergraduate degree
at the University of Toronto and
went on to earn two Master's de-
grees—one the University of Lon-
don and one at Cornell—and a
Ph.D. at the University of Texas.
He has spent his career teaching
at University of North Carolina at
Penbroke, Baylor and the Univer-
sity of Texas.
Dr. Beatty is involved with his
teaching. He said, "It motivates
you to do your best and think cre-
atively. I get very excited about
^ac////// r.ir-/te(//( 6e/jcit't of iij/i (-Jaf/f' fo/ju/t/f//////
Fall Semester Dr. Musser taught
Themes in Literature and Culture,
Literature and the Sexes, and Stud-
ies in American Literature Since
1950, while in the Spring her
classes included College Writing IL
Experiencing Fiction, and Other
Voices, Other Cultures.
Dr. John Beatty, also new to the
English Department, is a native of
Ottawa, Canada. Although he is
teaching new things. It's almost
like a cycle. I get motivated to
teach, then while teaching, get
even more motivated to learn. It
never ends." Dr Beatty enjoys a
small campus setting. He be-
lieves that in a small school, there
always seems to be more re-
sources per person, while in a
large school, although it may
have more information over all.
there is not as much for the indi-
vidual student. Reflecting on
his own education. Dr. Beatty
wishes that the focus had been
more on teaching than on the
subject matter: "Especially when
going for your Ph.D., the focus
tends to be on training you to be
a superior thinker and researcher.
Then you get in a classroom set-
ting, and you have to convert
what you know, so that you can
educate others."
Both professors offer advice
for the students of La Salle, es-
pecially the graduating class of
2001. Dr. Musser stated, "Take
the time to pursue what you re-
ally want to do. So many times
people chose careers for the
money, but that shouldn't mat-
ter. You should choose some-
thing you will be really happy
doing for the rest of your life."
Dr. Beatty advised, "Be patient.
Think about taking different
paths and experiences. Don't
panic if the first thing you try
isn't the best; in fact, it prob-
ably won't be. Sometimes try-
ing several ideas before finding
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The Changing World of Art and Music
The Fine Arts Department con-
sists of two programs: music
headed by Dr. Charles White and
art and art history headed by Dr.
Sabrina DeTurk
Interest in music courses among
La Salle students continues to
grow. New courses offerings this
past year included specialty
courses that focused on great
American composers such as
George Gershwin and Louis
Armstrong. Professor Robin
Haffley, who recently has pro-
duced a successful CD of his own
jazz compositions, once again
taught his course on electronic
music. This year he expanded it
to include digital sound design for
web sites.
New to the Music Program this
past year were several adjunct
faculty members with impressive
credentials and specialties.
Marian Hess, a professional
French horn players and a mem-
ber of the Chestnut St. Brass En-
semble, taught World Music, in
addition to Music 150. Susan
McDonald, who specializes in
computer-generated sound sys-
tems, taught a course in twenti-
eth-century contemporary music.
Donald Reese, a guitarist and au-
thor of an anthology of classical
guitar music, taught America's
Popular Music, a course that Dr.
White said was met with "great
enthusiasm and excellent student
response."
The Art and Art History Pro-
gram also experienced some
changes this past year, particu-
larly in terms of its curriculum
and course offerings. According
to Dr. De Turk, the emphasis in
revising the curriculum was to
focus not only on the history of
the arts in the past but also to al-
low the students more opportu-
nity to learn about contemporary
ideas. In an attempt to help stu-
dents further their study of the
contemporary arts, the Art and
Art History Program is now of-
fering several courses regularly
that previously were offered as
specialty courses. These include
ART 210-Women and Art and
ART 212-History and Theory of
Digital Art.
The Art and Art History Pro-
gram also made these changes to
help students who will be using
the new core curriculum begin-
ning this year. The previously
offered introductory courses fo-
cused broadly on the history of
art. However, the new introduc-
tory courses, which include ART
151- Visualizing the Sacred and
ART 152-Visualizing the Self
and Others, are assigned more
distinct themes and allow instruc-
tors more opportunity to intro-
duce to the students more of their
own personal work and ideas. For
example, if a professor were
greatly intrigued by Gothic cathe-
drals, these courses would allow
more flexibility for him or her to
introduce this area of interest. The
new curriculum also offers more
flexibility to those in the major.
The new courses give the students
a chance to broaden their horizons
and take courses that are of par-
ticular interest to them while still
filling major requirements.
Although the revision of the
curriculum has been quite a
lengthy process. Dr. DeTurk
hopes that its will be well worth-
while for the students. The Art
and Art History Program is hop-
ing to shift in a more contempo-
rary direction at the request of stu-
dents with interests in the field.
In addition to these courses in the
revised curriculum. Dr. DeTurk
mentioned that she is currently
planning to add a new travel smdy
course in the spring of 2002 that
she hopes will be as successful as








Spotlight on Dr. Les Barenbaum
Hired to help start La Salle's
Masters in Business Administra-
tion Program in 1976, Dr. Les
Barenbaum has been teaching in
the Finance Department ever
since. Dr. Barenbaum received a
bachelors degree of Business Ad-
ministration from Bernard Baruch
College—part ofthe City Univer-
sity ofNew York—and his Ph.D.
in Economics from Rutgers Uni-
versity. In addition, he taught eco-
nomics at Rutgers while working
toward his Ph.D. in 1975 and
1976.
Since coming to La Salle, Dr.
Barenbaum has seen La Salle's
School of Business Program un-
dergo many changes, and, in fact,
currently the school is again pro-
posing curriculum changes. As a
result, these changes are causing
the Finance Department to expe-
rience some restructuring. Accord-
ing to Dr. Barenbaum, the goals
of the new curriculum are to offer
students more electives, to in-
crease the number of courses in a
student's major field of study, to
make the core classes more rel-
evant, and to prepare students for
the changing business world. For
the Finance Department, these
changes mean that a new course
will be added to its major, and that
the department will work more
closely with the Accounting De-
partment to offer core courses that
provide students with more of an
accounting background.
Dr. Barenbaum sees a trend to-
ward "paring down the cuniculum
to make it more relevant." In ad-
dition, he believes that by provid-
ing room for more electives, fi-
nance majors have more flexibil-
ity to minor in other areas. This
trend also works the other way,
allowing for other majors to mi-
nor more easily in finance. Dr.
Barenbaum reflects that histori-
cally the School ofBusiness func-
tioned as if all the departments
were separate and unrelated. With
the new curriculum in place, how-
ever, the school will work more
like the business world, and the
department will be integrated.
Dr. Barenbaum sees these
changes as positive and helpfiil to
the students. As the business
world changes with the advent of
new technology, new consumer
needs, and a new global perspec-
tive. La Salle's Finance Depart-
ment is changing too. Senior Chris
McBryan says, "My finance
classes have given me an extra
edge in the business world." By
keeping current, he and other fi-
nance majors at La Salle will be
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The Foreign Languages and Literatures Department aims to broaden cultural understanding
The Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures offers
students the opportunity to learn
to communicate with people in
other countries and to attain a
broader social and cultural under-
standing. To this end, the pro-
grams within this department
strive to develop the students' fa-
cility in comprehension, speaking,
reading, and writing. They also
give the students knowledge ofthe
historic development and appre-
ciation ofa given language and its
literature.
Students are given the opportu-
nity to major in either the Classics
(Greek and Latin) or one of five
modem languages. The modem
languages offered at La Salle are
French, German, Italian, Russian,
and Spanish. Other languages in
which instmction is provided are
Irish Gaelic, Japanese, Polish, and
Ukrainian. Minor programs exist
in Asian as well as Central and
Eastern European Studies. In con-
junction with the Education De-
partment, the Department of For-
eign Languages offers teaching cer-
tification in French, German, Ital-
ian, Latin, and Spanish.
This department offers not only
language instruction, but also a
multitude ofclasses that center on
culture and literature. Further-
more, if the educational needs of
a student are not being met, a stu-
dent can request an independent
study in which a topic is decided
upon by the student and a faculty
member.
In addition to courses, there are
many language clubs and honor
societies for students of foreign
languages. For example, the
French club is committed to ex-
panding French culture and lan-
guage. This past year in conjunc-
tion with the Funding Board, it in-
vited a traditional French singer to
campus.
Along with this language club.
Pi Delta Phi, a French Honor So-
ciety, exists. For those students
meeting the extensive require-
ments to be inducted, it sewes as
a means for students to congre-
gate and discuss contemporary
French issues. Other languages
also have clubs and honor societ-
i2i)eAaft?ne>if ''/arfo a ne/i'
ies in which students can
partake.These clubs are open to
every student at La Salle. It is not
a requirement to speak a particu-
lar foreign language to join a par-
ticular language club; the only re-
quirement is to be open-minded
and enjoy leaming about foreign
cultures.
To foster such an appreciation,
the Foreign Languages Depart-
ment and the School of Arts and
Sciences have begun a new travel-
study program. The flindamental
idea of this program is that stu-
dents will benefit more thoroughly
from the material ofa given course
when they are able to experience
related leaming on site. Immer-
sion into the appropriate culture
leads to a deeper, immediate un-
derstanding of the material to be
analyzed in class. For example,
visiting historic sites can increase
the students' ability to compre-
hend and retain information from
a course.
All students enrolling in these
specially designed courses par-
ticipate in the travel component at
minimal cost. Since the fravel is
built into holiday or break periods,
during a regular term, students are
not paying extra tuition costs; and
any financial aid for which the stu-
dent is eligible will apply. Travel
can be within the United States or
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The Geology, Environmental Science, & Physics Department offers one-on-one attention
The Geology and Physics De-
partment has been a part of La
Salle for 30 years. The department
is composed of five faculty mem-
bers; Henry A. Bart, Ph.D., David
Lee Smith, Ph.D., Alice L.
Hoersch, Ph.D., Bertram Strieb,
M.S., and Stephen A. Longo,
Ph.D. Dr. Henry A. Bart serves
as the departinent's chair Because
the department is small, majors
enjoy a one-on-one relationship
with their professors. In fact, the
department is credited with pro-
viding students with manyjob op-
portunities.
The department offers a strong
liberal arts program, which pre-
pares students for graduate school
or a career in geology. A geology
major requires a wide range of
courses from earth history to math,
and students are also recom-
mended to take physics, biology
and chemistry. Consequently,
gi'aduates are qualified to begin ca-
reers in industry, such as
/eha/'f//ir/i/ /la-i /jee/i hr/ri
with the National Forest or Park
Service or with the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency.
In addition, the department is
technologically advanced, and stu-
dents have access to computers
and other state-of-the-art equip-
ment. For example, majors have
use of an x-ray defractor, which
gives a blueprint of certain miner-
als, and a magnetometer, which
can be used to locate magnetic
fields. Students also have access
to diamond saws and grinders,
which they can use to prepare
specimens.
Because of the small class size
of courses for majors—usually 6
to 10 students—majors receive a
great deal of one-on-one instrac-
tion, which is important in this
hands-on field. Most majors are
members ofthe Geology Club and
participate in departmental
field trips, where students
apply classroom material.
They study fossils, landfills,
»
quarries and folds, all of
which are documented on geologi-
cal maps in Holroyd Hall. Most
geology majors frequent the geol-
ogy lounge and help each other
learn more about their field of
study.
As the new millennium ap-
proaches, the need for geology
majors is increasing because there
are many problems in society such
as oil shortages, energy needs and
pollution control that only geologi-
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The History Department takes pride in its faculty publications
The History Department is
proud of the recent accomplish-
ments of its faculty and the activi-
ties it has sponsored over the past
few years. Several professors have
been writing and publishing, while
some of the students have been
eagerly engaged in writing essays
for the Leo and McHale prizes.
Also, both faculty and students
have taken part in various trips
sponsored by the Historical Soci-
ety.
Dr. Stuart Leiberger published
his book Founding Friendship in
1 999, which details the collabora-
tion of Washington and Madison
and their establishment and imple-
mentation of the U.S. Constitu-
tion. Dr.George Stow and Dr.
Charles Desnoyers collaborated in
producing a world history text-
book entitled Patterns of World
History, hitroducing new informa-
tion, these two established schol-
ars approached the material in their
book from theoretical and peda-
gogical perspectives. In addi-
tion, Dr.Desnoyers has been work-
ing on yet another book, A New
AccountoftheJourneyAroundthe
Globe, a translation from Chinese
to English of a prominent Chinese
official's journal entries detailing
his trip to the United States as well
as his trips to London, Paris, the
Suez Canal, and India. Professor
Desnoyers is keenly interested in
realizing the cultural perspectives
of different nations. He com-
mented, "Writing this book essen-
tially taught me to see ourselves
as others see us. It allowed me to
approach American history
through the eyes of someone far
removed from it, providing me
with vast insights into Chinese cul-
ture at the same time."
In addition. Dr. John Rossi pub-
lished two books over the last few
years. His first novel, A Whole
New Game, published in June of
1 999, shows the relation between
American history and baseball,
paralleling the changes in Ameri-
can life with transitions in base-
ball. Dr. Rossi completed yet an-
other book on baseball in April of
2000 entitled National Game.
This scholarly work describes the
fransitions in baseball in relation
to the events in history from the
end of World War II up to and
including 1 960.
Besides this history faculty
scholarship, history students have
been busy competing for the an-
nual Leo and McHale prizes. Both
prizes are financed by John
McHale, an extremely accom-
plished and renowned La Salle
graduate, who was also a former
editor ofthe New York Times. The
Leo Prize of $2500 for the win-
ner and $500 for the ruimer-up is
given to the best article written by
a La Salle student on a particular
aspect of Philadelphia or the Dela-
ware Valley. The McHale Prize
gives $2500 in scholarship money
to a high school student with the
winning essay on a researched
topic also related to Philadelphia.
In addition to these competitions
for students, the History Depart-
ment with the Historical Society
sponsors various trips for them
through the year. In the past, these
trips have included local ones to
Bryn Athyn and Brandywine as
well as to the Holocaust Museum
in Washington D.C. Also previ-
ously. Dr. Leibiger and the His-
torical Society took students to
several Civil War battle sites as
part of travel course for the week
of spring break.
These trips enhance what the
students are taught in classes from
faculty who are eager to encour-
age them to write and who with
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Spotlight on Dr. Daniel McFcrland
Any management student who
has frequented College Hall
within the last two years most
likely will have met Dr. Daniel
McFarland. Originally from
Levittown, Dr. McFarland re-
ceived his Bachelor of Science in
1987, his MBA in Operations
Research in 1992 and his Ph.D.
in Management Infonnation Sys-
tems in 1999 from Drexel Uni-
versity. Teaching previously at
Rowan, Drexel and Saint
Joseph's Universities, Dr.
McFarland came to La Salle in
1999. Currently, he teaches un-
dergraduate courses such as the
introductory MIS course for busi-
ness and non-business majors,
Business Application Program-
ming and Software, Database
Management and Applications
Development Field Study. How-
ever, he also teaches several
graduate courses: Business Appli-
cation Programming, Database
Management, Information Tech-
nology for Decision Makers and
Project Management for Infonna-
tion Technology.
Besides interacting with stu-
dents in the classroom. Dr.
McFarland has worked with stu-
dents through the MIS Student
Leadership Association, an orga-
nization he started this past fall.
Students in this association offer
their technical services to orga-
nizations outside of the Univer-
sity setting such as local churches
and non-profit organizations,
teaching individuals how to be-
come technologically knowledge-
able and self sufficient in areas
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Professor






that were once foreign to them.
Students are expected to put to-
gether samples of their work to
show future employers the skills
they have obtained.
Asked about his views on work-
ing with students and teaching at
La Salle, Dr. McFarland replied:
" La Salle is a student oriented at-
mosphere where the faculty genu-
inely care about the perfonnance
of their students. I have never
seen a group of people bend over
backwards sacrificing what little
time and energy they have on the
betterment of their students."
Thinking of his own children
—
his one son and two daughters.
Dr. McFarland said that La Salle
University is the first school that
he has taught at where he would
want his children to attend. "It
also lives up to its image of a
Catholic university," he added,
"Everyone is made to feel like
they are genuinely good people
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Spotlight on ttie Marketing Department
Though small in number, the Marketing
Department consists of four fiall-time faculty
members whose backgrounds and interests
span a wide range.
Dr. James Talaga, the department's chair,
came to La Salle in 1998 to teach marketing
courses; however, he first earned his BA in
economics at the University ofIllinois and then
earned a MBA in computer information sci-
ence at Temple University. Dr. Talaga then
went on to eam his Ph.D. in Marketing at
Temple, while he worked at a marketing re-
search firm and taught part-time at West
Chester. In the School of Business, Dr. Talaga
is involved with travel-study courses. He spe-
cializes in marketing research and international
marketing, but his research interest lies par-
ticularly in non-profit marketing. Dr. Talaga
has had several articles published over the
years and is working on several more, one of
which will have been published this spring.
When he is not teaching, Dr. Talaga enjoys
classical music, foreign films and travel.
Dr. Andrew Bean's background is quite dif-
ferent from Dr. Talaga's. He earned his un-
dergraduate degree in electrical engineering
at Pennsylvania State University and then
went on to eam both a MBA in Marketing
and a MS in psychology at Temple before
receiving his doctorate degree in psychology
from the University of Pennsylvania. At
Temple, Dr. Jones taught for twelve years
before coming to La Salle in 1982. He is an
expert in research design, statistics and data
analysis. His marketing interests include con-
sumer behavior and marketing research. Spe-
cifically, he has studied and published in the
field ofhealthcare marketing. When not teach-
ing or involved with scholarly research. Dr.
Bean enjoys fishing, gardening, hiking, travel-
ing, boating, biking, and reading -particularly
about American history.
Dr. Sharon Javie, like Dr. Bean, also started
her teaching career at La Salle in 1982. Dr.
Javie earned her BA, MBA, and doctorate
degrees in marketing at Temple. After re-
ceiving her MBA, Dr. Javie held an account
Executive position in sales at AT&T. Besides
specializing in marketing research, consumer
behavior and promotion, she is also expanding
her professional interests to e-commerce and
Internet marketing. Currently, she is working
on a business-to-business study with Dr.
James Talaga and is in charge of the intern-
ship program in the Marketing Department.
In her spare time. Dr. Javie teaches religious
education to fifth and sixth grade students.
Dr. David B. Jones, like Dr. Bean, has two
psychology degrees. He earned a BA at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill in
psychology and an MS in psychology as well
as an MBA at Virginia Tech. He also fin-
ished his Ph.D. in marketing there. Before
coming to La Salle in 1992, Dr. Jones worked
as a psychologist doing marketing management
in various community mental health centers
and community action centers. He has also
done consulting work for the wine and tele-
communications industries and has consulted
for both national and international businesses.
Through the School of Business' Partnering
Program, he continues to do consulting work
for profit agencies, while also volunteering his
expertise for Philadelphia non-profit organi-
zations. Dr. Jones specializes in marketing
and consumer behavior, as it relates to pro-
motional strategy and fundamental issues of
marketing. This March, one of his articles on
the subject was published in Psychology and
Marketing. When not involved with market-
ing. Dr. Jones, like his colleague Dr. Bean,
enjoys fishing and gardening, but unlike his
other colleagues in the Marketing Depart-
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Spotlight on Dr. Jonathon Knappenberger and Dr. Carl McCarty
La Salle University's Mathemat-
ics and Computer Science Depart-
ment has a lot to be proud of this
year. First of all, the recent addi-
tion of new computer labs has
strengthened the department's
ability to provide necessai^ and
valuable tools for its students.
Besides the benefits ofmore tech-
nology for its use, the department
is also honored to have a faculty
that remains dedicated to its stu-
dents' education.
The newest computer labs in
Olney Hall were created as a re-
sponse to the growing needs of
computer science students and
those in the Information Technol-
ogy (IT) program. The lab in
Olney, which was built in the
spring of 2000, is primarily used
by IT students and computer sci-
ence majors for both independent
student work and tutoring. Also,
smaller classes have made good
use of it. In addition, a second
lab a few months later was made
possible through a grant that the
school obtained. This lab is gen-
erally used for IT and computer
science and math classes. These
computer labs and the DArt lab,
constructed a few years ago, have
significantly helped to meet the
t^Vem /a/>j aiu/ tieir tem'/u'/'o
technological needs of all stu-
dents associated with the Depart-
ment.
Another new addition to the
Department is Dr. Jonathan
Knappenberger who received his
Ph.D. in mathematics from
Temple University in 1 993 and
previously taught for nine years
at Holy Family College. Dr.
Knappenberger is very excited
about being able to work with
the large full-time faculty in the
Math Department here at La
Salle. Doing so will enable him
to learn from his colleagues and
also share ideas of his own with
them. In addition, he looks for-
ward to learning from his stu-
dents. He intends to make good
use of the technology available,
which he thinks is incredibly use-
ful in its ability to help students
see things that would be very dif-
ficult to see otherwise. When
asked about the importance in
studying math in the first place.
Dr. Knappenberger responded
that is important because it
teaches critical thought and the
ability to reason deductively.
While Dr. Knappenberger is
new to La Salle, Dr. Carl
McCarthy is one of the more ex-
perienced professors here on
campus, being a graduate ofboth
La Salle High School and La
Salle University. Dr. McCarty
says that it was mainly because
of the teachers he had as a stu-
dent that he first became inter-
ested in mathematics. He be-
lieves that studying math is a
valuable educational experience
because of its beauty, its rel-
evance in the modem world and
its ability to foster logical think-
ing. When asked about what he
hopes his students gain from
their studies. Dr. McCarthy re-
sponded that he hopes they do
not become afraid of math. Be-
ing able to think logically and to
picture mathematical concepts,
rather than simply memorizing in-
formation, is what he hopes his
students will learn. Over the
years Dr. McCarthy has enjoyed
good interaction with his stu-
dents amidst the friendly atmo-
sphere at La Salle, the place that
he calls home.
Jason Coftti '02
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A nursing student's day starts early
It's 5 am, the alarm is ringing
and La Salle's Nursing students
are beginning a new and exciting
day. When other students are
going to their first classes, nurs-
ing students are dressed in blue
and white crisp uniforms, armed
with a stethoscope and a smile,
already at their clinical site fin-
ishing vital signs, bed baths, medi-
cations and other necessary tasks
in order to complete their care for
patients.
La Salle's School ofNursing of-
fers a challenging and rigorous
schedule ofnot only class lectures
but also experience in hospitals
and clinics. Highly trained and
dedicated administrators and fac-
ulty stress the importance of de-
veloping critical thinking skills in
order to teach, advocate, coordi-
nate, and research in a variety of
courses include basic foundation
courses, psychology, sociology,
statistics, microbiology, anatomy
and physiology and chemistry.
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health care settings. They expect
students to develop effective
communication skills and a com-
prehensive knowledge of health
status of not only individuals but
their families and communities as
well.
Students complete two years of
liberal arts education. These
Upon the completion of these
courses and advancement into
junior year, students begin to learn
basic techniques and are guided
into nursing. Junior nursing stu-
dent Alana Dudack states, "Al-
though the clinical activities and
classes are different from the lib-
eral arts curriculum, I feel as if I
am prepared to explore new ho-
rizons in nursing and La Salle is
able to offer them to me."
After taking foundation nursing
courses in assessment, fundamen-
tals, pharmacology, chronic illness
and maternity, students move
onto a difficult senior year. Se-
nior year encompasses exciting
new endeavors for the students
soon approaching pinning, gradu-
ation and Board exams.
The Nursing School, consistent
with LaSallian values, helps to
provide an excellent education to
develop competent, caring, di-
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The Philosophy Department at La Salle stays current
LaSalle University's Philosophy
Department is constantly chang-
ing with the times. To stay cur-
rent, it offers a wide variety of
courses, such as Current Ethical
Issues and Work and Culture and
each semester sponsors lectures
and symposiums through its Phi-
losophy Series. The Department
has hosted this series for the past
28 years in an effort to keep the
La Salle community informed on
different aspects of philosophy
along with different controversial
issues that society face. The top-
ics in the series have ranged from
"Religion and Art" to "The Mani-
festo of the Unabomber: A Sym-
posium on Technology and Sci-
ence." The lectures are run by
both faculty and students and of-
ten with the collaboration ofother
departments. The Department
specifically tries to have lectures
that relate to some of the classes
that are being taught in a particu-
lar semester. Occasionally the lec-
tures and symposiums are co-
sponsored with other institutions
such as the Northwest Regional
Branch of the Free Library of
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Philadelphia. The lecturers are
often professors at LaSalle or lo-
cal philosophers, some of whom
come from a group known as
"Commonwealth Speakers," a
group sponsored by the Pennsyl-
vania Humanities Council. They
use their expertise in a variety of
areas to enlighten those who at-
tend the series.
Many of the topics covered in
the series are controversial issues
in today's society that affect the
life of the students and faculty at
La Salle. One such program last
yearwas a symposium entitled "Ex
Corde Ecclesiae: Possibilities and
Probabilities, Hopes and Fears."
This symposium discussed the Ap-
ostolic Constitution on Catholic
Universities announced by Pope
John Paul II on August 15, 1990."
The symposium discussed issues
raised by the document such as
whether theology professors at
catholic universities should be
forced to take an oath of ortho-
doxy. This symposium was held
by both faculty and students whose
areas of interest ranged from phi-
losophy and religion to marketing
and mathematics.
Some of the lectures and sym-
posiums held in the past included
"Justice and Contemporary Eth-
ics," "The Place of Humanity in
the Cosmos," "Prudence, Trust
and Luck," "Guns and Voices: In-
mates Reflect on Violence and
Hope" (co-sponsored by the De-
partment of Sociology, Social
Work, and Criminal Justice) and
"The Manifesto of the
Unabomber: A Symposium on
Technology and Science." The
Department is proud of the Phi-
losophy Series and plans to con-
tinue with the lectures and sym-
posiums in the fiature.
Catherine Malia. '04
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Political Science Department committed to educating students about ttieir world
Elections in general are big
news events and are often dis-
cussed in university classrooms,
especially in political science
courses. The 2000 Presidential
Election was no exception. This
past fall not only was the elec-
tion a major topic for discussion
in classes at La Salle, but the Po-
litical Science Department en-
couraged students to watch some
of the presidential debates to-
gether in the Williamson Lounge
and to attend speeches by politi-
cians who visited campus.
Within the classrooms, this
election in particular sparked dis-
cussions on a multitude of top-
ics including the importance of
one vote, the role of the state
and federal supreme courts in de-
termining the outcome of an
election and the reliability of the
current election process in the
United States. One of the most
important topics addressed in the
aftermath of the 2000 election
was the role ofthe Electoral Col-
lege in the election process.
Proposals to reform or elimi-
nate the Electoral College have
been made in the past and, in the
light the recent presidential elec-
tion, have come up again. Dr.
Joseph Brogan, associate profes-
sor in the Political Science De-
partment commented, "Discus-
sions about reforming the Elec-
toral College that I have heard
have been so simplistic as to be
frightening." He noted that
many educated and uneducated
people in discussing the electoral
controversy seem ignorant of
how democracy in America ac-
tually works.
Dr. Brogan questioned
whether high schools, colleges
and universities are doing their
job when "graduates do not know
the most basic features of their
government."
However, the Political Science
Department at La Salle is com-
mitted to teaching its students
about all facets of the election
process. The foundation courses
for a major or minor in the po-
litical science or public adminis-
tration include classes that teach
about the Electoral College. In
addition, because of the changes
made last year to the
department's curriculum, stu-
dents now take an extra Ameri-
can government course of their
choice.
In all political science courses,
Dr. Brogan, Dr. Kenneth Hill and
Dr. Mary-Ellen Bachunis-Harris
encourage discussions on current
issues and ask students to think
critically and realistically about
them. Indeed, the Political Sci-
ence Department here at La Salle
is working hard to educate stu-
dents and, in the process, creat-
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Spotlight On Dr. Arlana
Within the Psychology Depart-
ment, many facuhy members are
presently conducting research.
One such faculty member is Dr.
Ariana Shahinfar, a developmen-
tal psychologist who joined the
La Salle faculty in the fall of
1999.
Previously Dr. Shahinfar pub-
lished on topics related to com-
munity structures and their im-
pact on aggression and develop-
ment. Educated as a trainer in the
Second Step Violence Prevention
Program, she has been trained
extensively in both intervention
and program evaluation tech-
niques. She has also served as a
consultant to intervention projects
with aggressive children at both
the University of Maryland at
College Park and the University
Shahinfar
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Currently, Dr. Shahinfar is re-
searching the effects of commu-
nity violence exposure on chil-
dren, which was the main topic
of her dissertation. Her main
goals in this type of research is
attempting to understand aggres-
sive behavioral problems of pre-
in studying the correlation be-
tween children who have been
arrested and the level of exposure
to community violence they have
experienced during crucial stages
in their development. Currently,
she has begun a research group
with several seniors and juniors.
Beginning in Januai-y 2001, Dr.
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school age children after having
been exposed to violence in their
neighborhood and community
and study how such exposure can
ultimately skew their develop-
ment.
Dr. Shaninfar is also interested
Shahinfar and her research assis-
tants have conducted a short-term
longitudinal study to evaluate the
effect ofa therapeutic community
on cognitive and behavioral
change among participants in the
Young Adult Offender program
at SCI Pine Grove.
The group has interviewed in-
carcerated juveniles in three dif-
ferent stages of their develop-
ment: 1) when they first enter the
facility, 2) when they complete
the first step of the program, and
finally 3) nine months later. Dr.
Shahinfar' s main goal is to use the
results of this research to develop
some intervention programs to
reduce aggressive behavior
among children and adolescents.
In planning this research, she
remarked, "I'm really excited to
get the project off of the ground,
and the students involved seem to
have a sincere interest which will
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La Salle's Religion Department upholds legacy of St. John Baptist de La Salle
The La Salle Religion Depart-
ment does its best to teach in ac-
cordance with the ideals of St.
John Baptist de la Salle who
founded the Christian Brothers.
As one student observed, "unlike
other majors and careers where
you study what you want to do
during your life, a religious major
touches who you are."
Another student said, "The Re-
ligion Department at La Salle isn't
just about the Catholic Church.
It's about the history, the Bible,
Eastern religions, and how reli-
gion shaped our society. It's
about culture and humanity."
With electives dealing with the
theological, Biblical, historical and
various religious studies,
La Salle's Religion Department of-
fers students a well-rounded edu-
cation.
Religion classes are specifically
designed to give the full educa-
tion that St. John Baptist de la
Salle had in mind when he began
the Christian Brothers three cen-
turies ago. La Salle wanted to
provide the best education pos-
sible for those who could not af-
ford it. The Religion Department
works to do the same thing by
inspiring students to think like the
school's patron. With courses
such as Peace and Justice and
Contemporary Moral and Eccle-
siastical Issues, the Department
seeks to involve its students in the
vision that de la Salle himselfhad
when he started his order.
The Religion Department par-
ticularly tries to uphold Christian
Brothers ideals through its faculty.
Not only are they well prepared
to teach their subject, but
'!/>mtaa/ 'jif/e to
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also they try to uphold the
Lasallian ideals in their personal
lives. When the Christian Broth-
ers were founded in 1691, edu-
cation was integral to their mis-
sion. Now 310 years later, the
Religion Department faculty car-
ries out this basic objective.
A fine example ofthe Christian
Brothers' ideals is displayed
through the Catholic studies mi-
nor. This minor has been of-
fered for the last several years to
give students a chance to explore
the Catholic spiritual heritage. It
is a multi-disciplinary program
that touches on the fine arts, so-
cial work, political science, En-
glish, history and philosophy as
well as religion. Taught by vari-
ous teachers, the Catholic stud-
ies minor allows students to ex-
plore Catholicism as well as other
areas of their lives. Students re-
ceive a secular education while
being challenged to think oftheir
spirituality and how it relates to
their lives and the community of
which they are a part.
Jon Leo?t£ '02
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Spotlight on Dr. Bonnie Zetick and Dr. Donna Fiedler
This past year the Department
of Sociology, Social Work and
Criminal Justice has hired two new
full-time professors for the Social
Work Program: Dr. Bonnie Zetick
and Dr. Donna Fiedler.
Dr. Bonnie Zetick received her
B.A. in Sociology from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, her
Masters in Social Work from the
University of Pittsburgh and her
Ph.D. in Social Work from Bryn
Mawr Graduate School. Although
she has worked in the social work
field for many years, she is enjoy-
ing the opportunity to teach for the
first time here at La Salle in a pro-
gram that she describes as won-
derful and satisfying.
Dr Zetick worked as an advo-
cate for the Association for Re-
tarded Citizens. In this position she
was able to help get laws passed
and make critical services such as
public schooling available for her
clients. In addition, she worked for
the County Board Assistance and
Mental Health Clinic and felt that
through this position she was able
to make an impact on people's
lives.
Dr. Zetick feels that the mission
of social work closely parallels the
Lasallian mission, and this simi-
larity provides a terrific atmosphere
in which to work.. "The students,
faculty and alumni are all so fo-
cused on the mission ofaiding so-
ciety through the education; I think
it's great," explains Dr. Zetick.
She sees that expansion within the
Social Work Department as immi-
nent, and com-
ments that with the
aging population
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lems we will face,
and I feel that La
Salle's Social
Work Department




Donna Fiedler, Ph.D., CFLE,
LCSW, FAAETS, ACSW, re-
ceived her B.A. in Sociology from
Juniata College in 1969. She ob-
tained her masters and her doc-
torate in Social Work from Rutgers
University. After receiving her de-
grees, Fiedler became heavily in-
volved in trauma and crisis work.
She has worked as a volunteer for
the Red Cross Disaster Program
and as a Sexual Ethics and Crisis
counselor for the United Method-
ist Church. Over the twenty-five
years Dr. Fiedler has worked, she
has been involved in the entire
spectrum of trauma care and has
also become actively involved in
advocacy for mental health insur-
ance.
Dr. Fiedler also has two work-
books in the process ofbeing pub-
lished, which help children who
have been through a traumatic ex-
perience or a crisis. She is also de-
veloping a trauma-trainmg manual
and hopes to have this published
as well.
Although Dr. Fiedler has taught
at other insfitutions, she feels like
Dr. Zetick that her experience here
is helpfial because ofthe close ties
between social work and Lasallian
values. When asked about the fir-
ture ofLa Salle's Social Work pro-
gram, she replied. "This is a great
adult studies program which al-
lows for the entire spectrum ofstu-
dents to be represented within this
field. I feel we will confinue to ex-
pand and help people become
aware of what social work is.
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Gina Agostini Tamer Ahmed Trina Allen Albert Alven
Joseph R. Amico Gino Andracchio Danica Andrews
Heather Angelo Jill Anick Daniel Aquilino Alessandro Arici
Gina Agostini: Maple Shade, NJ, Psychology, Intramurals,
Psi Chi
Tamer Ahmed: Bethlehem, PA, Finance/Marketing,
\
Business Honor Society, Pre-Law Society, SGA, Resident
.Assistant , Ptii Gamma Delta, Rugby-Captain, Aipiia
Epsiion
Trina Allen: Rockford, IL, Biology, Volieybaii, SGA, Big
Brottiers/Big Sisters
Albert Alven: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Coilegian-Sports editorlAccount l\/lanager, Expiorer, Cross
Cuiturai Association-President WEXP, LaSalie 56, Coilege
Repubiicans, Coiiege Democrats, Historical Society, Ice
Hockey
' Joseph R. Amico: Philadelphia, PA, Computer Science
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Lisa A. Amoroso: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/
English, Resident Assistant, Community Assistant
Gino Andracchio: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Psi Chi
Danica Andrews: Towaco, NJ, Digital Arts and Multimedia
Design, Gamma Sigma Sigma, IFSC
Heather Angelo: Hamburg, PA, Mathematics
Jill Anicic Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Alpha Theta Alpha,
Psi Chi, Psychology Club, Explorer, IFSC
Daniel Aquilino: Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Cheerleading,
Mascot Intramurals
Alessandro Arici: Atlantic City, NJ, Psychology, Pi Kappa Phi,
Psi Chi
i
James Arleth Lisa R. Arrington
Cindy IVI. Aves
Jennifer Barlow Megan Barnett
JoAnn Astrosky Sally Atzrott
Frank W. Bair Katie Balloch
Robert A. Barone Jennifer N. Barrall
James Arleth: Philadelphia, PA, Computer Science
Lisa R. Arrington: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, S/g/va Theta Tau
JoAnn Astrosky: Carmel, NY, Accounting/MIS, Gamma Sigma
Sigma, Pastorius Mentoring
Sally Atzrott: Smithville, NJ, Social Work, Alptia Sigma Tau
Cindy M. Aves: Passaic, NJ, Biology/English, Crew, AlASiA,
Aipiia Epsiion Deita
Kevin Badolato: Jenkintown, PA, Biology/English, l\/lusic
Ministry, Tiie Masque, Project Appaiachiia, AiDS Outreacii,
Homeiess Awareness, Pastorius Mentoring, Alpiia Epsiion
Deita, Chiie Service Project
Frank W. Bair: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting/MIS,
intramurais
Katie Balloch: Philadelphia, PA, English, Grimoire,
Writing Feiiow
Jennifer Bariow: Fairless Hills, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Megan Barnett: Plymouth Meeting, PA, Political Science/
Marketing, SGA-President, GAELS, Alptia Sigma Tau,
Coiiege Republicans, Pi Sigma Alpha
Robert A. Barone: Havertown, PA, Communication,
Sigma Phi Epsiion, WEXP




Alexis G. Bartolo Christine Bateman Michelle R. Bauer Marc J. Beauparlant
Stephen Beck Joseph Bednarek Jennifer Beese Lindsay A. Belcher
Patricia C. Bell Marianne Bellesorte Christine M. Benincasa Gina C. Beren
Alexis G. Bartolo: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/
Sociology
Christine Bateman: Philadelphia, PA, Communication
Michelle R. Bauer: Morrisville, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Soccer, Pi Lambda Theta
Marc J. Beaupariant: Wilmington, DE, Accounting, Cross
Country, Track, Athletic Relations Council
Stephen Beck: Mullica Hill, NJ, Communication, Public
Relations Club
Jennifer Beese: Bordentown, NJ, Finance, Swimming
Lindsay A. Belcher: Norwalk, CT, Secondary Education/
Spanish, Tennis
Patricia C. Bell: Drexel Hill, PA, Communication
Marianne Bellesorte: Morton, PA, English, Homeless
Committee, Homeless Outreach, Project Appalachia, FOCUS,
Habitat for Humanity
Christine M. Benincasa: Philadelphia, PA, Computer Science,
RSA, Italian Club
Joseph Bednarek: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design, Wrestling, Tau Kappa Epsilon









Stacy Bew TaiJa Bilella
John Bland Nicholas E. Bliga
Kevin Bock Melissa Bonkoski
Megan M. Berry: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/
Social Studies, Basketball-Manager
Monica A. Bersani: Southampton, PA, Communication, Crew
Stacy Bew: Brigantine, NJ, Communication, Gamma Sigma
Sigma
Talia Bilella: Norristown, PA, Marketing/Management, Softbaii,
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Joseph A. Biondo: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design
Adam Bitz: Sparta, NJ, Psychology, Intramurals, Pi Kappa Phi
John Bland: Pasadena, MD, English, Lambda iota Tau-
President, Writing Feiiow, Tutoring
Nicholas E. Bliga: Waterbury, CT, Management
Information Systems, Phi Kappa Theta, E-Commerce
Debbie Blissick: Upland, PA, Political Science, Tennis,
Coiiege Repubiicans
Carolyn S. Bock: Warrington, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Tutoring
Kevin Bock: Philadelphia, PA, Mathematics







Brian Boss Leah Bourgeault
itt
IVIichael D. Bramowski Kristin T. Bream
Sara Breen Timothy Breen Kinyon Brinson Natalie Brooks
i
Rita Bonner: Dowingtown, PA, Criminal Justice/
Psychology, AIDS Outreach, Tutoring, LOCK, FOCUS,
Psi Ctii
Michael Bool(er: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Brian Boss: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice
Leah Bourgeault: Coatesviile, PA, Communication
Shakira Bradle: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS, AASL
Patrick Brady: Philadelphia, PA, Computer Science
Michael D. Bramowski: Lafayette Hill, PA, Finance/MIS,
Football, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Kristin T. Bream: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Delta Phi
Epsilon, IFSC
Sara Breen: York, PA, Psychology
Timothy Breen: Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems, Ice Hockey, Business Honor Society
Kinyon Brinson: Tarrytown, NY, Management Information
Systems, Pi Kappa Phi, WEXP, E-Commerce
Natalie Brooks: Hainesport, NJ, Communication, Alpha Theta









Julianne Burke William F. Burke Fiona Burns Christopher J. Cabott
Adrian A. Brown: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Ineeta L. Brown: Philadelphia, PA, Management, AASL,
Funding Board, SGA, WEXP
Matthew Brown: Dresher, PA, English/Philosophy
Pamela Brown: Cinnaminson, NJ, Accounting/Logistics
Kathryn Brugler: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Sigma Ttieta Tau
Jennifer Bryan: Berlin, NJ, Communication, Alpiia Sigma Tau,
Intramurals, Public Relations Club, Pastorius Mentoring, AIDS
Awareness
Anthony J. Bucchi: Riverton, NJ, English/Communication, Phi
Kappa Theta-Secretary
Megan Bullard: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Julianne Burke: Ashland, PA, English, Collegian,
Grimoire, GAELS, Lambda lota Tau, Writing Fellow, The
Masque
William F. Burke: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting/Finance,
Business Honor Society, Beta Alpha
Fiona Bums: North Salem, NY, English, Alpha Theta
Alpha, Writing Fellow
Christopher J. Cabott: Coatesville, PA, Political Science,







Sharon Caldwell Kevin J. Campbell
Roseanne R. Capaccio Susan Caprioli
Jennifer Carothers Lori M. Carroll Latashia Carter Roberta Caruso
Megan Cahill: Mt. Laurel, NJ, English Roseanne R. Capaccio: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Public Relations Club-President, Gamma Sigma Sigma,
Maura Calahan: Willow Grove, PA, Sociology, Cross Pasterius Mentoring
Country, Track
Susan Caprioli: Staatsburg, NY, Communication, Alpha Theta
Sharon Caldwell: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics Alpha
Kevin J. Campbell: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS, Jennifer Carothers: Mays Landing, NJ, Elementary/Special
Football, Investment Club, Business Honor Society, Education, Big BrotherlBig Sisters
Mentoring
Lori M. Carroll: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/ Special
Kimberly R. Campoli: North Wales, PA, Elementary/ Education
Special Education
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Latashia Carter: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology
Stephen Cantwell: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Ice












Rebecca Chickadel Lorna L. Chinchinian Nancy Chinchinian Anthony J. Chirchirillo
Alexandra Casale: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Christina Casiano: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology
Diane L. Cassidy: Marlton, NJ, Psychology, Psi Chi, Alpha
Sigma Tau, Intramurais
Carios Castaneda: Lafayette Hill, PA, Chemistry/Mathematics,
RSA, Chymian Society-President, Campus Ministry, Explorers
for Life
Michael Cavallaro: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice,
Basebail, Athietic Reiations Council
Jennifer Cesaretti: Delanco, NJ, Communication, AIDS
Outreach, Investment Club, E-Commerce
Annie Char: Upper Darby, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Matthew C. Chiappa: Doylestown, PA, Accounting,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Gamma Sigma,
The Masque
Rebecca Chickadel: Wilmington, DE, Communication,
The Masque, LaSalle 56, Writing Fellow
Lorna L. Chinchinian: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Nancy Chinchinian: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Anthony J. Chirchirillo: River Vale, NJ, Finance, Tau










Beatrice V. Coles Alison Colluccio Theresa Combs Timothy Connelly
Andrew Chivinski: Pottsville, PA, Political Science Steplianie Colanero: Cherry Hill, NJ, Management
Marcia Churgai: Mohrsville, PA, Communication, LaSalle
56, The Masque, Association for Women in
Communication
Joseph P. Cianciarulo: Ridley Township, PA, Biology,
Ice Hoci<ey, Project Appaiachia, Resident Assistant, RSA
Lisa IWI. Cimino: Pottstown, PA, Management Information
r Systems
Ludgero Coelho: Cheltenham, PA, Management
Information Systems
Jennifer Cohen: Clarks Summit, PA, Political Science,
Gamma Phi Beta, Tennis, Coliege Republicans
Thomas Cole: Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Delta Sigma Phi,
Intramurals
Beatrice V. Coles: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Alison Colluccio: Green Brook, NJ, Communication, The
Masque, Jazz andPep Band
Theresa Combs: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work, Gamma
Sigma Sigma, Tutoring












Brad Cresina Jennifer L. Criscuolo Katie J. Crocl<er Katherine Crowley
Edward Conway: Mountaintop, PA, Accounting/Finance,
Resident Assistant, Beta Aipiia, RSA, CommunityAssistant
De'Shon Conwell: Sicklerville, NJ, Nursing
Christina Cooney: Huntingdon Valley, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Luigi Corrado, Jr.: Lansdale, PA, Accounting/MIS, Ice Hocl<ey,
Beta Aipiia, Accounting Association
Christopher Corrato: Philadelphia, PA, English, Sigma Piii
Epsilon
Kevin P. Courtney: Pearl River, NY, Elementary/Special
Education, Tau Kappa Epsiion
Julie R/l. Creedon: Maple Glen, PA, History, SGA,
Aipiia Sigma Tau, intramurais
Victoria Crenshaw: Philadelphia, PA, Management,
Society for tine Advancement ofl\/lanagement
Brad Cresina: Pottsville, PA, Communication, Phi
Kappa Tfieta, intramurais
Jennifer L. Criscuolo: Ansonia, CT, Finance/MIS,
Tutoring
Katie J. Crocker: Queens, NY, Elementary/Special
Education, Gamma Phi Beta
Katherine Crowley: Sewell, NJ, Communication
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Stephanie A. Crudele Jennifer Cruz Jessica Cruz Meaghan R. Cruz
Barbara A. Culberson Shawn F. Cumiskey Christopher Cumnnins Eric J. Curran
Cindi Curry Amanda Cymerman Lisa IVI. D'Alfonso Anthony D'Amico
Stephanie A. Crudele: Philadelphia, PA, English
Jennifer Cruz: Philadelphia, PA, Biology
Jessica Cruz: San Juan, Puerto Rico, Computer Science,
Tutoring
Meaglian R. Cruz: Brooklyn, NY, Elementary/Special
Education, /4/^^a Theta Alpha
Barbara A. Culberson: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Shawn F. Cumiskey: Philadelphia, PA, Chemistry/
Biochemistry, Sigma Phi Epsilon-Vice-president, Chymian
Society
Christopher Cummins: Mt. Ephraim, NJ, Marketing/MIS,
Cross Country, Tracl<, Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Eric J. Curran: Chalfont, PA, Accounting, Deita Sigma Phi,
Business Honor Society, Beta Aipha, intramurais
Cindi Curry: Cheltenham, PA, Nursing, SNAP, Lacrosse
Amanda Cymerman: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Information Systems
Lisa M. D'Alfonso: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Anthony D'Amico: Bryn Mawr, PA, Digital Arts and Multimedia
Design
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Lalena Damian Kelly L. Daniel Tracy Daniels Kristen Darby
Rachel Daus Susan Davies Daniel R. Davis Janet Day
Jaclyn M. D'Elia: Philadelphia, PA, Biology
Charles M. Dalin III: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice,
Ph/ Gamma Delta
Daniel Dalton: Holland, PA, Management Information
Systems, RSA, Intramurals
ThuyT Dam: Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems
Lalena Damian: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Kelly L. Daniel: Cincinnati, OH, Management Information
Systems, Volleyball-Captain, Business Honor Society-
President, E-Commerce, Judicial Board, Society for the
Advancement ofManagement-President Beta Gamma
Sigma
Tracy Daniels: Marlton, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education, Gamma Phi Beta EducaWon, Gamma Phi Beta
Kristen Darby: Newark, DE, Biology, Volleyball Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Big Brothers!Big Sisters
Rachel Daus: Jersey City, NJ, Biology
Susan Davies: Westhampton, NJ, Management,
Tutoring
Daniel R. Davis: Hockessin, DE, Management, Football,
Intramurals





Thomas Dempsey Stephanie IVI. DeRitis
Michelle DeMarco Rachelle DeMontigney
Atfe
lichael DeVitis Jessica L. DeVito
Rocky DeVuono Kathleen M. Diamond Heather DiBianco
Tina Day: Philadelphia, PA, Finance
Patricia A. Deane: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, S/gma
Theta Tau
Michelle DeMarco: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
LaSalle 56
Rachelle DeMontigney: Mount Holly, NJ, Social Work,
Alpha Delta Mu, Crew, Homeless Outreach
Thomas Dempsey: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Public Relations Club
Stephanie M. DeRitis: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Gamma Phi Beta, Collegian, The Masque
Michael DeVitis: Pennsburg, PA, Accounting, PhiKappa
Theta, Beta Alpha Psi
Jessica L. DeVito: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
William Devlin: Yardley, PA, Political Science
Rocky DeVuono: Springfield, PA, Communication,
Football
Kathleen M. Diamond: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/
Special Education, Tutoring, Alpha Theta Alpha, Homeless
Outreach, Pastorius Mentoring, Soup Kitchen
Heather DiBianco: Hamilton Square, NJ, Communcation/






Laura DiRenzo Jill Di Santo
Bernadette Ditrich Kate Doering
Elizabeth Dierking: Toms River, NJ, Biology, Jazz andPep
Band, Alpha Epsilon Delta
Todd DiFeo: Lafayette Hill, PA, Communication, WEXP,
Writing Fellow, Tutoring
Josepli DiLauro: Beverly Hills, CA, Communication, Phi
Kappa Theta
Peter A. DiLullo: Conshohocken, PA, Finance/MIS, Tau
Kappa Epsilon
Laura DiRenzo: Newtown, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Tutoring








Courtney Discher: Newtown Square, PA, Elementary/
Special Education, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Best Buddies
Elizabeth A. DITomasso: Lancaster, PA, History,
Gamma Phi Beta, Cheerleading, Crew, Phi Sigma lota
Bernadette Ditrich: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Kate Doering: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS, Business
Honor Society, Intramurals, GAELS, Investment Club,
Elder Care, AIDS Alive, AIDS Outreach, Society for the
Advancement ofManagement, LOCK
Brendan E. Dolan: Philadelphia, PA, English/Business,
Phi Gamma Delta, Rugby











Mandy S. Dubbs Colleen Duff Mark Duffy Gerald E. Dunn
Kathleen P. Dolan: Philadelphia, PA, English
Michael Domanico: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing,
Intramurals, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Cristin Donahue: Philadelphia, PA, English
David A. Donapel: Westville, NJ, Accounting, Delta
Sigma Phi
Andrea Donnelly: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Information Systems, Soccer, Business Honor Society
Nicole M. Dorsey: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Moira A. Downey: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Paula T. Downing: Lansdale, PA, Chemistry, Jazz andPep
Band, Judicial Board-Chair, Chymian Society
Mandy S. Dubbs: Pine Grove, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Basketball, Pi Lamda Theta
Colleen Duff: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/
Social Studies, AIDS Outreach, Elder Care, Crew
Mark Duffy: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice, Baseball
Gerald E. Dunn: Warminster, PA, Logistics
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James Dutill III James Eckert Jon Edford Tricia Edwards
Claire Endres James M. Esposito Laura Esposito
Jennifer L. Etsell Aubrey Fadule Monica Fahey Alishia M. Faller
James Dutill III: Philadelphia, PA, Communication
James Eckert: Beverly, NJ, Accounting/MIS, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, RSA, Beta Alpha, E-Commerce
Jon Edford: Lower Gwynned, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design
Tricia Edwards: Kinnelon, NJ, Communication/English,
The Masque, LaSalle 56, RSA
Laura Esposito: Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Alpha
Theta Alpha, Association for Women In Communication,
Public Relations Club
Jennifer L. Etsell: Delran, NJ, Secondary Education/
English, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Lambda lota Tau, Alpha
Epsilon, Tutoring, RSA, Intramurals, Writing Fellow,
Explorer-Senior Editor
Aubrey Fadule: Marlton, NJ, Communication, LaSalle 56
Orissa El: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
AASL, Adult Student Council
Monica Fahey: Wilmington, DE, Communication/English,
The Masque, Homeless Outreach, Pastorlus Mentohng
Claire Endres: Philadelphia, PA, Art History
James M. Esposito: Bristol, PA, Secondary Education/
Social Studies, Phi Kappa Theta, IFSC
Alishia M. Faller: Morgantown, PA, Communication,
Field Hockey, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Public Relations
Club
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Lisa Fantacone Patrick E. Faraday Karen IVI. Fay Joshua B. Feinberg
Edwin Fennell Heather Fenwick Lauren IVI. Feracco Noelle Ferrazzano
Giuliana Ficchi Nicole Fidler James Figoriski Colleen Finor
Lisa Fantacone: Bayonne, NJ, Communication
Patrick E. Faraday: Rockville Centre, NY, Englisti
Karen IVI. Fay: Philadelphia, PA, Mathematics, Writing
Fellow, Tutoring
Joshua B. Feinberg: Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Chess
Club, Tutoring
Edwin Fennell: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Intramurals
Heather Fenwick: Camp Hill, PA, Marketing, Big Brothers/
Big Sisters, Business Honor Society
Lauren M. Feracco: New Britain, PA, Secondary Education/
Mathematics, Field Hockey-Captain, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Noelle Ferrazzano: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design
Giuliana Ficchi: Philadelphia, PA, Information Technology
Nicole Fidler: Sinking Spring, PA, English, Crew, Collegian,
Explorer-Sports Editor, Writing Fellow, Judicial Board
James Figorski: Philadelphia, PA, History, Alpha Sigma
Lamda
Colleen Finor: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Crew, Softball-Manager, Intramurals, Pastorius
Mentoring, RSA
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James T. Fitzgerald Neal Fitzsimmons David Flood Tracy Flood
m
Michael E. Foley III Robert R. Formica
{
Gregory Foster Henry C. Franz, Jr.
Rosemarie Frascelia Christina Fuller Michael R. Fullington Victor K. Fumey
James T. Fitzgerald: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, P/?/
Kappa Theta, Business Honor Society, Beta Alpiia, Investment
dub
Neal Fitzsimmons: Freehold, NJ, Communication, PtiiKappa
Tiieta, GAELS
Gregory Foster: Mickleton, NJ, Political Science
Henry C, Franz, Jr.: Levittown, PA, Communication,
LaSaiie 56, Resident Assistant, University Peers
Rosemarie Frascelia: Hamilton, NJ, Communication
David Flood: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Stocl< l\4ar/<et Ciub
Tracy Flood: Philadlephia, PA, Finance, Swimming,
intramurais, Atliletic Relations Council, Investment Club
Michael E. Foley III: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/Marketing,
Delta Sigma Phi, Business Honor Society, IFSC, Investment
Club, Intramurais
Robert R. Formica: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Collegian
Christina Fuller: Allentown, PA, Management/
Marketing, Alpha Sigma Tau, Cheerleading, Society for
the Advancement ofManagement
Michael R. Fullington: Flemington, NJ, Marketing/MIS,
WEXP
Victor K. Fumey: Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Phi
Kappa Theta, French Club, Intramurais, LaSalle 56
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Karen D. Gaedke Anne Gallagher Ryan G. Gallagher Carolyn Gambescia
Siobhan Gannon Conchita Garrett Regina Gauss Kenneth A. Gavin
1^1
Michael J. Geirsson Kenneth R. Genco, Jr. Catherine C. Gettis Robert E. Gillespie
Karen D. Gaedke: Bel Air, MD, Criminal Justice/
Sociology, Cheerleading, Resident Assistant, Ambassador,
Collegian, Phi Sigma lota
Anne Gallagher: Chambersburg, PA, Communication,
Film Society-Secretary
Ryan G. Gallagher: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS
Carolyn Gambescia: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Siobhan Gannon: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Conchita Gamett: Trevose, PA, Computer Science
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Regina Gauss: Philadelhpia, PA, Political Science, The
Masque, LaSalle Singers, Project Appalachia, Community .
Assistant
Kenneth A. Gavin: Conshohocken, PA, Communication,
Sigma Phi Lambda, IFSC, Writing Fellow, Homeless Outreach,
Chile Service Project
Michael J. Geirsson: Pottsville, PA, Psychology/English,
Psi Chi, The Masque
Kenneth R. Genco, Jr.: Hillsborough, NJ, Management/MIS,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Intramurals, RSA
Catherine C. Gettis: Mt. Laurel, NJ, Nursing
Robert E. Gillespie: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design







Michelle Grabusky Christy Green David G. Greer Carolyn Gregory
Jennifer Giorgio: Voorhees, NJ, Psychology, Alpha Sigma
Tau, Psi Chi, Social Wori( Association
IVIary B. Girard: Philadelphia, PA, Political Science, College
Republicans, Student Political Association, Collegian,
LASPAM
JoAnn T. Glasgow: Warrington, PA, Logistics
Jessica Glass: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Psi Chi
John Glover: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice, Crew
Sadie Glover: Philadelphia, PA, Sociology
Richard Godshall: Conshohocken, PA, Political Science/
English, Phi Gamma Delta, Rugby, Student Government,
Intramurals, College Republicans, Pre- Law Society
Itzel Gonzalez: Towca, Mexico, Marketing
Michelle Grabusky: Seltzer, PA, Communication,
RSA, Resident Assistant, Judicial Board
Christy Green: Moorestown, NJ, Management
Information Systems
David G. Greer: Roselle Park, NJ, Secondary
Education/French, Sigma Phi Epsilon, IFSC-Treasurer,
Pi Delta Phi-President Explorer
Carolyn Gregory: Horsham, PA, Marketing/Finance
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Erik Grimsgaard David Gross Donald Guglielmucci Cynthia L. Haas
IVIichelle A. Hall Christine Hamrick Erica Hand Katina Hanford
Michael Harbison Sharise Harrison Mary Hart Stacy Hart
Erik Grimsgaard: Long Branch, NJ, Marketing/MIS, Phi
Kappa Theta
David Gross: Bensalem, PA, Logistics
Donald Guglielmucci: Philadlelphia, PA, Accounting,
Delta Sigma Phi, Basl<etball-Manager
Cynthia L. Haas: Erial, NJ, Biology
Michelle A. Hall: Philadelphia, Logistics
Christine Hamrick: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary
Education/Social Studies, 77?^ I\4asque, Resident Assistant
Erica Hand: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/English
Katina Hanford: Philadelphia, PA, Biology
Michael Harbison: Philadelphia, PA, French/Religion, i[4usic
l\4inistry
Sharise Harrison: Washington, DC, History, Tutoring, AASL
Mary Hart: Langhorne, PA, Secondary Education/
Mathematics, Tutoring, Cheerleading










Lisa Hauenstein: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Cheerleading,
Gamma lota Sigma
Nicholas Hayes: Philadelphia, PA, Communication/English
Jody A. Heiss: Holmdel, NJ, Digital Arts and Multimedia
Design, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Margie Helverson: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Alyssa B. Henderson: Shelton, CT, Marketing, Healtiicare
Administration Society, Pastorius l\/lentoring-Coordinator,
Habitat for Humanity








John Hennessey: Brooklyn, NY, Criminal Justice,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, JudicialBoard, Intramurais
Sandra Henon: Pennsauken, NJ, Logistics
Scott L. Henry: Philadelphia, PA, Political Science
Daryl Hermansen: Havertown, PA, Marketing
Jonathan Hernson: Wilmington, DE, Communication,
Pi Kappa Phi, Rugby, Intramurais, IFSC
Tiffany C. Herring: Jersey City, NJ, Marketing
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Danelle M. Hicks Jennifer D. Hiegl Regina M. Hierholzer Melissa Hindenlang
Vanna Hing Helene Holmes Oxana Holubowsky
Diane C. Homeyer Blair Hontz Tina M. Hooper Julie Hope
Danelle M. Hicks: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Tutoring
Jennifer D. Hiegl: Portland, CT, Communication,
Lacrosse
Regina M. Hierholzer: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design
Melissa Hindenlang: Johnstown, PA, Chemistry/
Biochemistry, Basketball, Chymian Society, Campus
Crusades for Christ
Vanna Hing: Philadelphia, PA, Business Adminstration
Eric Hoey: Brooklyn, NY, Communication, Collegian,
Campus Ministry. Intramurals
Helene Holmes: Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Alpha
Theta Alpha, Tutoring
Oxana Holubowsky: Ukraine, Accounting, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Business Honor Society, Ukranian Club
Diane C. Homeyer: Hamlin, PA, Biology/English, Crew, Alpha
Epsilon Delta
Blair Hontz: Holland, PA, Biology, Soccer
Tina IVI. Hooper: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, Accounting
Association, Institute ofManagement Accountants













Elizabeth M. Hughes: Havertown, PA, Nursing, Gamma
Sigma Sigma
Ryan Humes: Palmer, PA, History/English, Crew, PiiiAlpiia
Tiieta, Historicai Society
Claudia M. Idarraga: Philadelpia, PA, Psychology, Crew
Ebony Ingram: Hinesville, GA, Criminal Justice, Gospel
Cfioir Tutoring
Nicholas M. lorio: West Point, NY, Marketing, Rugby
Jacklyn D. Irby: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology
Deanne Irwin: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Lisa IM. Jaswinski: Bayonne, NJ, Digital Art and
Multimedia Design
Stephanie Jefferson: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Debra Jerome: Philadelphia, PA, Business
Administration
Sylvia Jolly: Elkins Park, PA, Nursing
Charlene R. Jones: Staatsburg, NY, Social Work,
Pastorius l\/lentoring, Tutoring
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Donald C. Jones Regina Jones Alexine Judge Sannantha Jung
Kristen Kamieniecki Natalie Kay Colleen M. Keenan Cindy Keiser
John Keller Crlstina Kelly John J. Kenny, Jr. Meghann Keppard
Donald C. Jones: Philadelphia, Finance/MIS
Regina Jones: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics/Management
Alexine Judge: Yorktown Heights, NY, Communication,
Alpha Theta Alpha, Tennis, Intramurals
Samantha Jung: Laurel, MD, Communication, French
Club-President, WEXP
Kristen Kamieniecki: Abington, PA, Secondary
Education/ English, Writing Fellow, Lambda lota Tau-
Vice President
Natalie Kay: Drexel Hill, PA, Communication/English,
RSA, Tutoring
Colleen M. Keenan: Ivyland, PA, Marketing, Lacrosse, E-
Commerce, Tutoring, GAELS, CancerAwareness
Cindy Keiser: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau
John Keller: Sellersville, PA, Logistics
Cristina Kelly: Linden, NJ, Communication, Gamma Phi Beta
John J. Kenny, Jr.: Mystic Island, NJ, Marketing, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Intramurals , Rugby, E-Commerce
Meghann Keppard: Philadelphia, PA, History/Psychology Psi
Chi, Explorer, Academics Editor
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Frank P. Kern Andrew M. Kernytsky David Kevoian Joan E. King
James IVI. Kirschner Lisa Knauer Omar Knight Michael Kochanski
Jennifer A. Kopecki IVlaria Kopp Brian Kordeck Krista Krause
Frank P. Kern: Bensalem, PA, Secondary Education/
Mathematics, P/?/ Gamma Delta, Rugby
Andrew M. Kernytsky: Rockiedge, PA, Chemistry, The
Masque, Crew, Judicial Board, Chymian Society, Ukrainian
Club, Campus Ministry, Project Appalachia
David Kevoian: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing/Management,
Phi Gamma Delta, Intramurals
Joan E. King: Blue Bell, PA, Accounting/MIS, Crew, SGA
James IM. Kirschner: Woodbury, NJ, Criminal Justice, Delta
Sigma Phi, Football
Lisa Knauer: Absecon, NJ, Marketing, Judicial Board,
Business Honor Society
Omar Knight: Baltimore, MD, Cross Country, Track
Michael Kochanski: Warminster, PA, Accounting, Phi
Kappa Theta, Beta Alpha, Business Honor Society
Jennifer A. Kopecki: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology,
Delta Phi Epsilon, Psi Chi
IVlaria Kopp: Marlton, NJ, Nursing, SNAP, Intramurals
Brian Kordeck: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Information Systems, Cross Country, Track/Field,
Business Honor Society
Krista Krause: Springfield, PA, Social Work, Best
Buddies, Alpha Sigma Tau, Social Work Association
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Elizabeth Krizman Christine Krzywicki Jennifer Kuehner Duwan L. Lang
Edward J. Lang, Jr. Emily Lapps Albert J. LaRocca Allison A. Larsson
Marie YC Lau May Lazaro Lawrence J. LeConey Albert Y. W. Lee
Elizabeth Krizman: Philadelphia, PA, Chemistry/
Biochemistry, Delta Phi Epsilon, Chymian Society
Christine Krzywicki: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/
Special Education, Elder Care, AIDS Outreach, Tutoring
Jennifer Kuehner: Kunkeltown, PA, Mathematics
Duwan L. Lang: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics, E-Commerce
Edward J. Lang, Jr.: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
WEXP-General Manager, Student Press Committee
Emily Lapps: Harrington, DE, Communication, Alpha
Sigma Tau, Intramurals, Public Relations Club, Pan
Hellenic Counci
Albert J. LaRocca: Holmdel, NJ, Criminal Justice, PiKappa
Phi, Wrestling
Allison A. Larsson: Carney's Point, NJ, Communication,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Public Relations Club
Marie YC Lau: China, Logistics
May Lazaro: East Brunswick, NJ, Sociology, AIASIA, Cross
CulturalAssociation
Lawrence J. LeConey: Willow Grove, PA, Counseling
Psychology
Albert Y. W. Lee: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,












Courtney Liebel Cassandra Liglitbourne-Jolnnson Jill Lightkep Joseph Linder
Maggie Lee: Philadelphia, PA, English/DART, A/AS/A,
LGBSTA
Chris Legros: Union, NJ, Accounting, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Erin Lenox: Chalfont, PA, Finance, Soccer, Business Honor
Society
Joseph Leonard: Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems, Crew, Pastorius l\/lentoring
Eric Leong: Potomac, MD, Communications, AASIA-
President, Film Society-President, Coilegian, LaSaiie 56,
Expiorer
Gina IWI. Leoni: West Wyoming, PA, Management Information
Systems, Deita Piii Epsiion, University Peers
Julie A. Leusner: Delran, NJ, Nursing, SNAP, Lacrosse,
Tutoring
Robert J. Leyrer: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Courtney Liebel: Maple Shade, NJ, Accounting,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, institute ofl\/lanagement
Accountants
Cassandra Lightboume-Johnson: Yeadon, PA,
Business Administration
Jill Lightkep: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing
Joseph Linder: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, ice Hocl<ey
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Krista Link Shaun Little Mary K. Logue Christopher Lohin
Joseph Lombo Yenneeka Long Francine H. Lottier Gregory Lyons
Leatta Lyons Sandra IVlacLiammoir IVIelissa S. IVlacPherson James IVIadden
Krista Link: Levittown, PA, IVlarketing/MIS, Crew, Society
I
for the Advancement ofManagement
Shaun Little: Luzerne, PA, Secondary Education/Social
Studies, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Tutoring, History Honor
Society
liflary K. Logue: Absecon, NJ, Communication, Aipha
Tiieta Aipiia, Women in Communication, GAELS
Christopher Lohin: Shavertown, PA, Accounting, Pi
Kappa Ptii, Beta Aiplia, Accounting Association, Rugby,
: Alptia Epsiion
Joseph Lombo: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS, Delta
,
Sigma Piii, Footbaii
Yenneelo Long: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, LaSaile
Gospel Choir-President AASL, Tutoring
Francine H. Lottier: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts
and Multimedia Design
Gregory Lyons: Southampton, PA, Communication
Leatta Lyons: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology AASL, Cross
Cultural Association
Sandra IMacLiammoir: Dublin, Ireland, English/Psychology
JudicialBoard, National Society for Collegiate Scholars
IMelissa S. MacPherson: La Canada, CA, Environmental
Science, Swimming, Cross Country, Track
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James IMIadden: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing/MIS,jf'/A'6?/?/7a/'/7/
Francisco Madeja Philip J. IVIagee
Josepli Mangoni Anne-Margaret IVlannion
Catherine A. Marbach Pamela J. Markert
Francisco Madeja: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Philip J. IVIagee: Ventnor, NJ, Marketing
Kevin Maguire: Royersford, PA, English
Daniel B. Malloy: Philadelphia, PA, Communication, WEXP,
Film Society
Joseph Mangoni: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/Sociology
Anne-Margaret Mannion: Fords, NJ, English, Writing Fellow,
Collegian










Laura Marakowski Gina Marandola
ill
Jeffrey C. Markowski Peter G. Martin
Laura Marakowski: Philadelphia, PA, English, Honors
Board
Gina Marandola: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Alpha Sigma Tau-President, Ambassador, Public
Relations Club
Catherine A. Marbach: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Pamela J. Markert: North Plainfield, NJ, Communication,
LOCK, Homeless Committee, LaSalle 56, WEXP,
Tutoring
Jeffrey C. Markowski: Langhorne, PA, Elementary/
Special Education, Project Appalachia, Intramurals
Peter G. Martin: Lattingtown, NY, Sociology,
Neighborhood Tutoring-Coordinator
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Eric C. Martinson Todd L. iVlayer Kathleen IVicAlarnen Kathleen E. McAloon
Christopher McBryan Beth McCaffrey Colette K. McCaffrey David McClafferty
Brian McClave Kevin McClory Loren McCloskey Jeffrey McCusker
Eric C. Martinson: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Football,
Investment Club, Gamma lota Sigma
Todd L. Mayer: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Kathleen McAlarnen: North Wildwood, NJ, Accounting,
Institute for the Advancement ofManagement
Kathleen E. McAloon: Gien Ridge, NJ, Elementary/
Special Education, Alpha Sigma Tau, Best Buddies
Christopher McBryan: Narberth, PA, Accounting/Finance,
Sigma Phi Lambda, Crew, Intramurals
Beth McCaffrey: Sandy Hook, CT, Marketing/
Management, Alpha Theta Alpha, GAELS
Colette K. McCaffrey: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
David McClafferty: Levittown, PA, English, Phi Gamma Delta
Brian McClave: Hampton Bays, NY, Marketing, Sigma Phi
Epsilon
Kevin McClory: Sea Isle City, NJ, Communication, LaSalle
56, Intramurals
Loren McCloskey: Philadelphia, PA, Computer Science/
Information Technology, Funding Board, Elder Care, AIDS
Outreach, Intramurals
Jeffrey McCusker: Philadlephia, PA, Secondary Education/
English, Lambda lota Tau, Intramurals
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Shannon McDade Christine McDonald Jaclyn McDonald
I
Katie McDonald
Kathleen McGettigan Mary Kathleen McGettigan Steve McHale Patrick McHugh
Ryan McKinney Brenna McLaughlin
Shannon C. McDade: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary
Education/Social Studies, Basketball, PhiAlpha Theta
Christine McDonald: New City, NY, Elementary/Special
Education, Lacrosse, Big BrotherslBIg Sisters
Jaclyn McDonald: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Katie McDonald: Philadelphia, PA, Geology, Elder Care,
AIDS Outreach, Pastorius Mentoririg, Best Buddies, Soccer,
Intramurals
Kathleen McGettigan: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Sigma
Theta Tau
Mary Kathleen McGettigan: Philadelphia, PA,
Communication
Michelle McLaughlin Sean McLaughlin
Steve McHale: Sea Isle City, NJ, Business
Management, LaSalle 56, Intramurals
Patrick McHugh: Elkins Park, PA, Communication,
Film Society, LaSalle 56
Ryan McKinney: Doylestown, PA, Geology, Geology
Club-President
Brenna McLaughlin: Philadelphia, PA, Public
Administration, Week ofHope, Habitat for Humanity,
Pastorius Mentoring, Elder Care, College Democrats
Michelle McLaughlin: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Sean McLaughlin: Hatboro, PA, Finance/MIS, Phi
Kappa Theta
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Vance McNear: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Information Systems, AASL. Basketball-Manager,
' Gospel Choir
Brian J. McShane: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/
Sociology, Football
Brian McSweeney: Lyndhurst, NJ, English
Joanne M. McTamney: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary
Education/Spanish, Phi Sigma lota, PILambda Theta
Michele McVeigh: Limerick, PA, Management/MIS, RSA-
Executive Board, Intramurals, Lambda lota Tau, GAELS,
Explorer






Allan J. Medwick: Carteret, NJ, Economics/Italian, RSA-
Presldent, Student Economics Association, International
Relations Council, Omicron Delta Epsilon, The Masque
Meredith Mendoza: Jenkintown, PA, English, Writing
Fellows, Pan Hellenic Council, Tennis, Gamma Phi Beta
Ann M. Menna: Churchville, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Michelle Meyer: Medway MA, Social Work, Gamma Sigma
Sigma,Best Buddies-Coordinator, Alpha Delta Mu, Social Work
Associaton
Felicia Mickens: East Stroudsburg, PA, Environmental
Science, Tutoring
Dennis Q. Miguel: Jersey City, NJ, Secondary Education/
English, Sigma Phi Lambda-l^ceasurer, Lambda lota Tau, i






Jon Montovani Darlene Morrissey
Joseph Milano: Philadelphia, PA, Biology
Natalie Miller: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education
Stacey Miller: Philadelphia, PA, Biology
Ryan Misnik: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Remel Mitchell: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education









Maryam Mohammed: Kaduna, Nigeria, Psychology
Cross Cultural Association
Jon Montovani: Hartford, CT, Marketing/DArt, Phi
Kappa Theta, Business Honor Society
Darlene Morrissey: Peabody MA, Biology SGA,
Crew, GAELS, Alpha Epsilon Delta
James Morrow: Philadelpia, PA, Finance/
Management, Gamma lota Sigma, Chess Club,
Investment Club
Michael A. Moffa: Williamstown, NJ, Criminal Justice, Delta Sigma
Phi, Football-Captain, College Republicans, Italian Club, Athletic
Relations Committee














James Nagelberg Vonda M. Nash Julie Nell Patricia A. Nelson
William D. Mullen: Collegeville, PA, Communication,
A/p/?a Chi Rho-President, Ambassador, WEXP, IFSC
Erin Mulligan: Freehold, NJ, Sociology, Alpha Kappa
Delta, Sociology Club-Secretary
Bernadette Murphy: Edison, NJ, Finance/Marketing,
Softball
Molly Murphy: Philadelphia, PA, English, Gamma Sigma
Sigma
Tracee K. Murray: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Information Systems, Business Honor Society
Tommy Musso: Moscow, PA, Accounting, Accounting
Association,, Tutoring, Pre-Law Society, Institute for
Management Accountants, Investment Club
'
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Christopher Myers: Bensalem, PA Accounting/MIS,
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha, Business Honor Society,
Institute forAdvancement ofAccountants
Melanie Nacion: Long Beach Island, NJ, Nursing
James Nagelberg: Sicklerville, NJ, Political Science/English,
Collegian, International Relations Council LASPAM, Student
PoliticalAssociation, Project Appalachia
Vonda M. Nash: Philadelphia, PA, Sociology/Criminal Justice
Julie Nell: Roseto, PA, Communication, Alpha Sigma Tau,
Public Relations Club, Tutoring, Intramurals
Patricia A. Nelson: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Tina Nelson Mary Nemcik Nadia M. Nemic Leslie Newcomb
Laura Nigro Daniel J. Noesges, Jr. Jaclyn Noga
Blakely Nori Jennifer Novack Megan E. Nulty Kimberly O'Brien
Tina Nelson: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Mary Nemcik: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Nadia IVI. Nemic: West Wyoming, PA, Communication,
Alpha Chi Epsilon
Leslie Newcomb: Woodbury, NJ, Psychology,
Alpha Theta Alpha
An Nguyen: Drexel Hill, PA, Accounting, AIASIA
Laura Nigro: Huntingdon Valley, PA, Marketing, Gamma Phi
Beta, IFSC, LaSalle Choir, Gospel Choir, Business Honor
Society
Daniel J. Noesges, Jr.: Manalapan, NJ, Computer
Science, Wrestling, Rugby
Jaclyn Noga: Huntingdon Valley, PA, Accounting,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, IFSC
Blakely Nori: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Jennifer Novack: Frackville, PA, Environmental
Science, Crew
IVIegan E. Nulty: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing
Kimberiy O'Brien: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Psi
Chi GAELS, Explorer-Editor-in-Chief
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Isabelle M. O'Donnell Michael O'Farrell Kathleen O'Keefe
\
Jo-Ann Felder Oliver
Kristen O'Mara Edward O'Neill Kimberly A. O'Neill Nicole O'Neill
^%'
Joseph C. Orzechowski Desiree Ottley Itona Onoue Jennifer Ochipinti
Isabelle M. O'Donnell: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Michael O'Farrell: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Kathleen O'Keefe: Abington, PA, Marketing/MIS, A/p/?a
Theta Alpha, Pan Hellenic Council-President
Jo-Ann Felder Oliver: Horsham, PA, Business
Administration
Kristen O'Mara: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Edward O'Neill: Philadelphia, PA, Computer Science
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Kimberly A. O'Neill: Lafayette Hill, PA, Biology, Alpha
Theta Alpha, Alpha Epsilon
Nicole O'Neill: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design
Joseph C. Orzechowski: Langhorne, PA, Chemistry/
Biochemistry, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Chymian Society, Alpha
Epsilon Delta
Desiree Ottley: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, Beta
Gamma Sigma, Business Honor Society
Itona Onoue: Chiba, Japan, Marketing, Delta PhiEpsilon,
Cross Cultural Association









Jonathan Palumbo Kesha S. Parker
Megan E. Paul Julie S. Pauzano
Daniel Pavlik Aaron R. Pawluk John Perrotta Kerin Perry
Anita Ortiz: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Tara Pagliei: Philadelphia, PA, Biology
Jonatlian Palumbo: Bowie, MD, Communication, Baseball,
Althetic Relations Committee
Kesha S. Parker: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Krista Parson: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Soccer
Rina Patel: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Society for the
Advancement ofManagement
Megan E. Paul: Oaklyn, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education, Alpha Sigma Tau
Julie S. Pauzano: Lansdale, PA, Sociology, Campus
Ministry, The Masque, Gamma Phi Beta, Tutoring
Pastorius Mentoring, Alpha Kappa Delta
Daniel Pavlik: Warminster, PA, Biology/Psychology,
Phi Gamma Delta
Aaron R. Pawluk: Seymour, CT, Secondary Education/
Social Studies, Neigborhood Tutohng-Coordinator
John Perrotta: East Stroudsburg, PA, Environmental
Science, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Kerin Perry: Sutton, MA, Environmental Science
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Meghann Perry Steven G. Perry Andrew D. Pessano Joseph A. Pewdo, Jr.
Reth Phoeuk Jennifer Piech Corinne Pinkerton Ebony T. Pinkney
Megan M. Poley Philip Polizzi Glena Billings Poole Susan Porcelli
Meghann Perry: Levittown, PA, Communication, Field
Hockey, Public Relations Club, Gamma Phi Beta-Vice
President
Steven G. Perry: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Andrew D. Pessano: Ocean City, NJ, Marketing/MIS,
PiKappa Phi, Tennis
Joseph A. Pewdo, Jr.: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Reth Phoeuk: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, A/ASIA,
LaSalle Singers, Gospel Choir, Business Honor Society
Jennifer Piech: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, Beta
Alpha, Beta Gamma Sigma, Busines Honor Society,
Explorer-Business Manager
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Corinne Pinlierton: Jamison, PA, Economics
Ebony T. Pinl(ney: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology
Megan M. Poley: Philadelphia, PA, Environmental
Science, Geology Club
Philip Polizzi: Philadelphia, PA, Chminal Justice
Glenda Billings Poole: Philadelphia, PA, Philosophy
Susan Porcelli: Voorhees, NJ, Management Information
Systems, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Kelly Poulson Patrick C. Powell, Jr. Courtney Powers Ted Pownall
Colleen Prendergast Megan T. Procopio Jerry Prospero Mary Quinlan
Kathleen Quinn Michele K. Raimo Brooke M. Reavey Julie Reiss
Kelly Poulson: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology/English,
Psi Chi-Co-President, Explorer
Patrick C. Powell, Jr.: West Chester, PA, Biology Alpha Chi
Rho, RSA, Intramurals
Courtney Powers: Drexei Hill, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Best Buddies
Ted Pownall: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Beta Alpha, Tutoring
Colleen Prendergast: Newtown, PA, Accounting, Alpha
Sigma Tau, Beta Alpha, Business Honor Society, Intramurals
Megan T. Procopio: Mt. Ephraim, NJ, Social Work,
Community Outreach
Jerry Prospero: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
LaSalle 56
Mary Quinlan: Marlton, NJ, Psychology, Lacrosse
Kathleen Quinn: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP-
Vlce-presldent
Michele K. Raimo: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/
Sociology
Broolte M. Reavey: Haddon Township, NJ, IVIarketing/
Psychology, Community Assistant, Collegian, SAVE,
Psychology Club
Julie Reiss: Coopersburg, PA, Secondary Education/
English Softball, Lambda lota Tau
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Christopher Rendina Demise IVI. Renye






Bridgette Richardson Lauren Richmond Victor Rivera Teresa Roantree
Christopher Rendina: Wilmington, DE, Communication,
\
Rugby, Habitat for Humanity, LaSalle 56
Denise M. Renye: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology,
Psyctiology Club, SA VE, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Social
Work Association, LGBTSA
Michael Repici: Philadelphia, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design, Intramurals
;
Elaine R. Replansl(y: Bala Cynwyd, PA, Elementary/
i Special Education
Patrick Rettew: Philadelphia, PA, Management
Information Systems
Christopher C. Reynolds: Cheltenham, PA, Political
;
Science, Cross Cultural Association, College Republicans
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Marjorie A. Rhoads: Columbia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Basketball
Andrea M. Richards: Mt. Laurel, NJ, Psychology/English,
Tutoring
Bridgette Richardson: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/
Sociology, Resident Assistant, Gospel Choir, AASL
Lauren Richmond: Philadelphia, PA, English, Alpha Theta
Alpha-President, Writing Fellow, La Salle Republicans
Victor Rivera: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Teresa Roantree: Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Athletic
Relations Committee, Volleyball
Alex Robert! Gabrielle Robinson Kelly Ann Roche
Daniel Rodriguez Tracy A. Rogers Amanda C. Rohland Marlene Rorke
Sarah T. Rosenbaum Jennifer Ross Timothy A. Rossetti Alan Rossi
Alex Roberti: Elgin, IL, Management/MIS, Soccer,
Baseball
Gabrielle Robinson: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education
Kelly Ann Roche: Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Alpha Theta Alpha
Kristie Rodgers: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Daniel Rodriguez: New York, NY, Management/MIS,
OLAS, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tracy A. Rogers: St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, Marketing,
La Salle Ambassadors
Amanda C. Rohland: Quakertown, PA, Elementary/
Special Education, FOCUS-Coordlnator, Soup Kitchen,
Chile Service Project
Mariene Rorke: Aldan, PA, Psychology, Softball
Sarah T, Rosenbaum: Ringwood, NJ, Communication,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, IFSC, Public Relations Club
Jennifer Ross: Voorhees, NJ, Psychology,
Cheerleading, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Timothy A. Rossetti: Erial, NJ, Accountng/MIS, Beta
Alpha-President, Business Honor Society. Beta
Gamma Sigma, Accounting Association





Roberta Ruane Paul Ruiz Dana Rush
Jacqueline Russack Theresa M. Russell Lori Beth Ryan Ita Saba
Maame F. Sampson Alicia Santelli Susan C. Santo
4ik
Vincent Santori
Victor Roth: Bayville, NJ, Accounting, PhiKappa Theta,
Investment Club, Intramurals, Accounting Association
Roberta Ruane: Pittsburgh, PA, Communication,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Public Relations Club, IFSC
Paul Ruiz: Coliingswood, PA, Marketing, Phi Gamma
Delta, Intramurals
\ Dana Rusli: Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Gamma
\ Sigma Sigma
I
Jacqueline Russack: Massapequa, NY, Social Work,
I
Neighborhood Tutoring-Coordinaton Alpha Sigma Tau,
Intramurals, Social Work Association
Theresa M. Russell: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Honors Program, Gamma Phi Beta-President
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Lori Beth Ryan: Norristown, PA, DArt/MIS, Volleyball, Society
for the Advancement ofManagement-Secretary, Big BrothersI
Big Sisters, Athletic Relations Committee
Ita Saba: Caracas, Venezuela, Digital Arts and Multimedia
Design, E-Commerce
Maame F, Sampson: Ghana, Chemistry, Multicultural
Association
Alicia Santelli: Lansdowne, PA, Secondary Education/
Chemistry, Soccer, Crew, Chymian Society, Tutoring, Pi
Lambda Theta
Susan C. Santo: Huntingdon Valley PA, Nursing
Vincent Santori: Wappingers Falls, NY, Marketing/MIS, Rugby
Business Honor Society




Robert J. Scheible, Jr. Claire Scheuermann Kara Schieler James J. Schrack
Annette Sciamanna Maria Scollon Nicolas Scorza Ashley B. Scott
Veronica F. Santos: Cliffside Park, NJ, Communication, A/
ASM. Aids Outreach, ROTC
Christopher J. Santucci: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting/
MIS, Phi Gamma Delta, Business Honor Society, Pastorius
l\/1entoring, Intramurals
Patricia F, Scanlon: Wayne, PA, Management, SGA,
Football
Christa IVI. Scarpone: Drexel Hill, PA, Nursing
Robert J. Scheible, Jr.: Philadephia, PA, Economics,
Student Economics Association, Omicron Delta Epsilon,
Karate
Claire Scheuermann: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Kara Schieler: Broomall, PA, Marketing, Intramurals,
GAELS, Health Care Society, RSA
James J. Schrack: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting/Finance,
Business Honor Society
Annette Sciamanna: Bellmawr, NJ, Biology Alpha Sigma
Tau, Field Hockey, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Spanish Club
Maria Scollon: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
Nicolas Scorza: Takoma Park, MD, English, Grimoire-Editor
Collegian, Writing Fellow, The Masque, Young Playwrights,
Film Society, Project Appalachia, Lamda lota Tau
Ashley B. Scott: Sayerville, NJ, Marketing, Alpha Theta





















Patrick Scott: Wilkes-Barre, PA, Management
Information Systems
Justin Serianni: North Wales, English, Crew
Tania Sesto: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Delta Phi Epsilon
David Sexton: Sicklerville, NJ, Finance/MIS, Intramurals
Maureen Sliaw: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Public Relations Club, RSA
Tara Sherman: Toms River, NJ, Communication, RSA,
The Masque
Brion J. Shreffler: Warminster, PA, Biology, Ice Hockey
Roseann Silenzio: Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Business Honor
Society, Writng Fellow
Nictioias Simard: Windham, CT, Finance/International Studies,
Investment Club, Society for the Advancement ofManagement
Kari Simone: Churchville, PA, Computer Science
Jason Simpkins: Marlton, NJ, Management Information
Systems, Crew
Sliannon L. Singleton: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, SNAP
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Nicole Siravo Ricky Sirianni Timothy R. Slater Abigail Smith
Carleena L. Smith Angela Smothers Rea Snyder Darllne I. Solages
Jennifer A. Sommers Hector Soto Tracey C. Spinelli Kimberly Stancavage
^aes
Nicole Siravo: Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, A/SAM
Ricl(y Sirianni: Wayne, NJ, Communication, Intramurals
Timothy R. Slater: Fairless Hill, NJ, Communication,
Baseball
Abigail Smith: Scranton, PA, Biology, Campus Crusade
Carieena L. Smith: Hammonton, NJ, Mathematics, Field
Hockey, Alpha Sigma Tau, Judicial Board
Angela Smothers: Philadelphia, PA, Communication, AASL,
Gospel Choir
Rea Snyder: Voorhees, NJ, Elementary/Special Education,
Big BrotherlBig Sisters, Pi Lambda Theta
Dariine I. Solages: Queens, NY, Psychology
Jennifer A. Sommers: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work,
Crew
Hector Soto: Puerto Rico, Social Work
Tracey C. Spinelli: Langhorne, PA, Communication,
Soccer
Kimberiy Stancavage: Drums, PA, Accounting, Institute
for Management Accountants, Project Appalachia
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Tamara Stavenski Austin Sternberg William Stewart Eric Stonesifer
Nicole Storey Carolyn Stout Natalee Striano Daniel C. Sullivan
John Sullivan Carmen H. Superville Nicholas Susi Adam Sutton
Tamara Stavenski: Phoenixville, PA, Secondary
Education/English, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Lambda lota
Tau, Tutoring
Austin Sternberg: Croydon, PA, Accounting, Beta Alplia,
Accounting Association, Business Honor Society, Pi
Kappa Piii, Investment Club, Institute ofManagement
Accountants-President Society for the Advancement of
Management, Intramurals
William Stewart: Philadelphia, PA, Political Science,
Delta Sigma Phi, Intramurals, College Republicans
Eric Stonesifer: New Windsor, MD, Secondary
Education/Social Studies, Alpha Chi Rho, IFSC, RSA,
Resident Assistant
Nicole Storey: Washington Township, NJ,
Communication, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Carolyn Stout: Philadelphia, PA, English, Collegian •:
Natalee Striano: Philadlephia, PA, Geology, Softball, Geology '
Club
Daniel C. Sullivan: Waterford, CT, Finance, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Intramurals
John Sullivan: Philadelphia, PA, Mathematics, Delta Sigma
Phi, Intramurals '
Carmen H. Superville: Philadelphia, PA, Chminai Justice/
\
Sociology, Alpha Kappa Delta, Alpha Sigma Lambda ';
Nicholas Susi: Hershey, PA, German, LGBTSA-Coordinator,
FOCUS, Chile Service Project, German Club









Josh Tamarin Christine IVl. Tartaglione
1
t
John F. Tharan Jr. Jocelyn R. Theisen
Kathryn Swank: Coatesville, PA, Communication,
A/p/73 Theta Alpha, GAELS, WEXP
Veronika Sweeny: Rockaway Beach, NY, Secondary
Education/Social Studies
Ryan Sylvander: Englewood, NJ, Political Science
Jaciyn Synnamon: Philadelphia, PA, Communication
Patrick Taggart: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
LaSalle 56
'<isma^'" ^Josh Tamarin: Ft. Washington, PA, Communication,
Intramurals, LaSalle 56, Public Relations Club
Christine l\/l. Tartaglione: Glassboro, NJ, Marketing
David Tavani: Doylestown, PA, Philosophy/English,
Collegian, Jazz andPep band
Kruti Thaker: Franklin Park, NJ, Criminal Justice, Tutoring,
Judicial Board, Resident Assistant, Community Assistant
John F. Tharan, Jr.: Wilmington, DE, Communication,
Intramurals, WEXP LaSalle 56
Li Taing: Los Angeles, CA, Management Information Systems, Al
ASIA-Vlce-presldent Beta Gamma Sigma, Peer Advisor Jocelyn R. Theisen: Hyde Park, NY, Elementary/Special
Education, Tutoring, Alpha Theta Alpha. PI Lambda Theta
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Victor Thomas Derek C. Thornton Jennifer J. Thurston Thomas Toczylowski
|Hp''
Heather Tomeo Justin Tormey Madelin Torres
Jennifer Torriero Nicole M. Travaglini chael Triplett Benjamin IVI.Troisi
::^^ii!isai
Victor Thomas: Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Basketball
Derek C. Thornton: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Jennifer J. Thurston: Cherry Hill, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education, Alpha Epsllon
Thomas Toc2yiowsl(i: Jenkintown, PA, Biology,
Intramurals, Writing Fellow
Kevin R. Toll: Havertown, PA, Accounting, Rugby
Heather Tomeo: Glenolden, PA, Nursing
Justin Tormey: Yardley, PA, Communication, The
Masque, Film Society
Madelin Torres: Philadelphia, PA, Psychology OLAS
Jennifer Torriero: Philadelphia, PA, Communication
Nicole M. Travaglini: Conshohocken, PA, Communication,
Alpha Sigma Tau
Michael Triplett: Reisterstown, MD, Religion/Philosophy
Explorers for Life, Campus Ministry, RSA, Tutoring
Benjamin M. Troisi: Hatboro, PA, Accounting, Beta Alpha,
Business Honor Society Beta Gamma Sigma, Accounting
Association
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Donny Truong Brian D.Trymbiski Kara M. Tummarello Sandra E. Tunney
f^^
i
Melissa-Ann Tupas Peter A. Turchi Brian C. Turner Jeremy Uhrich
Vanessa L. Linger Leanne Uricheck Jean VanDyke Yesenia Vega
Donny Tniong: Lancaster, PA, Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design
Brian D. Trymbiski: Doylestown, PA, Finance/Marketing, Go/f
Kara M. Tummarello: Ventnor, NJ, Elementary/Special Educa-
tion, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Bes tBuddies
Sandra E. Tunney: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Melissa-Ann Tupas: Cherry Hill, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education, A/ASIA
Peter A. Turchi: Blackhorse, PA, Communication, Footbali,
Tau Kappa Epsiion, Athietic Reiations Committee, Intramurals
Brian C. Turner: Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/
English, Lambda lota Tau
Jeremy Uhrich: Palmyra, PA, Communication, Football,
PhiKappa Theta, LaSalle 56
Vanessa L.Unger: Shillington, PA, Accounting/
Management
Leanne Uricheck: Hazleton, PA, Psychology, Psychology
Club, Lambda lota Tau, Explorer
Jean VanDyke: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics




Hector L. Vicenty, Jr. Teresa Vitelli Danielle Voight Dan Wagoner
Charllta L. Wallace
.^,
Janice M. Walsh Genelle A. Walters Stephen Warker
i
Charles Weeks Kevin Wells Elizabeth K. White Sheri L. White
Hector L. Vicenty, Jr.: Philadelphia, PA, Business
Management, Football, Intramurals
Teresa Vitelli: Ardsley, PA, Computer Science
Danielle Voight: Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice,
Gamma Phi Beta, Dance Team
Dan Wagener: Midlotham, VA, English
Charlita L. Wallace: Philadelphia, PA, Social Work,
National Social Work Honor Society
Janice M. Walsh: Philadelphia, PA, Logistics
Genelle A. Walters: St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, Biology, French
Club, Biology Club, Tutoring, Health Care Administration Club
Stephen Warker: Hammonton, NJ, Computer Science,
Pi Kappa Phi
Charles Weeks: Absecon, NJ, Accounting/MIS, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Beta Alpha, Investment Club, Intramurals, Business
Honor Society, Alpha Epsilon
Kevin Wells: Maynard, MA, Communication
Elizabeth K. White: Alexandria, VA, Communication, Alpha
Theta Alpha, Women in Communication, College Republicans
Sheri L. White: Abington, PA, Nursing, Crew, SNAP
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Debra E. White-Roberts John Wilkinson Callie M. Williams Cyreeta Williams
Elizabeth Williams Kwanita Williams Marcus Williams Anwar C. Wilson
Catherine M. Wilson Heather Wilson Allsa G. Wlodarczyk Marie A. Wojcik
Debra E. White-Roberts: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
John Wilkinson: Hatboro, PA, Accounting, Ice Hockey
Callie M, Williams: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Association for Women in Communication
Cyreeta Williams: Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Tlie Masque
Elizabeth Williams: Cheltenham, PA, Psychology, Psi Chii
Kwanita William: Philadelphia, PA, English
Marcus Williams: Philadelphia, PA, Finance/MIS, AASL,
E-Commerce, Intramurais
Anwar C. Wilson: Bronx, New York, Biology, Basl<etbail
Catherine M. Wilson: Huntington Valley, PA, Social Work,
Gamma Sigma Sigma-President, Homeiess Outreacii-
Coordinator, Homeiess Committee. Sociai Worl< Association
Heather Wilson: Cinnaminson, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education, Lacrosse
Alisa G. Wlodarczyk: Elkins Park, PA, Criminal Justice
Marie A. Wojcik: Bensalem, PA, Biology, Aipiia Epsiion
Deita, Tutoring
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Michael R. Wolski: Springfield, PA, Communication, Alphonsus Yaadakora: Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Football, LaSalle 56
Therese J. Zaccagnino: Port Chester, NY,
Communication, The Masque, Alpha Theta Alpha,
Young Playwrights
Peter J. Zaiezsak: Harrisburg, PA, Communication,
PhiKappa Theta
Yuqiong 2!ang: Shanghai, China, Computer Science
April Wood: Philadelphia, PA, English, Tutohng
Michael E. Wooden: Philadelphia, PA, Computer
S>c\ence, Jazz andPep Band
Daynell Wright: Bear, DE, Psychology
Michael R. Wolski April Wood Michael E. Wooden Daynell Wright
dM
Alphonsus Yaadakora Therese J. Zaccagnino Peter J. Zaiezsak Yuqiong Zang
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Amanda Zara: Bordentown, NJ, Elementary/Special Edu- Elisabetta M. Zodeiko: Philadelphia, PA,
cation. Gamma Sigma Sigma. Crew MIS/Accounting, Crew, Resident Assistant
Karen Zarutskie: Philadelphia, PA, Communication
Nicholas Zegestowsky: Jenkintown, PA, Management
Information Systems, Business IHonor Society-Vice
President. Soccer Society for tiie Advancement of
l\4anagment
Joshua Zuvich: Harrisburg, PA, History, Phi Kappa
Theta. Intramurais
Amanda Zara Karen Zarutskie Nicholas Zegestowsky Elisabetta M. Zodeiko Joshua Zuvich
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Anyone passing by the Dan Rodden Theater cannot help but notice
the diversity quilt hanging on the wall. This quilt made in October
2000 through the Center for Community Sei-vice and Learning con-
sists of patches filled with encouraging quotes from students and fac-
ulty and demonstrates how the university lives out the mission state-
ment of the Multicultural and International Center to work "with the
entire campus community to improve awareness of, and appreciation
for, racial and cultural diversity." However, this appreciation of cul-
tural diversity is shown in many areas at La Salle, particularly through
its multicultural student groups.
Some of these groups include the African American Student League
(AASL), the Cross Cultural Association (CCA), A/ASIA, the Orga-
nization of Latino American Students (OLAS), Irish Culture Society
and the Italian Club. Throughout the year, these groups, in conjunc-
tion with many other student organizations, bring distinguished speak-
ers, poets, bands, and concerts to campus and sponsor related events.
One such event this year was the celebration of Black History
Month, which kicked off in February with ALANA (African, Latino,
Asian, Native American) and the International Student Welcome
Reception in Hayman Hall. Other programs included a trip to a College
Career Fair at the Adam's Mark Hotel, a poetry slam, a performance
of original R&B and disco music by IMANI, a movie night and a jazz
brunch.
New this year were forums surrounding gender awareness and a
pilgrimage to the Shrine ofBlessed Katherine Drexel. A forum entitled
"Crisis of the Black Male" gave the black male population the
opportunity to discuss issues of importance to their development,
whereas one entitled "Sisterhood Circle" stressed the importance of
women's friendships. The University Ministry and Service and the
AASL sponsored the pilgrimage to St. Katherine Drexel's shrine to
enhance students' understanding of St. Katherine's life and work.
A much-anticipated annual event was the Gospel Jubilee also held
in Februai7 with La Salle's Gospel Choir and members from the
suiTounding community. Additionally there was a day ofpresentations
that gave students from area high schools the opportunity to visit La
Salle and understand the importance of cultural pluralism in their
schools.
Multicultural organizations have helped bring awareness not only to
these high school students but also to the students ofLa Salle. Whether
the Irish Culture Society hosts a Blackthorn concert and happening
hour or OLAS holds a salsa dancing night in Backstage, La Salle



























Organization of Latin American Students
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y\ cademic Honor Societies
mt(pmi^ and (Qxcei/l/m
Beyond the classroom, La Salle students involve themselves in a
number of activities both social and academic. Many students who
excelled within their majors are nominated for their particular majors
honor society. These honor societies are part of nationwide chapters
that promote involvement in the particular field and allow students to
meet and befriend students with similar interests and abilities.
Psi Chi is the national honor society in Psychology and has been
active on campus for some time now. They work in conjunction with
the Psychology Department in order to give students the opportunity
to discuss pertinent issues in psychology and open doors for
different research and volunteer experiences. Currently, Psi Chi is in
the process of developing a volunteer program at Bancroft
NeuroHealth in Cherry Hill. Students volunteer once a week at the
facility and while assisting the patients are given the opportunity to
gain experience in the field. Psi Chi co-president Kelly Poulson
remarks, "Volunteerism and membership in an honor society are
wonderftil ways to network and gain experience. It also can help a
student decide what career course they would like to take and
whether graduate school would be an option for them." In addition
to volunteering, Psi Chi officers have run information sessions on
graduate school, have aided in course registration for freshman
majors, and are readily available to answer questions.
Another honor society, Lambda Iota Tau, is dedicated to
recognizing and promoting excellence in the study of literature. This
year alone it has run several programs including poetry readings,
guest speakers, and theater outings. John Bland, president of
Lambda Iota Tau, stresses the benefits of membership in an honor
society. "It's a great opportunity for students to get together and
brainstorm and bounce their ideas off of . It's also refreshing to
discuss literature with people who appreciate it as much as you do."
Honor societies offer a plethora of opportunities for student
involvement and enrichment. While these organizafions foster
academic development, they also provide a service to the La Salle
community by way of leadership and programming.
Kimbedy O'Brien '01
Beta Alpha, Accounting Honor Society Alpha Epsilon Delta, Pre-Med Honor Society
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Pi Delta Phi, French Honor Society




Each year, during spring break, many college students flock to Ft.
Lauderdale or Cancun to enjoy a relaxing vacation, while a handful of
La Salle students opt to dedicate their time and energy to community
service. La Salle's Office for University Ministry and Service, while
offering a plethora of service opportunities during the school year,
offers two alternative spring break programs, which give students the
chance to participate in community service activities outside the
Philadelphia area.
The first of these alternative programs is Project Appalachia, which
began in 1978. Every year since then. La Salle students have traveled
to the Appalachian Mountain Region to help rebuild houses for low-
income families. This year, Reggie Gauss, Keith Anderson and Candice
Cleary coordinated Project Appalachia.
On Sunday, March 11, 2001, approximately forty La Salle students
packed into vans and journeyed for twelve hours en route to Harlan,
Kentucky. This year was the eighth consecutive year that La Salle
has worked in conjunction with the Christian Outreach to Appalachian
Peoples in Harlan.
During the week, students worked to rehabilitate old houses and
build new houses for the destitute living in Harlan. From framing houses
to siding and insulating, from dry-walling to landscaping, from plumbing
to painting, every participant helps in his or her own distinctive way.
The other alternative spring break program is known as Week of
Hope. This program was started to make La Salle students aware of
the social problems existing in metropolitan areas other than
Philadelphia. In the past, students have traveled to Portland, Oregon,
Washington D.C., and Boston, MA.
Now in its fifth year, eight students, Meghann Keppard, Brenna
McLaughlin (coordinator), Diane Phillips, Kelly Poulson, Kimberly
O'Brien, David Odorisio, Diana Quattrone, and Rob Robesch trav-
eled to Boston, MA. In Boston, the students worked with an organi-
zation called Community Servings, which exists to provide nutritious
w
meals to people living in the Boson area with AIDS and HIV. While in
Boston, the participants worked in a kitchen, preparing over 650 meals
per day. Tasks included peeling 500 lbs. of potatoes and peeling 90
dozen hardboiled eggs. Once the meals were prepared and pack-
aged, a few students helped deliver the meals while the others started
preparing the next day's meal.
Both Project Appalachia and Week of Hope rely on individual
donations and money allocated to the groups through F.O.C.U.S.
Therefore they are relatively inexpensive for the participants. Overall
they provide La Salle students with an opportunity to serve the greater
community while having fun with their classmates. Finally, they are







After the administrative restructuring at tiie end of the 2000 Spring
semester was completed, the Center for Community Service and Learn-
ing emerged as part of University Ministry and Sei"vice. With this new
title, the twenty-one student groups that operated from this office were
ready to set off for another year of programs.
Despite some changes, UMS continued some time-honored traditions.
After months of planning, Branch Out Day in the fall proved to be
another success. Seven hundred students gathered on the quad and
went out to serve the community surrounding La Salle and the greater
Philadelphia area. Whether it was cleaning up the streets ofKensington,
working at a nursing home or spending the day with kids, everyone
involved enjoyed the day. The Holiday Drive was also successful this
December. Members of the La Salle community bought hundreds of
presents for children and families who were in need.
In addition to one time volunteer opportunities such as Branch Out
Day, the AIDS Walk, and the Hunger Walk, UMS offered students a
number of ways they could volunteer their time on a weekly basis.
Such programs as Neighborhood Tutoring, AIDS Outreach, Big Broth-
ers/Big Sisters and Elder Care were just a few of the many that gave
students the opportunity to continue to help others.
There were four new programs added to UMS this year: Los Ninos,
S.A.V.E., The Alliance, and San Miguel tutoring. Enthusiastic mem-
bers of the La Salle student body started all the programs. Los Ninos
will take a group of students to Tijuana, Mexico after classes end in
May to help revitalize the community there. S.A.V.E. (Sexual Assault •
and Violence Ends) is working to make La Salle more aware of sexual
assault, rape and other issues affecting women. This group also plans
Take Back the Night, which is a rally to protest violence against women.
The Alliance also became a part of UMS this year, and focuses on
promoting acceptance and tolerance of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender issues through educational programs and outreach. San
Miguel tutoring sends students to San Miguel School in Camden, New
Jersey to tutor and mentor its students.
Overall, the year has been quite successful for UMS sei^vice pro-
grams. According to Rebecca Messa, Coordinator of Community
Service, the center is an ideal place for students who "see their col-
lege experience as not limited to just educating and empowering them-
selves, but looking beyond and seeing, understanding and serving the




A ssistant Academic Deans
'((M&j(tin<3 and'W
Every student has experienced some confbsion during registration
or while selecting courses. When it seems like all hope is lost and
students don't know where to turn, Mary Dorr, Susan Mudrick, James
Sell, and Julie Valenti are there to save the day. They are the Assistant
Deans from the Schools of Nursing, Business and Arts and Sciences.
Often overlooked, the Assistant Deans provide advisement to students
who don't know where to turn. These students could be undecided,
confused about course selection or in need of reassurance.
The Assistant Deans consider problem solving a large part of their
jobs. Their goal is to help make it easier for students to get through
the system. One aspect of this goal is listening. If students need
someone to listen to them and help decide where to turn, the Assistant
Deans are ready to listen and possibly refer them to other departments.
r
James Sell,
Assistant Dean of Arts and Sciencs
aicilim
Advisement is not the only role that the Assistant Deans play. While
helping students decide which courses might be best to take, they are
also involved in curriculum planning and various committees.
Aside from advising students, Mary Dorr is involved in recruiting
students for the School ofNursing. She plays an active role in evaluating
transcripts and helping students adjust to campus and the nursing
program.
Susan Mudrick, a 20-year veteran at La Salle, is in the process of
revising the curriculum of the School of Business. She feels it is her
role to help students know "where they need to be." She also believes
that consistency is a big part of her role as Assistant Dean. Once the
School decides on a policy, she says that it is important to maintain thatj
policy across the board.
James Sell, an Assistant Dean in the School of Arts and Sciences, is
playing an active role in the development of an auditing program that
will make it easier for students to know what classes they have taken
and where credits are counted. Having also helped to develop the
Web registration program, he wants to make it easier for students to
track their academic progress.
Julie Valenti, also an Assistant Dean in the School of Arts and
Sciences, is very much interested in the Study Abroad Program.
Having participated in study abroad when she was an undergraduate,
she feels that travel-study courses add to a student's college
experience. While helping students here at La Salle's campus, she
also assists those who are considering studying abroad. She believes
that listening is the first thing she can do for the students and adds,
"Our job is to help students get through the system."
While it is not their favorite part of the job, the Assistant Deans are
also responsible for academic probation and suspension. To help
students who are experiencing academic difficulties, they will do
anything from writing letters to them to refening them to counseling to
setting up tutoring programs. Their main focus is to get the individual
student back on track and help keep him or her there.
It is student contact that motivates the Assistant Deans to help make
the LaSallian experience as easy as possible. They know a great deal
about La Salle's curriculum, registration process and the challenges
that students face. Their year culminates in graduation and "thank
you's" from students they have helped. Their greatest satisfaction
indeed comes from the fact that they have helped students make it to




Assistant Dean of Business
Mary Dorr,
Assistant Dean of School of Nursing
Julie Volenti,
Assistant Dean of Arts and Sciences
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L a Salle Ambassadors
ana{ovyek
After a process that included nominations, applications, interviews
and approval from the university's president, 23 students came to be
known last August as La Salle Ambassadors. Established to serve as
a bridge between the university and the alumni, this group came about
at the suggestion of co-advisor Lori Clarke, Associate Director of the
Annual Fund for University Advancement. Having been an
ambassador as an undergraduate at Bloomsburg University, she
approached Brother Michael with the idea because she "thought it
was the perfect opportunity to allow La Salle students and alumni to
come together and share in the LaSallian tradition."
During their first year as a group, the Ambassadors have been very
busy. Wearing their blue embroidered oxfords, khaki's and navy blazers,
they have been present at E-commerce lecture receptions, pre-game
receptions for basketball and football, special events such as Brother
Gresh's Jubilee, the major Donor's Reception and the Aimual Charter
Dinner at the Union League. The Ambassadors were a major help
during Opening Weekend, Homecoming and Parents' Weekend during
the fall and are helping at the Baccalaureate mass, commencement
and reunion events in this spring.
In addition to these activities, the Ambassadors have spent time
serving Thanksgiving dinner in Philadelphia to the 35* Police District
and Engine 54 Fire Department. Furthennore, they have made plans
to work with the Belfield Recreation Center to put together a library
program in their facility.
ieemMia
Their devotion to La Salle's mission and to the promotion of the
university has won them wide respect. On the Saturday of Parents'
Weekend, University President, Brother Michael McGinniss
commented, "All day long, I received comments on their poise,
hospitality and excellent representation ofLa Salle University". Meg
Kane, Ambassador treasurer, believes that others share similar
sentiments. She explained that, "Alumni read the newsletters, but it's
great to have the channel of communication set up where they can
talk to the current students and find out some of the other exciting
things that are happening at La Salle."
La Salle Ambassadors may sound to some as if they have no time
for play with attending receptions and traveling to university events on
and off-campus. However, the group has members who are also
involved in numerous student activities including student government,
fraternities and sororities as well as political and cultural societies.
Some also work as resident and community assistants. As a group
dedicated to the promotion of La Salle, the Ambassadors have repre-
sented the university's mission well throughout the year. With many
students interested in joining next year, this group will continue to be
successftil as they promote the values and traditions of St. John Bapfiste
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During the summer 2000, Dr. Joe Cicala, the Dean of Students,
wrote to all student leaders with a challenge: could La Salle students,
with the help and support of the Division of Student Affairs, develop
and sponsor two Friday or Saturday evening events in the Union each
semester? If each student organization planned two events per
semester, he explained, then the Union would be at "maximum capacity"
each weekend.
The idea for this program, appropriately named "union@max.cap,"
grew out of 1999 Homecoming events that took place one evening in
the Union. During that time students were able to choose from events
like swing dancing in the Ballroom, karaoke and jazz in Backstage,
quiet games and refreshments in the Williamson Lounge, or a movie
marathon in the Theater. Smdents could roam from one event to the
next, and the Union came alive for that night. The challenge to recreate
this atmosphere each and eve:y weekend provided an opportunity for
students to view the Union as an entertainment and activity center,
rather than as a site for isolated events on any given evening.
Simultaneous events, sometimes incorporating a common theme, now
can run simultaneously in the Union's five primary programming
spaces: the Dan Rodden Theater, Backstage, the Williamson Lounge,
the Dunleavy Room and the Union Ballroom. In addition, groups can
reserve a number of secondary or smaller spaces: the Music Room
and five smaller meeting rooms.
eetaaaiJia
To initiate this program, Chris Kazmierczak, Programming
Coordinator, orchestrated the events for the first few weeks of the
Fall Semester. Some organizations agreed to co-sponsor a number of
these events, and a gradual awareness began building for
union@max.cap. The events that were held in the fall ranged Irom a
lip-sync singing contest co-sponsored by the La Salle Singers to a visit
from MTV's Real World co-sponsored by SGA and RSA.
As union@max.cap continues, it is likely that some minor changes
will occur. Possibly, the program will focus on a few large events,
rather than many small events, and student groups can coordinate
effort. More events will also be offered during the week, so that all
students have equal opportunity to be involved. Students will also be
able to view upcoming events through La Salle's website. So far, the
programs that were designed by smdents and for students have received
a larger response that those programs that were pre-packaged for the
smdent body. However, in an effort to involve all students in all aspects
of the college experience, union@max.cap will continue to be the
programming effort for the Division of Student Affairs.
No one wants to hear - or say - "There's nothing to do here." By
getting involved and working with the help of the Division of Student
Affairs, students can continue to keep union@max.cap a vital and
exciting program.
John Bland '01
Above: Dr. Cicala holds a meeting to discuss upcoming student events.
150 '^l/Vf!f
Above: Students got the opponunity to meet cast members
from MTV's Real World.
Above: Programming sponsored by unionfojmax.cap have
been well received by the student body.
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to a Memorable 2000 Season
The 2000 Field Hockey team came together in the sweltering days
of August to begin the grueling pre-season workouts. Returning
eight seniors to lead the team (Kelly Saxman, Annette Sciamanna,
Jeannie Fitgerald -featuredat right, Lauren Feracco, Meghann Peny,
Carleena Smith, Alishia Faller, and Julie Hope) the Explorers also
had the inexperience of eight freshmen. Despite this contrast in
experience, the women managed to come together as a team during
the season. Ending the season with a 3-14 overall record, the team
missed an Atlantic Ten playoff berth by only one victory.
In spite of the failure to make the post-season play-offs, the Ex-
plorer women created memorable moments during the season.
Overtimes were common for them. Three of their losses came in
close overtime games against Bucknell, Monmouth and the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island. Two exciting games that went to overtime
resulted in wins. The first against Towson on Sept. 27 went to two
overtimes with no score. The game finally ended in a penalty stroke
off when Saxman scored to give the Explorers a 2- 1 win. The sec-
ond OT win came in a hard fought game against cross-town rival St.
Joe's, in which Saxman scored the game-winning goal in overtime
to give La Salle a 1-0 victory.
Saxman led the team with five goals this season and received First
Team All-Atlantic- 1 honors for the third time in four years. Junior
Jami Wilus also received First Team honors, her second in three
years. Senior Julie Hope proved herself in the goalkeeper position
and kept the opposing players on their toes. One of the leaders in
the A- 10, she finished the season with a .835 save percentage.
As the bitter cold days of late October drew to a close, the 2000
Field Hockey team remembered the memories made and the friend-
ships forged during the season. The games may be forgotten, the
records set will eventually be broken, but the memories shared by
the team will stay with each team member forever.
Alishia Faller '01
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Top left: Senior Lauren Feracco battles her
opponent for the ball.
Top /ig/it: Coach Harpel instructs two play-
M/c/d/e/eff:i\xmox]dimi Wilus steals the ball
from her opponent.
Middle right: Senior Kelly Saxman charges
down the field as junior Caitlin Coupe looks
on.
Bottom: The Explorers help senior keeper
Julie Hope protect the goal.
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Disappointing Season does not
Daunt Explorers Will to Succeed
The La Salle Women's Volleyball team displayed a tremendous
amount of spirit this season. The women entered the 2000 season
with high expectations due to both its talented freshmen class as
well as the experienced core of women returning to the team, in-
cluding senior veterans Trina Allen, Lori Beth Ryan, and co-cap-
tains Kelly Daniel and Kristen Darby {featured at right). While
the women started off strong, they struggled throughout the Atlan-
tic Ten schedule and ended with an overall record of 12-22. How-
ever, their will to work hard and challenge even their toughest op-
ponents never diminished.
With the expertise of Head Coach Jason Klotkowski and Assis-
tant Coach Joseph Yedziniak, the Lady Explorers dominated their
first two tournaments at Drexel and Robert Morris, soundly de-
feating rivals such as Drexel and Loyola. The team was also com-
petitive at the Brown tournament, competing closely with St. Pe-
ters, Jacksonville, and Brown. Unfortunately, the team's high hopes
were stunted as a number of injuries plagued the Explorer women.
Among the most disheartening was the loss of sophomore setter
Molly Thatcher. The team then lapsed into a period of disappoint-
ing losses and inconsistent play, but the Explorer spirit persevered.
In an A- 10 Conference of powerhouses. La Salle was competitive
with teams such as Temple, University of Massachusetts and
Dusquene.
The team was led by the offensive efforts of middle hitters Allen
and freshman Robyn Wright and outside hitters Daniel and junior
Kristin Russo. Darby, Ryan, and sophomore Caitlin Keefe served
the team defensively. Freshmen Ashley Macchi and Bethany
Pruetz, as well as sophomore Marta Lehman rounded out the team
with their valuable play in multiple positions.
From Aug. 1 2 when preseason began to the final game on Nov.
12 against fellow A- 10 team Rhode Island, the Explorer women
practiced hard, played hard and displayed the most important ele-
ment of being an athlete at La Salle - spirit.
Nicole FidIer '01
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Top left. Sophomore Molly Thatcher displays her
impressive abilities on the court.
Top right. Senior Trina Allen races to help her
teammates.
Middle left. Junior Kristin Russo sets the ball for
her teammates while Darby looks on.
Middle light Senior co-captain Kelly Daniel leads
Darby and Russo in congratulating the opposing
team after a tough game.
Bottom: Through good and bad, the women's
spirit and unity remained high.
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Team and Individual Performances
Distinguisli Football Program
The La Salle football team began its season with an impressive 14-
shutout against St. Francis. Af^er losing the following week to
Duquesne University in a Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
(MACC) opener, the men began to pick up a momentum that was
almost impossible to stop. The team went on a five-game winning
streak, beating lona, Siena, Catholic, Canisuis, and Shenandoah. This
streak contributed to the Explorers' successful 7-4 winning season
and the best record they have had since football was returned to La
Salle in 1997.
Eleven seniors including co-captains Joe DeFelice, Mike Moffa
and Kevin Campbell as well as junior co-captain Chris Boyle led the
team. The eleven senior men have truly been an integral part in the
growth of the football program. Under the direction of fourth-year
Head Coach Bill Manlove, these men have developed from a group
that saw only one win their freshman year to an experienced core of
players leading the successful 2000 team.
One of these men, linebacker Kevin Campbell, set a school record
for season tackles (114) and led the MACC in the same category. A
key player in the Explorers' formidable defense, he was named to
the MAAC All-Conference Team for the second year in a row.
Campbell was also given the honor of being named to the All-Aca-
demic Team for District II and the Second Academic All-American
Team. Co-captains DeFelice and Moffa were also given All-Aca-
demic Team honors for District II.
Also receiving All-Conference Team honors was junior mnning
back Brian Small, who rushed for 869 yards this season. Small, jun-
ior Jeremy Crimmel, and sophomore Keyante Moore were huge
contributors to the Explorers' offensive effort, getting a lot of help
from senior quarterback Mike Bramowski {featured at right) and
from a strong offensive line. Boyle, a leader on this solid line, was
given Second Team All-Conference Honors. Also named to the
Second Team were junior Brett Rothenburger and senior Rick
Martinson, who was one of the leaders in the countiy for intercep-
tions.
All 99 of the talented players on the roster came together to pro-
duce a memorable season for La Salle. The strength of this 2000
team came from the men's intensity, hard work, and will to win. The
results of this strength have established the beginning of what will




Top left: Head Coach Bill Manlove communicates plays. I
Top right: The Explorers observe from the side lines.
Middle left: Senior co-captain Joe DeFelice leads junior co-captain
'
Chris Boyle onto the field. '
Middle right: Sophomore Frank Varanavage blocks for Bramowski.
Botto/tt left: Junior Brian Small rushes for yards.
|
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Women s Crews Rediscover La Salle s Strong Rowing Tradition
It has been said before that rowers' love for their sport is some-
thing that is in their blood. This idea might explain why a handful of
dedicated La Salle women wake up at 4:30 a.m. to practice in the
bitter cold or spend their spring break on the Schuylkill River. . . and
think nothing of it.
During the fall 2000 season, this hard work and perseverance paid
off for La Salle Women's Crew. Led by senior co-captain Joan
King (featuredbelow) and sophomore co-captain Carolynn Sheahan,
the women started the season on a promising note at the Head of the
Christina, where the Varsity Four picked up a gold medal, the Varsity
Eight silver, and the Novice Four another silver. The Novice Four
again medalled at the Head of the Occoquan in Virginia and at the
Head of the Schuylkill, one of the largest races of the fall season.
The pinnacle of the team's successful season came at the fall Atlan-
tic Ten Championship at which the Varsity Four and Novice Eight
boats each placed first.
Under the direction of Head Coach Linda Heffeman, Assistant
Coach Michelle Ciarlo, and Novice Coach Michelle Busza, the
women's program has continued to build and expand. This year the
Varsity Four boat was given the opportunity to row over winter break
in Florida. This past December, the women also christened a new,
top-of-the-line Millennium Eight boat, named after former La Salle
coach Pat McCann. In accepting the honor, McCann said jokingly,
"You can name the boat after me, just as long as you never lose!"
Indeed, the women hope to keep that promise. The same Varsity
Four boat that captured the silver medal in last year's spring A -.10
Championship is ready to take the gold it lost to Temple in that race
by only .9 of a second. Using their success in the fall as a spring-
board, both the Varsity and Novice women looked to maintain their
high levels of excellence in the 2001 spring sprint season.
MelissaMaziir '03
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Men's Crews Continue to Gain Respect witli Impressive Wins
Fresh offa successful 1 999 -2000 campaign in wliich two boats
narrowly missed Dad Vail medals (Varsity Lightweight 4+ and
Varsity 2-), the La Salle Men's Crew entered the fall of 2000 with
high hopes of emulating last year's perfonnance. Though three
powerhouse lightweights were lost to graduation, the Crew none-
theless returned with a strong core of dedicated rowers. Looking
to avenge last year's disappointment at Vails, senior Ryan Humes
and junior Paul Volosin were joined by sophomores Josh
Schneiderman, Mike Mallich and Chris Monaco, who were eager
to begin the quest for Dad Vail gold. Adding to the lineup were
seniors Paul Read and Joe Leonard, returning after a one-year
hiatus, as well as newcomer Cory Vilaplana, a grad student who
had rowed at SUNY-Stoneybrook as an undergrad.
The very first race of the season was the wintry cold Head of
the Ohio Regatta in Pittsburgh. Fighting ocean-size waves and
30-degree temperatures. La Salle placed second out of thirty-five
in the Club Four (Jeatured below) event. However, due to the
extreme conditions, the Lightweight Four was unable to compete
as the races were cancelled in the afternoon.
The highlight of the season came a few weeks later when La
Salle raced in the world famous Head of the Charles Regatta
in Boston - the largest rowing event in the world. Having been
denied acceptance for many years. La Salle made good on its return
trip to this illustrious race. Facing the world's best competition and
an unfamiliar, winding course, the Crew finished a very respectable
nineteenth out of sixty entrants in the Club Four event, crossing the
line only 30 seconds away fi"om the top five.
The fall season also saw very impressive finishes at the Head of
the Schuylkill Regatta by both fours and a fourth place finish at the
fall Atlandc Ten Regatta in the Varsity Eight. Capping off the sea-
son were the sprint races: the Frostbite Regatta and the Bill Braxton
Memorial Regatta. Again, though no medals were taken home, the
La Salle boats raced extremely well, exhibiting great things to look
forward to in the spring.
For the first time, La Salle Crew took a winter training trip to
Winter Haven, Fl. While rowing 2-3 times a day for an entire week
in the Florida sun, the Crew refined its water skills in the middle of
winter. A return to Philadelphia resulted in a rebirth of sorts as the
team eagerly awaited the start of the sprint season. As spring ap-





Top, left to right: Senior Joe Leonard, Coach Gerry Patterson,
and senior Ryan Humes.
Middle: La Salle's second Varsity Four warms up before a
race.
Bottom: A symbol of the 2000-2001 team.
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La SalleWomen Produce a
Record-Breaking 2000 Season
The members of the La Salle Women's Soccer team spent their
off-season training hard in anticipation of the 2000 season. With 21
of 22 players returning from the 1999 squad, as well as the return of
previously injured senior Tracey Spinelli and sophomore Liz Schmidt,
the Explorers' chances of making the Atlantic Ten Conference play-
offs were better than ever.
The teams hopes and dreams were fueled by the early season
defeats of two Big East powerhouses, Villanova and Seton Hall.
These wins against regionally-ranked teams combined with an un-
defeated record after their first three games gave the Explorers their
first-ever Mid Atlantic regional ranking. With the scoring power of
sophomore Amy Schneider and freshman Krista Lee, as well as the
almost impenetrable defensive front consisting of senior Blair Hontz
(featured at right), juniors Trish Gauss and Kaitlin Glass, sopho-
more Dani Wilson and freshman Courtney White, a playoff birth
seemed within reach. It was not unfil the final weekend of the sea-
son when the women traveled to New England that these playoff
dreams were crushed after heartbreaking losses to A- 10 competi-
tors Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
Although the team did not achieve its goals of making the A- 10
playoffs, its season was nonetheless a resounding success. The
women's 12-6 record was the first winning record in the history of
the 15-year program. The 45 goals scored were the most in the
program's history, and the 23 goals allowed were the fewest. Spinelli
was named First Team All A- 10 Conference, and Hontz and
Schneider earned Second Team honors. Lee was named to the All
Rookie Team, and Coach Jeanine Calhoun was named the A- 10
Coach of the Year. Despite losing eight seniors, Coach Calhoun
looks toward next season with the hopes that the 2001 squad will





Top left: Senior Dana Gavaghan battles with a
Dayton opponent .
Top righr. A Dayton player attempts to steal the
ball from sophomore Amy Schneider.
Middle right: Junior goalie Kaitlin Glass makes
the save.
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Six Seniors Sav) Good-Bvje
After a Frustrating Season
Things always look brighter on the other side. This just might be
what the head coach of the La Salle Men's Soccer team, Pat FaiTcll,
has been running through his head ever since the horn sounded in the
fmal game against Massachusetts. In a season that began with an
optimistic 2-2 record, it almost seemed as if the 2000 squad might be
headed in the right path. Yet things seemed to fizzle a bit as the
Explorers went on a fmstrating cold streak the rest ofthe way, losing
their last 1 games, and ending their season with a 2- 1 3 overall record
(1-9 Atlantic Ten.)
"We definitely had much higher expectations coming into the sea-
son" said sophomore Dave Lynch, "yet we sort of fell into a slump
that we could never dig ourselves out of We have a lot of guys
coming back, so we can only get better from here."
A team loaded with underclassmen (six freshmen, five sopho-
mores), La Salle was a relatively young team. However, the men
did receive a lot of help from their younger players, especially from
sophomore Stephen Kohut, who led the team with eight points (three
goals, two assists.) In their 3-0 victory over Drexel on Sept. 9, the
Explorers were guided by the power of two freshmen, Anthony
Franchini and Tom Kenny, who was a member of the 2000 A- 1 All-
Conference All-Rookie team. Coming offthe bench, Franchini scored
two goals, while Kenny netted another. Also posting a solid year
was junior Josh Shoppe (featured at right), the goalkeeper. Starting
and playing in all 15 games, Shoppe had 86 saves, one shutout, and
ended the season with a .699 save percentage.
The team said its final good-byes and thank yous to six seniors -
Shawn Lafferty, Patrick O' Neil, Dave Rajakovich, Alex Roberti,
Nick Zegestrovsky and Graham Walker. Walker, a backer, was voted
to the 2000 Philadelphia Soccer 7 All-Star team. The Explorers will
have to make up for the loss of these talented seniors; however, the
return of so many underclassmen to the 2001 version of La Salle
Men's Soccer will help. Indeed, next year's squad looks to bring
plenty of victories to McCarthy stadium.
Jeremy Uliricli '01
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Top left: Senior Shawn Lafferty (17)
and sophomore Steve Kohut go up for
the header.
Top right: Coach Pat Farrell is deep in
thought.
Middle left: Senior Alex Roberti dis-
plays his strength on the throw in.
Middle right: Junior John Topper
drives down the field.
Bottom: The team relaxes during a
break in the action.
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WomenWork Hard
to Capture Impressive rinislies
The 2000 Women's Cross Countiy team started the season with
several top returnees, including grad student Toni Ann Razzi, se-
niors Kelly Cassidy and Maura Calahan, junior Solamiya Login and
sophomore Leyna Williams. Some key rookies were freshman Jenna
Darcy, sophomore Ndidi Obichere and senior Melissa MacPherson
(featured at right).
Always training and racing with intensity and focus, the success
of the women's team began with some strong races on a course at
Princeton in late September. Two weeks later Razzi, Williams and
Cassidy helped the women pick up a third place finish when they
ran their familiar home course, Belmont Plateau. The women faced
tough competition on their next course, Paul Short, and finished a
disappointing seventh; however, they carried their competitive drive
to Michigan and ran a hard race at the Wolverine Interregional.
Although a few nationally ranked teams were present, the women
ran solid races and worked together to finish in fourth place overall.
The Atlantic Ten Conference Championship meet was held at the
end of October. The women, toughing out the chill late-fall weather,
finished third at the Championships, right behind St. Joe's and the
University of Massachusetts. The women had outstanding perfor-
mances. Many, including Razzi, Williams, Obichere, Login and
Cassidy, clocked in their best individual season records in the 5K.
The race was extremely close, and four of the women barely missed
being named to the All-Conference team. The Explorers then ended
their season finishing eighth out of twenty-five teams in the District
II Championship at Penn State, where Razzi finished just one posi-
tion away from making the All-District team.
Anita Brooks '03
Top. left to right: Grad student Toni Ann
Razzi, senior Maura Calahan and sophomore
Ndidi Obichere.
Middle: The Explorers get set for the start.
Bottom: Sophomore Anita Brooics, freshman
Jenna Darcy and senior Mehssa MacPherson
warm up before the race.
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Tlie 2000 Men Continue to Display Outstanding Performances
feiie ^uwnA
As a result of a very successful 1999 campaign wherein the La
Salle Men's Cross Counti7 team captured the Atlantic Ten Cham-
pionship, as well as displayed a strong finish in the NCAA Mid-
Atlantic Regional Championship, the men on the 2000 team had
high expectations, including repeating as conference champions and
perfomiing well in the NCAA competition.
The 2000 team (featuredbelow) was primarily led by senior Chris
Cummins, juniors Tim McAteer and Colin Benner, and sophomore
Todd Witzleben. This foursome obtained All-Conference honors.
In addition, they all placed in the top ten at the A- 10 Championship
meet. Furthennore, the varsity team received solid contributions
from junior Kyle Noms and his brother, freshman Patrick, as well
as sophomore mnners Mike Pelosi and Chris Carvelli. Throughout
the season several Explorers, such as sophomore Ryan Wiley, had
strong perfonnances in the meets. In his first Cross Country race
Wiley placed first for La Salle at Lafayette in early September. Ad-
ditionally, junior Chris Sinclair was the men's top runner at the US
Naval Academy Invite in Annapolis. In mid-season La Salle trav-
eled to the University of Michigan for an elite interregional
competition. The meet featured some of the finest programs in the
nation. The men fared well, beating teams that would eventually
compete in the NCAA finals.
In the 2000 A- 1 Championships, hosted by Duquesne Univer-
sity, the men fell just shy of one of the season's foremost
objectives, which was to defend the team's championship hon-
ors. The Explorers finished a respectable second place; right
behind hometown rival St. Joe's. Despite the failure to defend
the A- 10 title, several La Salle nanners had excellent perfor-
mances. The top runners were Cummins, McAteer and Benner -
all finished less than 6 seconds apart.
The season concluded at the District II NCAA Championship,
hosted by Perm State. There the men bounced back from the loss
at the A- 10 Championship by beating all teams within that con-
ference as well as besting many top programs from the Big East,
Big Ten, and Patriot Conferences. This meet saw senior P.J.
Gallagher, the defending A- 10 10,000 meter champion on the
track, return to the team's top five. After overcoming a serious
knee injury, Gallagher successfially improved with every meet to
recapture his winning fomi.
The fiature looks extraordinarily bright for the La Salle men, as
all but two runners retum from this season's team. With strong
fi'eshmen contributions all season and numerous upperclassmen
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TS/- /£//, Junior Chris Sinclair during a race.
Top right: Senior Chris Cummins (134) and junior
Collin Benner (125) running a close race.
Middle left: Sophomore Todd Witzleben is a stride
ahead ofjunior Timmy McAteer as both are tryring
to best their opponents.
Middle right: McAteer races in front of a Villanova
competitor.




Team Battles for A-10 Glonj
The struggles of the disappointing 12-17 1999-2000 season were
all but forgotten as the Explorers began their 2000-2001 season with
a late summer trip to Europe. The women went 2-1 on the trip,
which lasted for nine days. The most impressive thing about the trip
was the improvement of post players Melissa Hindenlang, senior,
and Beth Hudak, junior.
Jen Zenszer (featured at right) and Laura Newhard were the
senior co-captains of this year's squad. Despite a broken left hand
that kept her out for seven games, Zenszer still led the team in steals
and three-point percentage last season. This season, Zenszer be-
came the sixteenth Explorer to reach the 1 ,000-point milestone in La
Salle's 77-66 victory over Kent State.
"Jen is the blood and guts of our team, said Head Coach Jim Miller.
"She's the epitome of what a leader should be and makes our team
so much better when she's out on the floor."
Senior Laura Newhard also faced her own injuries. The power
forward missed three games last year due to a nagging shoulder
injury. Despite the shoulder, she was a force on the court, and posted
career highs in two different categories.
Zenszer and Newhard led a strong 2000-2001 squad full of expe-
rienced return players. Senior Shannon McDade, who led the team
last season in scoring, rebounding, and blocked shots, also reached
the 1 ,000-point milestone early in the season during a loss to Villanova.
Senior Marjorie Rlioads, with her accurate middle range jumper, also
achieved the 1,000 point mark in the Explorers final regular season
home game.
Hudak, and junior Suzanne Keilty have also been big returning
players for the team this year Keilty is one of the Explorers' best
three-point threats, hitting 50 last season. In addition, last year's
freshmen, Bonnie Randa, Beth Mays, and Chrissie Walker, have all
improved their games and seem more confident in their individual
roles this season.
The Explorers started the season with victories over Rider and
Drexel before suffering their first loss - to Villanova. After suffer-
ing tough losses to Penn as well as to ranked opponents Boston
College and Penn State, La Salle won 6 of its next 9 games. As
hosts, the team won the La Salle Invitational. The women were also
victorious against Atlantic Ten opponents Duquesne, St. Bonaventure,
Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
The women finished out the regular season with several competi-
tive A- 10 contests. While their experience and talent contributed to
an exciting season, their dreams of post-season success in the A- 10
Tournament were not realized.
Andrew Greth '02
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Top: Senior Shannon McI5acle prepares to put the ball in the net.
\liihllc Ic/i: The I'xplorers show their support lor one anotiier.
Mlih/lc rii^hr: Senior Marjorie Rhoads barrels past her opponent tc
make the shot.
Botlont leji: Head Coach John Miller gixes the team ad\ lee durinsi a
time-out.
Botloiii right: Junior Suzanne Keilty takes the last break.
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Men Capture Exciting Victories
to tlie Atlantic Ten Tourna^
nient
With the powerhouse trio of Donnie Carr, Rasual Butler and Vic-
tor Thomas together for one last season, last year's team had very
high expectations. Unfortunately, Carr was weakened by pneumo-
nia and missed five games. The Explorer's 6-1 record at the start of
the season was tainted by an 8-game losing stretch. The team ended
up in the Atlantic Ten Tournament, and lost a tough game to St. Joe's
in the first round.
This season, however, the Explorers focused on getting back to
the A- 10 Tournament so they could avenge their first round loss
from last year. Leading the team in this quest have been senior co-
captains Victor Thomas and James Jordan, junior Julian Blanks
(featuredat right) and junior Rasual Butler. Making up for the loss
of Carr's 19.7 points per game was a difficult task, but the Explorers
stepped up to the challenge. Butler, who was nominated for the John
Wooden Award - which is awarded at the end of each college bas-
ketball season to the best player in the country, leads the A- 10 in
scoring, averaging 21.4 points per game. He scored 38 points in a
double overtime loss to Rhode Island on Jan. 27*. Thomas has also
been a big point contributor, ranking among the top ten in the A- 10
with 19.5 points per game.
At the halfway point of the 2000-2001 campaign, the Explorers
were 7-10. They had a big victory at the Palestra, winning 61-59
over Penn in a match-up in which Thomas scored a game high 27
points and hit a big lay-up with :30 left to seal the victory. The team's
first A- 10 victory came in an 82-69 win over Duquesne, in which
Butler scored 28 points to lead the Explorers. The men also beat
Drexel, Northwestern, Central Connecticut State, UNC-Wilmington
and Lafayette.
The leadership of the four seniors, Thomas, Jordan, Gan-ett Bragg
and Anwar Wilson, was needed in the final stretch of the season.
Stepping up to the challenge, these seniors helped the Explorers win
their biggest game of the year - an exciting victory over conference
powerhouse and cross-town rival St. Joe's, a team that later ad-
vanced to the NCAA Tournament. Heading into the A- 1 Tournament
with confidence, the Explorers easily advanced past the first round,
but lost a close second round rematch game against St. Joe's.
Andrew Gret/i '02
yy...
/()/>: Head Coach Speedy Morris studies his team's
performance.
Middle: Senior co-captain James Jordan displays
intense concentration.
Bi)/r()i)i riiilii: Junior Rasual Butler moves past his
opponent.
Banoni middle: Blanks passes the bail to senior
Garrett Bragg.
Boiiom leji: Freshman Joel Jean-Baptiste rebounds
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Small Women s Squad
is Big on Team Unity
The 2000-2001 Women's Swim team has truly learned the mean-
ing of the word team. With so few women on the roster, everybody
has stepped up their performance levels, filled in spots when needed,
and kept a positive attitude through everything. Because ofthe small
squad, the motto of the team has been, "We may be small, but we
give it our all!" With Melissa MacPherson being the only returning
senior, the Explorers, led by captain Mariana Root, a junior, relied on
a strong foundation of underclasswomen.
One of these women that stepped up to the season's challenges
was junior diver Melanie Coots (featuredat right). Coots, leading a
small diving team, proved to be an integral part of the women's suc-
cess. At one of the early meets of the year. Coots crushed the
school record in the 3-meter diving event, and her accomplishments
continued throughout the season.
The opening portion of the season has traditionally provided the
toughest test for the women's team, and this year was no exception.
The team opened its season with a loss to Towson University; how-
ever, the Explorers' hard work finally paid off at the La Salle Invita-
tional, which was one of the biggest meets for the women during the
fall semester.
After this positive ending to the fall, the women headed down to
Florida over winter break for a fun-filled training trip. Hoping to es-
cape the below-fi-eezing temperatures in Philadelphia, the Explorers
were greeted in Cocoa, PL with frost warnings and temperatures in
the 30's. The weather, however, did not stop the women from train-
ing. They worked hard in their new surroundings and returned home
ready to race.
The La Salle women opened the spring semester at the Rhode
Island Invitational, where they went I-l with a win against URI and
a loss against UMass, both Atlantic Ten Conference teams. The
focus during the latter half of the meet schedule was geared toward
the A- 10 Championships. The Championships, held in Buffalo, NY






Top left: Junior Kristin McMenamin shows her strength at the breast
stroke.
Top right: Sophomore Shannon Bauer starts her race with a power-
ful dive.
Middle left: Freshman Donna Nonnan displays her intensity during
a race.
Middle right: Captain Mariana Root, a junior, cuts through the wa-
ter to the finish line.
Bottom: Junior Kelly Evanilla takes a well deserved rest after an
exhausting race.
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Men's Goals are Hindered bv)
Tougli Atlantic Ten Confer-
ence
For the past 138 years, the La Salle Men's Swimming and Diving
team has brought many championships to the Kirk Natatorium thr'ough
a continuously developmg tradition of success and victory. Each
season a select number ofmen come together to represent and can^
on this tradition, and 2000-2001 was no different. Under the direc-
tion of second-year Head Swim Coach Matt Nunnally and 15 -year
Head Diving Coach Chris Bergere, the Explorer swimmers and divers
made waves in another rewarding season of meets, races, and dives.
Determined to replicate their successflil 1999-2000 winning cam-
paign, the men began this year's season on Oct. 21 against Towson
University. However, victory does not come easily within the com-
petitive Atlantic Ten Conference, and the La Salle men, while show-
casing outstanding individual perfomiances, were not able to pro-
duce the same results they saw last season. An unfoitimate injury to
key senior Jason Streefkerk left the Explorer men under the senior
leadership ofco-captains Michael McGinnis and Mitchell Zackowski.
Together, the duo exemplified individual excellence in the pool and
proudly led the team throughout the season.
Underclassmen Adam Barclay (featured at right) and James
Davidson, both sophomore divers, also stood out as consistent point
winners for the team. The dominating diving pair had top finishes
throughout the season, and often took home both first and second
places.
Although the team was not able to generate another winning sea-
son, this was not a result of lack of hard work and dedication. Every
day the athletes subjected themselves to early mornings, tough work-
outs, and other mental and physical challenges, in addition to main-
taining a standard of academic excellence. In short, the athletes in
the 2000-2001 season demonstrated the perseverance and intensity
that has won respect for the La Salle swimming and diving program.
Mike McGmnis '01
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Top left: Sophomore Mike Swider strokes through
the water.
Top right: Matt Feehery describes his race to
Head Coach Matt Nunnally.
Middle left: Junior Todd Binkowski works on
competing with perfect form in the breaststroke.
Middle right: Freshman Eric Limbach powers
through his event.
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Powerliouse Olfense Prompts
Atlantic Ten Plavjolf Goals
After completing a solid third season in the Atlantic Ten Confer-
ence, the Lacrosse team anticipated a winning record in 2001. The
addition of several established teams to the 2000 schedule gave the
women a challenge that they readily accepted, and which conse-
quently helped them prepare for the upcoming 2001 season. In an
effort to accelerate their advancement within the A- 10, Head Coach
Jenn Harpel called on the helping hands of 2000 James Madison
University graduate Julie Weiss to serve as assistant coach.
Working hard in the off-season, the women began the 2001 season
on March 9 with the ultimate goal of competing in the A-10 playoffs.
This goal seemed within reach, considering the amount of veteran
players returning to the roster
Harpel lost only one senior, goalie Lindsey Block, from the 2000
team. Co-captains Mary Quinlan and Jeanie Fitzgerald, both seniors,
led an experienced squad into the season. Quinlan, along with junior
Jami Wilus (featured at right), combined for 96 goals last season
and made a formidable scoring team this season. Last year Wilus
was named the Offensive MVP for the team and held first place in
scoring for the A-10. She holds national statistics for her offensive
talents, ranking second in goals and third in points scored. To round
out the attack, seniors Christine McDonald and Colleen Keenan pro-
vided additional offensive threats on the field.
Fitzgerald led a dominating defensive effort consisting of seniors
Heather Wilson, Cindy Curri, and Julie Leusner. Rounding out the
defensive group were junior Erin Hogan and freshman Liann Dicto,
both goalies.
With so many talented women returning, the season opener against
the University of Pennsylvania will have signaled the start of a very
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ro/) k'Ji: The women gatlier for a group pielure
on a road trip to Colgate. ClochviseJioni lej't:
Junior Kristen Weaver, seniors Jeannie
Fitzgerald and Colleen Keenan, junior Jami
Willus, seniors Cindi Curry and Christine
McDonald.
Middle k'Ji: Senior Mary Quinlan lakes the ball
down the field.
Middle rii^lu: I'itzgerald passes the ball to an
open opponent.
Boiioni le/i: Curry contemplates her next move.
Botium rii;lit: McDonald looks on for assistance.
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Teams Look to Improve
under Ne^w Head Coacli
The La Salle University Men and Women's Tennis teams endured
a challenging fall 2000 season. The introduction of new head coach
Bill Baker sparked several changes for both teams. Baker made his
first alteration by re-focusing the teams' energy on the mental tough-
ness of the game, rather than concentrating solely on technique and
strategy. Although the Explorers experienced a rough beginning, the
leadership of Baker has taken both teams to a new level of competi-
tion.
The men encountered difficulty in establishing experience on the
team. Many players had little experience in comparison to the com-
petition. This factor initially worked against the athletes, as they suf-
fered five losses in their six game schedule. Their lone victory oc-
curred during the final match of the season, against Rider University,
marking the beginning of a promising future for the Explorers. De-
spite the team's inability to produce a winning season, the men gener-
ated a level of improvement that created a solid base for their spring
'01 season.
Captain Ryan GarguUo, a junior, is credited with providing the
leadership and encouragement that proved to be a vital asset to the
men. Gargullo is the number one seed on the team and undoubtedly
has the most experience. For this reason, rookie players looked to
Gargullo for guidance. Number three seed, junior Phil Telan, stated
that Gargullo leads by example and serves as a confidence builder for
the team. With the influence of Baker and Gargullo, the team antici-
pated being competitive in the Atlanfic Ten Conference, especially
against rival St. Joe's.
The women also faced a trying season, finishing with a 1-6 record.
Leading the Explorers were co-captains senior Debbie Blissick and
junior Kate Ericson. The loss of two key players presented some
uncertainty for the women's team; however, the return of four start-
ing athletes gave the women substantial support for the spring '01
season. Number two seed (singles), soophomore Kristen Hess and
number five seed (singles), senior Lindsey Belcher (featuredat right)
provided the guidance and experience freshmen newcomers Megan
Donahue and Karen Toner needed to play Division I collegiate ten-
nis.
Both teams are still ft-esh competition to their opponents; how-
ever, with upcoming talents at the top of the lineups, both La Salle
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Top left: Senior Alexine Judge returns her
opponents serve with ease. i
Top niidclle: Sophomore Ryan Femald focuses
on matcing an explosive return.
Top right: Junior Kate Erickson demonstrates
her powerftil backhand.
Bottom, left to right: Junior Peter Daly, Head







The term imih' best characterizes the La Salle softball team. The
bonds between the women are strong, fonned from countless hours
of practice, long road trips, and frostbitten weather. Strong team
values and supporting friendships sei-ved as a consolation for the
Explorers through a trying 2000 season.
For the 2001 squad, improvement has become the focus for the
season. After anticipating a winning season in 2000, the Explorers
ended the year with a fmstrating 9-46 record. Part of the difficulties
of last season was because the team was plagued with injuries.
However, even though many of the women returned healthy, this
year's squad hasn't taken anything for granted. The women fo-
cused on establishing - and working towards - both team and
individual goals.
To help with these goals, third-year Head Coach Carla Camino
hired two new assistant coaches. Candace Clark, a St. Joe's gradu-
ate, focused on catcher and infield defense; and Kristi Dennis, a
Kutztown University graduate, focused on the pitching staff, which
included seniors Talia Bilella and Missy Rourke (featured at right)
and freshmen Ali Wood and Jaci Higgs.
The team lost only two starters and returned seven, including jun-
ior Allison Beier, who had the best batting average (.352) on the
team last season and the tenth best in the Atlantic Ten Conference.
These experienced women, combined with the addition of six fresh-
men to the lineup, took to the field on Mar. 3 to open up the season.
A week later the team traveled to Kissimmee, Florida for a spring
break training trip, and then the women headed back to Philly to




Top Left. Senior Julie Reiss throws to a teammate.
Top Right. Sophomore Lisa Ferraina crouches as she awaits the
ball.
Bottom Left Rourke gets ready to bunt.
Bottom Right Sophomore Jill Stombock gets ready for the pitch.
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Strong Core of Returning
Players Helps 2001
Sqviaa
Two years ago the Explorer baseball team found itselfjust one win
shy of the NCAA playoffs, but what a difference a year makes as
the Explorers struggled through a disappointing 2000 campaign. In
2001, however, optimism and hope returned to the Hank DeVincent
Field as a promising young freshmen class and a solid nucleus of
seniors took the field. With senior co-captains Mike Cavallaro (fea-
tured at right) and Jon Palumbo, senior pitchers Kevin Manero,
Paul Blasetti, and Alex Roberti, as well as the big bats of seniors
Mike Fuchs and Mike Bell, veteran leadership has certainly been a
key element of this year's squad. Junior captains James Kelly (OF)
and Mike Kelly (C) were counted on for their leadership both on and
off the field as each looked for 2001 to be a breakout year.
Head Coach Larry Conti entered his fourth year with the team,
looking to return his squad to the form that led him to receive Adan-
tic Ten Coach of the Year honors in 1999. The Explorer team has
expected to be a contender in the A- 1 Conference this year, with all
eyes set on Disney World, the site of the 2001 A- 10 playoffs.
Last year's leading hitter, Palumbo, was joined in the infield by
teammate Cavallaro who led the pitching staff in wins in 2000 and
has looked to contribute both on the mound and on the plate in 200 1
.
Fuchs and Bell returned to the heart of the order for the Explorers
this year as they looked to round out their successful college careers
as key run producers for the team. Last year's leaders in appear-
ances on the mound, Manero and Blasetti, along with the southpaw
stylings of conference starter Roberti, anchored a pitching staff that
includes a very promising freshmen class.
The 2001 season finds several players in the hunt for a place on
the Explorers' career leaders board. Cavallaro is just five wins shy
oftying the school record; Fuchs looks to find a place among the top
ten in batting average, RBI, and hits; and Bell should find a place
among the top ten career hit leaders.
The 2001 Explorers' fifty plus regular season schedule of games
began with spring training in Boca Raton, FL and ended at home in
an A- 10 weekend series against the Dayton Flyers.
Kevin Maner '02
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Top left: Senior Kevin Manero follows through after a solid pitch.
Top right: Senior Mike Bell moves to smash the ball.
Middle left: Senior co-captain Jon Palumbo tags his opponent to
make the out.
Middle light: Senior Mike Fuchs prepares to hit the ball.




Women s Track and Field
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Solid Indoor Season Paves tlie
Way for a Successful Spring
The women's indoor track season kicked off at Princeton Univer-
sity in early December. Top performers were sophomores Ndidi
Obichere (featuredat right), who placed first in the mile, and Anita
Brooks, who picked up fourth place in the 1000-meter. The next
meet was held almost a month later at Penn State, where Obichere
won the 800-meter, and Brooks captured fourth in the 500-meter.
The meet ended with a victory in the 4 x 800-meter relay, run by
Brooks, Obichere, junior Solamiya Login, and sophomore Leyna
Williams. The relay team not only took first in the meet, but they
also qualified for the Eastern Conference Atlantic Championships
(ECAC), meefing both the indoor and outdoor standards. The fol-
lowing weekend the women ran at the Naval Academy, where Brooks
placed second in the 400-meter and Obichere took fourth in the mile.
Brooks, Obichere,fi-eshman Jamie Keenan, and sophomore Jessica
McHale captured second in the 4 x 400-meter relay, while Will-
iams, senior Maura Calahan, fi-eshmen Jenna Darcy and Margaret
Betancourt finished a strong third in the distance medley. The women
finished their season with competitive meets at Penn State (the
National Open) and Fordham University as well as the Atlantic Ten
Conference meet where they expected to place in the top five. The
final meet was the ECAC, where a few of the women hoped to place
and establish new personal records.
The women anticipated the arrival of the outdoor season as they
looked to be competitive at the Raleigh Relays in North Carolina
and the Quaker Invitational at the University of Pennsylvania. Grad
student Toni Ann Razzi's return to the spring competition was a
driving force in leading the women to Penn Relays and putting up
tough competition in both the Conference meet and the ECAC. Fi-
nally, Razzi looked to compete in the NCAA Track and Field
Championship, as she did last spring season. At the same time,
Obichere kept her goals set on traveling with Razzi to this meet and
in qualifying for the Junior National Track and Field meet as she
did last spring.
The 2001 track and field squad began the season with so many
talented, hard-working women that the spring looked to be filled
with great individual and team accomplishments.
Anita Brooh '03
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Top left: Sophomore Kristen Jenco during a race.
Top right. Senior Maura Calahan gets a drini< between races.
Bottom left. Sophomore Anita Brooks fights to break out of the
pack of runners at Penn Relays.
Bottom light: Sophomore Solamiya Login is a step ahead of her
Virginia Tech competitor.
M/,-/,:-.. 1\1
en's Track and Field
Deptk and Talent Help Men
After a successful 2000 indoor and outdoor track season, the Men's
Track team had high aspirations for the 2001 season. Although post-
ing somewhat disappointing performances in both indoor and out-
door Atlantic Ten Championships in 2000, those that qualified for
other major post season races proved that there would be much to
come in the following year.
Lining up for the start of the 2001 indoor and outdoor seasons
were a varied group of men. After a successful recruiting year, the
team's perennially successful mid-distance and distance programs
were newly bolstered with fresh pairs of legs. Balancing out the
team is the largest sprint and field events squad in more recent years.
The Explorers hoped to boast these new strengths at the A- 10 Con-
ference Championships, held at the Univ. of Rhode Island. With its
depth and talent, this La Salle team wanted to bnng home an Indoor
Championship after having last won one in 1997.
After only a few meets into the indoor season, many displayed that
they have what it takes to keep La Salle's reputation in the Division
I collegiate spotlight. Fifth year senior Kevin Myles qualified early
on for the IC4A Championships, for both the mile and the 3000-
meter races. Joining him were sophomores Chris Carvelli in the mile
and Todd Witzleben in the 3000-meter, as well as the 4 x 800-meter
relay team and the distance medley relay team. Also strong was
senior Omar Knight, a yearly qualifier for the IC4A meet, as well as
sophomores Ryan Wiley and Tony Giammarco. Together, Knight,
Wiley and Giammarco balanced out the 800-meter races. The quali-
fiers for the IC4A competed with athletes from elite programs
spanning from Maine to the Carolinas. In addition, La Salle hoped to
send competitors to the NCAA Indoor Track Championships, hosted
by the University of Arkansas.
Returning for the outdoor season were defending 10,000-meter
champion RJ. Gallagher and runner-up Greg Blaszko, both seniors.
Senior Chris Cummins returned to the track after having a success-
firl cross country campaign and taking the winter season off. In the
sprints, junior Ken Hopkins led the way for the 400-meter race and
senior Marc Pietranton braced the sprint hurdle squad. Sophomore
Ayes Ehikjoya led a young 100 and 200-meter sprint crew. Also
fresh from a stellar Cross country season were juniors Tim McAteer
(featured at right), an IC4A qualifier in the 3000-meter steeple-
chase, and Collin Benner, who looked to become an IC4A qualifier
in the 1500-meters. Heading into the outdoor season, the team
hoped to see solid performances at the N.C. State Relays, as well as
at the Penn Relays in late April. As a team, the Explorers wanted to
duplicate their Indoor Track goals, as well as post top placings in the
IC4A Championships.
Mike DiJiiIia '02 ami
C/iris Sinclair '02
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^ ro/> Icj!: Junior Mike Di.lulia leads llie pael<
V
Bo/foni niiclJlc: Junior Ken Hopkins sprints to the linisii line
Top rii;hl: Sophomore Ryan Wiley reecives the handolTlrom sopho-
more Tonv Giammareo.
Boiroiii Ic/i: Junior Tom Cresong displays his emotions during the
race.
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Witli your lieart as your
guide, you wili mal(e a
diTference. Toteacliisto
touGii a iife forever.
Teaoli tiie children weli-
you wiii tie great at it!
li/lay tlie future liring ail tliat you desire. Tiie
best is yet to come. 60 now and acliieve your
dreams. Weioveyou!




tremendous success during your
four years at La Salle. Good
Luck and continued success in
all you do. We are so proud of
you. We love you!
Dad, Mom, T.J.& Melissa





And above all, our favorite
Daughter & Sister
Mom, Dad, & Jimmy
ChrisTopher,
It seems like only yesterday we
walKea wiTn you to Nursery ocnool.
VV e nope that all your dreams ol success
are luliilled and that your luTure is very
bright.
_Love, A\om, JJad,i-arry, Kose
Alisa,
You have come a long way,
but not half as far
as you will go.
Congratulations!
The difference between
ordinary and extra-ordinary is
Josh Feinberg! Buena Suerta!
We love you, IVIom, Dad, Sister,
Brother, Grandmom, Pop-Pop,
and Brandy!
Love, Mom and Dad
(_^aro!un ^uz^5^^e [j)ocic
C_^on2^ratulation6 to ou^aau^nte^
wno has been a constant source or lotj to
us. vVe are bursting witn pride as uou
receive uour[j)acne!or or Science degree.
I
uture scnoo! cnildren will be vem
fortunate to nave l)ou stand before tfiem
eacn dau to teacn and guide tnem.





To our son Matt Chiappa,
Congratulations and






Congratulations, super mom, on com-
pleting the Honors Program in three
years! You are an inspiration to us
all. We are immensely proud of you.
Good Luck for the future! Lots of
Love from daughters Tara and Sarah
(and partner Daragh), sons Fon and
Conn, and daughter-in-law Chris.
There once was a Plimster named Scott
Who started in life as a tot
We sent him to schools
To learn all the rules
I
And now he knows quite a lot.

























Always having time to listen
You're already a success in life
These qualities will bring you
to greater accomplishments
We're so proud of you
—
Congratulations!
Love Mom, Dad, Jaclyn, Danielle
& Ryan
Peter,
Congratulations to you and all
your friends in the Class o{ 2001.
We are very proud of you and wish
you and your classmates contin-
ued success.
We love you.
Mom, Pad, Kim and Tim, Tom,
Jr.,and Kristen
first there was the "Miracle of '93"
which was followed by the "Miracle
of '97: fast forward to ZOOl. Ca
Salle launches its newest Explorer.
And so the Odyssey continues.
Congratulations J^ohJ
Cove.
Mom, TDad. and ^obin
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Yo, Chris!
"This ain't no pie eatin' contest."—Rocky
"The fact that you're here and doing as
well as you're doing gives me, what do ya
call it? The
motization, huh, to stay alive."—Mick
"The only difference between a hero and a
coward is that a hero is willing to go for
it."—Rocky
"So . . . what are you doing for the 40 or
50 year?"—Rocky
"Yo Adrian! HE did it!"—Rocky
We love you—Go for it!—Mom, Dad,
Philip, and Amber
John,












F.5A Resident Student Association
You've come a long way Baby!
We are so proud of you.
We love you!!
Mom, Aunt Diane &
all of your sisters
The 2000-01 RSA Executive Board would like to
thank our exiting seniors who have worked hard
to bring the resident community of La Salle
Universihj together. We wish the bestfor them
and we hopefor the bestfor next year's board.
Allan Medwick - Carlos Castafleda -
RSA President RSA Director of
Mike "Padre" Triplett - PubUc Affairs and
RSA Vice-President Information Technology




You will always be our #1.
Best of luck in the future and may
you always be blessed with health,
happiness and love.
Joseph and Christina Turchi
Peter and Nickie Corbo
Joseph Raymond Amico
Class of 2001
*^/i/ '^QU/i/ vZexieni/ hucce&s^ ai/
oh imwv sAccxMn^illsnrvieMlsy.




First we Would like to tell how much we
love you and how very, very proud we are
of you! It has been a long Journey, and
we understand the journey got hard sonne
days, but the encouragennent fronn us
and your own self deternnination nnade I't
a successful finish. How fortunate are the
children you will teach! How fortunate are
the parents of those children! Most of all
how fortuante we are to have you as o
daughter, sister, niece, cousin and friend!
Fronn your Loving Fannily 8^ Friends...A Big






We are very proud ofyou,
We wish you continued
success and happiness.













Congratulations to the Class of2001!
from the
FINANCE and RISK MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENTS.
Roe-
Congratulations to From when you were born, you have
Christine Hamrick always made us proud. Everything you
for all your hard work and have done you've worked hard at to be
dedication. Wishing you a healthy successiul. Obtaining your degree was
and prosperous future. no diiYerent. We wish you all the
happiness and success for the rest of
Love IVlommy, Grammom, Jill, your life.
Dave, and Meghan With all our love.
Mom, Dad and Tom
Ricky-
With pride for all you've done
With joy for the nnan you've become
Happiness and contentment we wish for our son
Enjoy life and have fun!
God Bless You
Love Mom, Dad and Danielle
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Sally,
May the world always be as
beautiful for you as you
make it for others. May God
continue to bless you and fill
your life with joy.








Community Development would like to
congratulate the following
Senior RAs and CAs:
Bridgette Richardson, Liz Zodeiko,
Kathy Swank, Mikki Grabusky, Brooke Reavey,
Kruti Thaker, Shawn Friel, Henry Franz,
Kristal Hankinson, Ed Conway,
Karen Gaedke, Kevin Badolato, Alec Stanley
Dearlneeta,
Congratulations on your journey and success through life.
You have ALWAYS been a role model to me, and I want to thank
you for being such a good one.
Love always, Jessica
Dear Neeta,
Congratulations Neeta. I am proud of you. I hope 8 years down
the road I will be following in your footsteps! May God Bless you!
Love always and forever Gena
Dear Neeta,
I always knew whom I was gong to follow-you! You went to Trinity
Christian, Girls High, and La Salle-and that's where I'm going!
Those were some good choices.
Good Luck, from yoursister-Loren
Dearest Ineeta,
It is hard to believe that 22 years have past, and out first born baby
is graduating from La Salle. You are such a smart and respon-
sible young lady, and we are proud of you! We love you so much-
we could squeeze you to death. Words can't really express the
feeling, but you go forth and soar and prosper with Jesus as your
co-pilot. God bless and congratulations! Mom and Dad
Citron /,%h 231







And Welcomes You to the
Alumni Association
The 1999-2001 Alumni Board of Directors
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT - Charles J. Quattrone, 72
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT - James J. McDonald, '58
VICE PRESIDENT - Gerard J. Binder, 73
SECRETARY - Teresa Hooten Kozempel, O.D., 74
TREASURER - William W. Matthews III, Esq., '90
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Gerard V. Burke, M.D., '75
John F. Carabello, D.M.D., *62
Linda A. Carlin, '95
Joseph H. Cloran, '61*
Maria Tucker Cusick, '83*
past Alumni Association Presidents
Marianne Salmon Gauss, '74*
Nicholas J. Lisi, Esq., '62*
Elizabeth R. Lochner, '87
Thomas E. McLaughlin III, '95
Stephen L. McGonigle, '72*
232 '^yV,.,
The La Salle University
Alumni Office Staff
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May the path you have chosen
Lead to beautiful tomorrows
And dreams that come true.
Make it so, lass!




Your entire family is very proud of
you. You're the best and we love you.
Mom, Dad, Mike, Grandma and all
your aunts, uncles and cousins.
GOOD LUCK
COhJQKATULATIOhJS JUSTIN
We're so proud of you and your
accomplishments.
Love ya,
Mom, Dad, Jason, & Shannon
To our son, Alan Rossi
We are so proud of all that you have
accomplished these past four years.
You possess the key to your success in the
future, a dream.





To Pam, Pamela, Spamela, Spam. . .
Congratulations! We are so proud of you and
want you to be happy in
Whatever you choose to do. You have a quiet
strength and Compassion, and you will do well
in Life. Now you can let a whole world Of
others benefit from your kind heart and
infectious giggle!
Love from all-
Mom, Dad, and Sue
YOUR LIFE IS NOW COMPLETE,
•CAUSE GRADUATION DAY IS
SWEET, *SUPERSWEET*!
GO COWS!!! LOVE MOM & MICHAEL
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IF We could put time in a bottle...
PATRICK,
You HAVE NO IDEA HOW PROUD
v/E ARE, We have alWaVs been
AND alWaVs Will be, of Vout
LOVE mom d DAD
Theresa, congratulations & best wishes
for a happy & successful future. We're
proud of you, cupcake. This comes with
lots of love from all of us.
Mom, Dad, Johnny, Annemarie, and Kayla
Russell
(Congratulations!
VVe are so vem proud or
uou.
I
oilow uour dreams and
nave run along the wau. j\e-
memberwe are alwaus nere for




We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom and Donald
Danielle.
_Trom the time n>e watched you
throw the school bag down the culvert to
when you complained about your hands
hurting when it came time to do the dishes we
have always been 100% behind you.
College, your ULTIMATE goal has been reached.
Continue to reach for the stars. It is there for you
but only ifyou want it badly enough. Remember
'T^ /5 for victory. Cove.
Mom. Uad. Grandmom
Crandpop & the gang
AJNJNilUJi
GOD BLESS & BEST WISHES
BABY YOU'VE COME A
LONG WAY!!!
ALL YOUR HARD WORK -^" "
"
HAS SHOWN AND OPPORTUNTIES AND
SUCCESS WILL FOLLOW YOU. MAY ALL
YOUR DREAMS OF BECOMING A DOCTOR
CONTINUE TO COME TRUE.
SWEETHEART WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU.
WITH LOVE,



















Then to the elements
Be free, and fare thou well!
-The Tempest
-from the Office of the Dean ofArts and Sciences
Congratulations
to the Class of 2001
From the
Campus Store
We hope to serve








What we caff tlie Beginning is often tHe end
And to maHe an end is to ma^ a Beginning.
The end is where we startfrom.
T. S. Eliot
^oxit Quartets
fe= <Best wisliesfrom tHefaculty oftHe 'Department of'EngCish «5>=
Congratulations and Best Wishes to
Beth Dierking and Terry Downing











For all your hard work,
dedication, and love,
The Masque of La Salle University
wishes to thank
the Class of 2001.
In this, your final season with the
Masque,
remember all the good
and not-so-good times
we have spent together,
and cherish every moment.




The Musical Comedy Murders of
1940, Two Gendemen of Verona,
The Curious Savage
1999-2000
Bye Bye Birdie, Crimes of the
Heart, Rough Crossing
2000-2001
Assassins, Triumph of Love,
Nunsense
TVirt Class of 2001 Rules!
Congratufations and Qood 3uclc
^est AVisfics ^or for a brxQht future from the faculty^
©^>^,,/JiUi 22,1
Qongratulation^













^U of jfour long wnlUs to the ^om Renter
rnaif be over, but ifour journeys through Hfe
hnve just begun.
^est |4/^ishcs ^^ ^ongrntulntions/
^ro. Qevfey ^^ yUe Communication ^epiirtmcnl
Congratulations Eric
We're proud of you #1 son
Remember who you are!
Good luck with Grad School
Love Always,






wishes them good luck in
the future
The Student-Athletes of
La Salle continue to
con]pile an 85%
graduation rate which
ranks among the Top
Ten in the nation.
We thank the class of 2001 for all its
hard work and dedication which have
made La Salle Athletics
a national highlight
To learn more about the Explorer Club and how you can help
La Salle Athletics call (215) 951-1606
Visit www.LaSalle.edu/athletic or call our sports hotline at (215) 951-5170 for the latest on La Salle Athletics
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"To the CCass of2001
Congratufations
"You ve Made It!
Keep on doing what
^you have learned, what
you have received,
I
what you have heard
]and what you have
seen here."
~ from Chapter 4 of the
Letter to the Philippians
Wishes from
The Division of Student Affairs










Barbecue & Sea Food Restaurant
Home-cooked Foods To Order
•Breakfast "Lunch 'Dinner
Fresh Fish Daily • Short Ribs
Southern Fried Chicken • NY Strip Steak • Chitterlings
Beef & Pork Barbecue Ribs • Dine In or Carry Out
Freindly, Pleasant Family Atmosphere
(215) 549-7550
• Air Conditioned
5917 N. Broad St. • Off Street Parking
(Nedro & Champlost Sts.) Open Mon-Thurs. Sam -1 0pm
Philadelphia, PA 19141 Fri. and Sat. Sam - 11pm












1 100 S. FRONT ST.
PHEA, PA 19147 215-336-1100
ESH HOME INSPECTION
SERVICES






r Pnnu Blvd. • Lssler, PA 1 9029


















Post Office Box 488
Broomall, PA 19008
544-3400
Ttri. (610) 35*-OgOQ ' Fax (610) 3
lease palLiroiiiiae coimr adiveiroseirs






























^$^ Mon-Thur 11 AM to 1AMFri-Sat 11 Am to 2 AM




A GREAT N4AME IN REAL ESTATE"
STAN GINSBERG
PAULGINSBURG









Mailing Address: P.O. Box 16846, Philadelphia, PA 19142
Street Address: 1810 Columbia Avenue, Bldg. 19, Folcroft, PA 19032
INC.
6410 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19126
310 Second Street Pike, Southampton, PA 18966




Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporation














Suite 400, One Penn Center
1617 John F. Kennedy Boulevard
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Robin M. Nolan









427-29 W. QUEEN LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 10144
STATE INSPECTION
COMPLETE AUTO & TRUCK REPAIRS
HORIZON HOUSE. INC.
120 South 30th Street • Philadelphia, PA 19104-3403
215 386 3838 • FAX: 215 386 5150
RAMOS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
JOSE L. RAMOS
PRESIDENT





Gregory O. Bruce Wayne R. Chlodo
Board Chedrman President
§^fn,n/J^ 243
Nick's Roast Beef of Old City




"pfumA * "pAfMUf, "Deli.
•WEDDINGS CORPORATE EVENTS
• BOXED LUNCHES • PRIVATE PARTIES
• HOAGIE FUND RAISERS
w The Largest Source forFoodservice Equipment& Supplies
50,000 sq. ft.
Superstore...
Open to the Public
China, Glassware & Flatware
Paper, Disposables & Janltorials
Kitchen Supplies & Cookware
Equipment & Furniture, New & Used
SINGER EQUIPMENT CO.
7300 Lindbcigh Blvd., Philadelphia. 215/365-0200
3030Kuuaown Rd., Reading. 1-800-422-8126
tJ?. jCudwig IKlcm & Son, Dnc,
'^fine ij^ ^Batoraiwn Since 1786'
Professional Porcelain &, Glass Restoration
Porcelain - Pottery - Gloss - Crystal - Ceramic
Pewter - Silver - Bronze - Jade - Mvble
Ivory - Tin & Porcebdn Advertising
By Appoinlment Only P
Fax (215) 2S6-9W
nsM^i
Noiih I'oiiM Offia Genu













• CHAIN LINK FENCE
• STEEL SUPPLIES
Sainti TaScrnacCe Community ^source Ctnler







W.P. COOKE INC. MICHAEL GABOR









256 S. 20TH ST
PHILA, PA 19103 DANGEL0RIST0RANTE.COM
Tel(61 0)623-7772
Fax (610) 623-4015







PROCESSORS - BROKERS - WHOLESALERS
OF WASTEPAPER, GLASS, METAL & PLASTIC
508 E, Baltimore Ave
vJNY LAUT Lancjsowne, PA 19050-2508
VIVA FOOD DISTRIBUTORS
3613-19 N. 5th ST. • PHILA., PA
(215)426-8800
Free Delivery, Open Mon. -Sat.






































WHAT MEANS MORE TO US THAN MAKING THE LIST?
THE FACT THAT OUR EMPLOYEES PUT US THERE.
There are millions of companies that strive to give their employees
the ver)' best. And according to FORTUNE Magazine, only 100 who
actually do. We're proud to say that Enterprise Rent-A-Car is one of
them. And even prouder that our employees are the reason why.
You could say that Fortune discovered what we've known all along.
When you create a work environment that encourages employees to
share in the decision-making process, take on all the responsibility
they can handle, and enjoy promotion by merit rather than seniority,
you give them every opportunity to be their best.
So use your head. Put Enterprise Rent-A-Car at the top of your list,
and realize your most ambitious goals just as we've realized our own.
We are an equal
opportunity employe]
Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
For consideration, please contact:
Lisa Page





















good luck as they
enter a new world
of opportunities.




Jimmy: Congratulations, we are all proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, & Jeff
To Denise Renye, Congratulations and best wishes,
love. Mom & Dad
Vic Thomas-You are an inspiration to all who know
you-Your Family
Congratulations Sara! Love, Mom & War
A 1,000 words could not express our pride & love
for you. Mom, Christin & Charles
Rita Bonner, the world was blessed the day you
were born. Love us
Laura, those you teach will learn beyond their
dreams! Love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations, Ryan! Love, Mom, Dad, and Lyie
Jen-We're proud of you and all you accomplished.
Love Mom, Dad, Rob
Congratulations Jackie! We love you! Mom, Kate
and Jack
Congratulations Stacy. Love Mom, Dad, David
Krista Link, I'm so proud of you. Congratulations.
Love, Mom
Stephen, we are proud of all you have
accomplished. Love Mom & Dad
Congrats Bart we are so proud. Love you Steve,
Lisa, Mike, Chelsea
Banging heads & ripping threads, go Kevin go.
Love Mom, Dad, Beth
Congratulations Jen-Love Mom & Dad
Congratulations, Jocelyn Theisen BA EDU! Your NY
family is proud!
Kevin-we're very proud of you. Love, Mom & Dad
Joe, we are very proud of the person you have
become. Love, Your Family
Congratulations Joe Milano. Love Dad, Mom, Gina,
Cindy, Dave
To Sandra MacLiammoir: Congratulations from
England to my dearly loved daughter, with love from
mum and all the family.
Congratulations to Tricia Bell. God Bless You.
Love, Dad and Mom
Congratulations & Best Wishes to the Class of 2001 --
Dr. Dolores Lehr
Congratulations Colleen! Love, Mom, Dad,
Bernadette, Megan, Elizabeth & Monica
Jen Kopecki--Good luck. You continue to make us
proud. Love, Mom, Dad & Chris
Congratulations and Best Wishes to Seniors. Love,
Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
Congratulations to the Class of 2001-
David Chichowiez, Ph. D.
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Volume 57 of the Explorer^2& printed by Taylor Publish-
ing Company. Initial preparation and cover design were done
at Taylor's main plant in Dallas, Texas, and final assembly
was completed at Taylor's Chester County, Pennsylvania
plant. A total of 1000 copies of this book were printed. The
2001 £'i7'/9/-i?/- consists of 248 pages of 100# enamel paper,
including 32 pages printed in four-process color The book is
smyth-sewn with head and foot bands, and the cover is
Lexotone in Blue.
The cover is illustrated with the school seal in gold
metalique. The font for the cover and spine is Edwardian
script. The headlines are set in Edwardian Script, Century
Gothic or Poor Richard. All body copy is set in 1 1 -point Times
New Roman, and all captions aree set in 1 0-point Times New
Roman. Bylines are set in 1 0-point italic Times New Roman
with exception to the senior section which is set in Arial for
the panel information.
All senior portraits in this book were taken by Carl Wolf
Studio, Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania. Other color and black-
and-white photographs were taken by Carl Wolf Studio and
members of the yearbook staff
All layouts for the 2001 Exp/orervicrt designed in Adobe
PageMaker 6.0. The 2001 ExpIorer'\% an official publication
of La Salle University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and re-
production of any portion of this book, either whole or in
part, is prohibited without the written consent of the univer-
sity.
Inquiries about this edition of the .^it^/c/v'/- should be di-
rected to the La Salle University, Box 685, 1900 West Olney
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19141-1 199.
The staff of the 2001 Ex\)\orQ^
would like to thank
Mike Durinzi
and the staff of
Carl Wolf Studio,
Official Photographers for the
2001 Yearbook
For portrait package information,
contact Carl Wolf Studio at
401 Elmwood Avenue
P.O. Box 1037





During my time at LaSalle I al-
ways felt that there was some-
thing more I should be doing,
some kind of gift of service I
should give to the place where I
have grown and developed and
have been essentially defined.
Explorer 2001 is my gift and the
gift of all those who lent a hand
through word or deed to give you
what you are looking at perhaps
for the first time or perhaps for
the ten-millionth time to regain
the nostalgia of what was.
When given the opportunity to
be this year's Editor-in-Chief, I
must admit I was both scared and
eager. What would someone who
had not worked on a yearbook
since high school be able to ac-
complish? Though there were
countless bumps in what seemed
to be an endless road, February
came and I had a book I was
proud to be associated with. De-
spite the struggles and sleepless
nights, birthing this yearbook has
been both beneficial and valuable.
But in no way could I have done
this alone. First and foremost, I
would like to thank Emmy Kachel,
our publishing representative who
made priceless contributions and
devoted hours from her already
too tight schedule to accomodate
us to the fullest. Whether it was
answering a simple question or
helping with a layout Emmy was
there.
I would also like to thank our
faculty advisor Dr. Dolores Lehr
for her patience with a brand new
editor and staff and the aeons of
time she devoted to proofing and
editing. Dr. Lehr, you are both
dedicated and conscientious and
have played an immense role in
this publication.
Next, I would like to congratu-
late the entire editorial staffon all
of their hard work and efforts
throughout this entire process.
Meghann, you were absolutely
fantastic, and I appreciated all you
put into this project. Thank you for
being there for me (both here and
at home) to the bitter end. Den,
thank you for your support and
your encouragement throughout
the year and putting up with my
complaining. Ifnot for you I may
have abandoned the whole thing.
Jennifer Lynn, thank you for all
the time you gave up to tackle the
senior section. Your help is appre-
ciated more than you know. Nicole
and Jenna, you were incredible!
Your hard work and efforts made
my job SO much easier. Thanks
for jumping in. Jonny, thanks for
all those photos you supplied in a
pinch and on command, ft was
great to work with you. Piech,
thanks for handling everything on
the business end because we
know if left up to me our financ:
business would have been a me
'
Special thanks as well to Keli
John, Dave, and Brenna , my cc
staff. You were always wond
fill in a pinch whether it was wrii
ing articles, picture-fetching, orju^
listening to my daily trials art
tribulations.
Last and most definitely not leat
thanks to the La Salle communiv
who always gave us something i\
write about. Thanks for keepir
it exciting.
Kimm O'Brien, Class of 200
200/ ^^t^j^ic
Editor-in-Chief









Jennifer Lynn Etsell '01
Student Life















































Tiffany C. Hening '01
Ludwicka Chrzastowska '04
The Collegian
Mike Durinzi & the entire staff
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